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REPEAT GRAVITY MEASUEHffiNTS AT WAIRAKEI, 19,61-1974 

T . M. Hunt 

ABSTRACT 

Repeat gravity measurenientB made to examine the effects of mass 

changes aesociated with exploitation of the Wairakei Geothermal Field 

are described. The st^dard errors of the Ravity values are generally 

about'0.1 iiN/t£g, but observations over several days suggest the accumcy ^ 

is about 0.5 iiN/kg. The effect of ground noise in the geothermal area QLJ" 

is negligible. Dif ferences between surveys caused "by topo^aphic and 

groundwater level ctwi^s are less than 0.2 [iN/kgf and lees than ^ 

0»3 (iN/kg for uncertainties in instrument calibration. Differences due ^ 

to regiona,! gravity yiiriations are thought to be negligihle. 

INTRODUCTION 

Grayity laeasureiiients have been made on benchmarks in the Wairakei 

geotheimal area in order to exmoine the effects of mass changes resulting 

from water being drawn out of the ground for generating electricity. The 

results of measiirements in 196I, 1967 and 1968 were discussed by Hunt 

C1970) but no infonnation about gravity values, dates, or instrument 

stability were presented, nor were details of the measurements and their 

errors given. Since this publication further surveys, in April I971 

and December 1974t have been made. The purpose of this report is to 

catalogue the basic information available and to disease the errors in 

measurement and in comparing surveys. The results of the measurements 

will be discussed in a sepaia,te publication. 
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GRAVITY MEASUEIMESTS 

Gravity observations were made in August I96I by W, I, Reilly 

November 1962 by C, J, Banwell» J. Cogson, G. Dawson wad P, WellsMn, 

April 1967 and May 1968 by T, M. Hunt, April I97I by T. M. Hunt and 

P. C. Whiteford, aM. in December 1974 by T, M, Hunt, The values of 

gravity determined from these obeervationB are given in the Appendix, 

The approxlJBate locations of the benohmaAs used in the surveys are 

shown in Figures 1 BJOA 2% detailed finder diâ psams can be obtained 

from Ministry of Woi^s and Development, Wairakei. 

Gravity meters mid their oaliba^tion 

The I96I and I962 eurveye were made iming Norto Ai^rican giavity 

meter AGI-^^* Subeequent surveys were imde UBing LaCbste and Romberg 

gravity meter GIO6. In the 1967 aJ^ later surveys a looping technique 

was used to ndniiEiise instrument readJi^ errors and to detê a&ine instru

ment drif i. The looping aequenee used was generally A. B A B C B G D 

C D E In the I96I and I962 surveys this technique was not used 

but the gra-vity baae (WAIRAKEI A) was occupied at least three times each 

day, so that an inatrumeat drift correction could be obtained* The 

giavity meters were calibrated over the Wellington Caliban tion Interval 

of 658.1 tiN/kg (Cowan and Robertson 1964)» Because the greateat 

difference in griavity valiies between the survey points in the Wairakei 

area ie less than 500 jiN/lcg, erro^ associated with determination of the 

calibimtion factor will be less than those associated with the measure-

merit of the calibration intetml (about 0,5 [INAS). . A linear calibra^ 

tion factor was used for the North American gravity meter. The 

manufaotureira scale curve adjusted on the basis of the calibration over 

the Wellington Calibration Interva.1 was used for the LaCoete and Hombeng 

inatrumenti 

.1, 



Gravity base stations 

Gravity observations in the I96I and 1962 surveys were made 

relative to WAIRAKEI A gravity base which can no longer be occupied. 

These values have been put in terms of a base on Taupo Fundamental bench

mark (TAUPO FUNDAMENTAL), using the relationship: 

%AUPO FUNDAMENTAL ^ %IRAKEI A " ^^'^'^ (-0-2) W k g 

determined from twelve occupations of TAUPO FUNDAMENTAL made by W. I. 

fteilly during the I96I survey. TAUPO FUNDAMENTAL has been used as a 

gravity base for the I967 and later surveys, and has the advantage of 

being outside the area likely to be affected by mass changes associated 

with the Wairakei Geothermal Field. 

Tripod heists 

The North American gravity meter (AGI-96) was mounted on a tripod 

such that the base of the meter was normally O.58 m (25 inches) above 

ground level. The survey pins in some benchmarks however were not at 

grotind level and since the tripod base rested on the groimd and not 

directly on the benchmark there were differences in the height of the 

meter above some survey points. Field notes indicate that the base of 

the North American gravity meter varied between O.41 m (16 inches) and 

0.76 m (30 inches) above the pin in the benchmark. The LaCoste and 

Romberg gravity meter was set up on ite standard baseplate on the 

benchmark itself. Gravity differences between the base station and a 

benchmark measxzred using the North American gravity meter may therefore 

differ from those measured using the LaiCoste and Romberg instrument. 

Corrections for this variation in tripod height have been made to those 

gravity values in the Appendix marked by an asterisk, assuming a cliange 

-1 -1 
of 5•1 uN kg m 



Effect of ground noise (vibrations) 

Microseisms were observed when making measurements in the main 
tl 

production borefield and within 3 km of the (now extinct) "rogue" Bore 

No. 204. No iniblished infonnation is available on hig^ frequency 

ground movements in the Wairakei geothermal area, but at Waiotapu 

geothermal area vertical ground movements have an amplitude of about 

0.15 iim and a frequency of about 0.5 to 1 Hz (Whiteford 1970). The 

effect of such ground movements on gravity meter measurements may be 

similar to that of movements of a ship on a ship bome gravity meter 

which, \inder certain conditions, produces spurious readings insulting 

from "cross-coupling" (Harrison I96O; LaCoste 1967)« This effect 

occurs when sljmiltaneous vertical and horizontal aooelerations aot on 

the beam of a gravity meter. The error introduoed by "cross-coupling" 

is greatest when the beam of the gravity meter is parallel to the 

direction of the horizontal acceleration, and orientation of the 

gravity meter could be important. To test if this effect was signi

ficant, measurements were made with the LaCoste and Romberg gravity 

meter set up on Benchmark AA21 within the main production borefield. 

The measurements (Table I) show that there was no significant change in 

gravity readings for different orientations of the gravity meter, and 

hence "cross-coupling" errors are negligible in the case of the LaCoste 

and Romberg instrument. The North American gravity meter is no longer | 

operatioiial and no tests could be made using it* | 
• •} 

Table 1: Gravity meter readings (LaCoste and Romberg, GIO6) 
for different orientations of the instrument at benchmaA 

AA21, Wairakei Geothermal Field ' X 

Reading | 

5391.70 (±0.01) i, 

3391.69 I 
3391.70 T 
3391.68 -t 
3391.70 ; | 
3391.69 ^ 

0° 

45° 
90° 

135° 
180° 

270° 

f. 

file:///inder


REDUCTION OF MEASUREMENTS 

Calculation of gravity values 

Gravity values have been computed using the method described by 

Reilly (1970); for ea.ch day the gravity meter readings were multiplied 
t' 

by the appropriate scale factor, and the gravitational attraction of 

the sun and moon calculated, using the method of Longman (1959)» and 

subtracted. An instrument drift correction, derived from least squares 

fitting of a degree one or two curve to the gravity differences at 

repeat stations, was made. The differences in gravity between the 

base and field stations were then obtained by subtracting a base 

correction. 

Accuracy of gravity values 

A measure of the accuracy of gravity meter observations is their 

repeatability, within each day and from day to day. When a gravity 

station at Wairakei is occupied several times within a day, the 

Individual values of gravity, corrected for instrument drift and for 

changes In the gravitationed attraction of the sun and moon, generally 

differ by about 0.1 or 0.2 |iN/kg from each other. The value of gravity 

at benchmai^ AA13, within the main production borefield, was measured 

using the LaCoste and Romberg gravity meter on five successive days and 

the corrected measurements differed by up to 0.6 nN/kg, althovi^ the 

standard error of the individual values were less than 0.3 ÂN/kg. It 

is probable that an accuracy no better than 0.3 [iN/kg can be expected. 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SURVEYS 

Regional gravity changes 

TAUPO FUNDAMENTAL base is situated on thick Holocene lacustrine 

I 



Gravity 
Difference 

540.7 

541.2 

541.0 

Standard 
Error 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

71 08 27 541.2 0.1 3 2 

74 12 08 541.0 0.2 4 3 

Topographic changes 

Changes in the topography of the area between surveys have occurred 

due to road construction, mainly along State Highway 1 between Wairakei 

and Taupo (Fig. I), The effects of these changes on nearby griavity 

, stations, estimated using standard topographic correction tables 

I-

and volcanic deposits within the central volcanic zone of the North 

Island in which regional mass changes could be occurring. Gravity 

changes resulting from mass changes at great depth (> 5 km) should cause 

only vmiform changes in the gravity differences between the Wairakei 

area and TAUPO FUNDAMENTAL. To determine the size of any possible 

regional gravity changes in the Taupo area, gravity measurements were 

made on Rangitaiki Fundamental benchmark (RANGITAIKI FUNDAMENTAL), 

situated 25 km south-east of Taupo, on a thin (200 m) veneer of ignim

brite overlying greywacke basement rock. The gravity differences 

between TAUPO FUNDAMENTAL and RANGITAIKI FUNDAMENTAL at the times of 

the gravity surveys are shown in Table 2. The gravity difference 

increased between I968 and I971 but the amount of increase (0.5 iiN/kg) 

is insufficient to be certain if this is aotiial change Or measurement 

error. Since the distance between TAUPO FUNDAMENTAL and Wairakei 

(7 km) is. smaller than that between TAUPO FUNDAMENTAL and RANGITAIKI ^1 

FUNDAMENTAL (25 km) it is probable that the effects of regional mass 

changes on the Wairakei gravity surveys can be neglected. 

Table 2: Gravity Differences ([xN/kg) between 
TAUPO FUNDAMENTAL and RANGITAIKI FUNDAMENTAL 

Date Gravity Standard Number of Readings 
Taupo Rangitaiki 

68 04 12 540.7 0.1 4 3 •€ 

,'• >! 



(Woodward and Ferry 1973)» axe less than 0.2 l̂N/kg and have been 

neglected. 

Grotmdwater level changes 

Groundwater level changes may cause gravity differences between 

surveys. Groundwater levels beneath the benchmarks used in the gravity 

surveys are not known, but levels have been measured, and monitored at 

infrequent intervals, in holes adjacent to some bores. Data from 

26 holes (G. Hitchcock, pers. comm.) show that the greatest measured 

difference in groundwater level between July 1967 and March 1970 was 

2 m, but in most holes the differences were less than 1 m. The grovind-

water levels are from 5 to 30 m below the ground surface. 

Assuming the groundwater level dropped from a depth of I3 to 

15 m, for a rewiius of 5OO ni about a gravity station, in rock having a 

connected porosity of 20?̂ , the gravity change observed at the station 

would be about 0.16 yiS/kg. It is inferred that groundwater level 

changes between surveys may cause local gravity differences of about 

0.2 tiN/kg. 
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APPENDIX 

Svmmary of repeat gravity measurements in the vicinity 
6f Wairakei geothermal area 

Date: Day on which the measurements were made. 

jg: Value of gravity (nN/kg), calculated using the method of 

Reilly (1970), relative to TAUPO FUNDAMENTAL baae having a 

gravity value of 1000 l̂N/kg. An asterisk indicates that a 

correction hias been made for the height of the North 

American instrument above the survey point being different 

from 0.58 m. 

s.e. Standard error of gravity value. 

Stability; An indication of the precision of the gravity meter reading, 

which ia related to the ground noise conditions. 

Excellent = no mlcroseisms, readings - 0.01 dial div. 

Good = intermittent ground noise, readings 

to.02 dial div. 

Pair = continuous ground noise. Balance position of 

the gravity meter beam estimated from swings. 

Readings can be obtained to -(O.O5 - O.O5) 

dial div. 

Unreadable = gravity meter beam swinging erratically or 

hitting stops. 

Instrument: North American gravity meter AGI-96 listed ae 1-96, 

LaCoste and Romberg GIO6 gravity meter listed as IO6. 

Elevation: Elevation (metres) of the survey point at about the time of 

the gravity survey. The elevations given for the 196I 

s\irvey were obtained from Ministry of Works and Development 

Chart WG 2579/I. The elevations given for the 1967 survey 

were determined by extrapolating the 1956-1966 levellintj 
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data shown on chart WG 2579/I to 1967. Most benchmarks 

have shown a constant change in level with time over the 

period 1956-66 and so extrapolation to obtain the values 

for 1967 is considered to be valid. The levels for the 

1971 survey were obtained from M.W.D. levelling measure

ments made in May-August 1971 (j. Tawhai, pers. comm.). 

All elevations are orthometric heists, in termia of 

Maraetai Datum, based on the level of BM A 95 near 

Aratiatia being constant at 565.724 m (1195.320 ft). 



BM 

A 92/1 

A 93 

A 95 

A 96 

A 97 

Date 

61.08.14 
61.08.15 
61.08.16 

62.11.09 
62.11.24 
62,11.25 

67.05.51 

68.04.11 

71.09.16 

74.12.15 

61.08.14 

67.05.31 

68.04.14 

74-12.15 

61.08.05 

62.11.08 

67.04.09 

68.04.14 

71.09.04 

74.12.06 

61.08.05 

62.11.08 

67.04.09 

68.04.14 

71.09.04 

74.12.06 

61.08.05 

62.11.06 

67.04.02 

68.06.10 

71.08.50 

74.12.07 

£ 

877.5* 
878.2* 
878.5* 

878.5* 
876.9* 
8^7.8* 

877.9 

877.9 

877.8 

877.8 

958.9 

958.8 

958.6 

958.8 

977.5* 

976.3* 

976.9 

976.9 

977.3 

977.3 

967.7* 

966.9* 

967.4 

967.5 

968.1 

968.5 

907.5* 

904.0* 

904.5 

904.8 

905.8 

906.9 

n 

2 

3 
2 

3 

1 

1 

2 

3 

2 

3 

1 

1 

3 

3 

4 

4 

s.e. 

0.2 
0.5 
0.2 

1.8 
0.6 
0.2 

0.7 

0.1 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

0.8 

0.1 

0.1 

0 

1.5 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

0 

1.2 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

0.1 

2.5 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

Stability 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Good 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Good 

Excellent 

Fair 

Fair 

Excellent 

Good 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Excellent 

Good 

Fair 

Fair 

Pair 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Inst. 

1-96 
1-96 
1-96 

1-96 
1-96 
1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

Observer 

Reilly 
Reilly 
Reilly 

Dawson 
Coggon 
Coggon 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Whiteford 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Homt 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Elevation 

565.724 

550.89 

550.87 

550.867 

548.90 

548.75 

548.684 

580.73 

580.16 

579.560 



m 
A 98 

A 99 

Date 

61.08.02 

62.11.04 

67.05.50 

66.04.15 

71.08.50 

74.12.05 

61.08.02 

62.11.04 
62.11.09 

67.04.05 

68.04.15 

71.08.28 
71.08.50 

874.4* 

885.9* 

874.2 

874.9 

874.7 

874.6 

897.5* 

898.2* 
898.9* 

897.5 

897.7 

897.5 
897.0 

n 

1 

1 

4 

5 

3 

3 

1 

1 
1 

2 

1 

4 
3 

s.e. 

0.2 

0.7 

0.1 

0.2 

0.1 

0.2 

0.5 

0.7 
1.7 

0.1 

0.7 

0.2 
0.1 

Stability 

Pair 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Fair 

Good 

Good 

Fair 
Good 

Inst. 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 
1-96 

106 

106 

106 
106 

Observer 

Reilly 

Banwell 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Banwell 
Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

H\int 
Hunt 

Elevation 

392.50 

592.28 

392.174 

592.58 

592.16 

592.085 

74.12.05 897.9 5 0.2 Good 106 Hunt 

AA 1 61.08.02 982.9* 1 

62.11.07 
62.11.08 

67.05.50 

68.04.15 

71.08.28 

Destroyed 

984.0* 
985.4* 

984.5 

984.5 

984.8 

1 
1 

4 

5 

4 

0.5 

0.6 
1.0 

0.1 

0.4 

0.2 

Good 

Fair 

Excellent 

1-96 Reilly 

1-96 
1-96 

106 

106 

106 

Dawson 
Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

364.39 

564.28 

564.22 

AA 1/14 68.04.15 947-1 5 0.4 Good 

71.08.28 947.5 5 0.5 Excellent 

74.12.05 948.1 4 0.1 Excellent 

106 Hunt 

106 Hunt 

106 Hunt 

577.106 

AA 2 61.08.05 

62.11.07 

67.04.05 

68.04.15 

71.08.28 

Destroyed 

865.1* 

864.5* 

864.4 

864.6 

865.9 

1 

1 

5 

2 

0.1 

0.6 

0.1 

0.5 

5 0.1 

Good 

Good 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

Reilly 

Reilly 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 415.258 

AA 5/1 61.08.02 

62.11.07 

67.05.50 

68.04.13 

71.08.28 

' J^ io r»c 

890.6* 

890.5* 

890.9 

890.7 

890.4 

1 

1 

4 

1 

2 

i 

0.5 

0.6 

0.1 

0.5 

0.1 

o.? 

Good , 

Fair 

Fair 

Excellent 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

Reilly 

Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

415.347 
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m 
AA 5 

AA 6 

AA 7 

AA 8 

AA 9 

AA 11 

AA 12 

Date 

61.08.16 

68.06.11 

71.09.16 

74.12.15 

68.06.11 

71.09.16 

74.12.15 

£ s.e. 

61.08.15 

67.05.51 

68.06.09 

71.09.17 

74-12.15 

61.08.05 

62.11.25 

67.03.30 

68.04.15 

71.08.28 

74.12.05 

61.08.14 

62.11.25 

67.04.02 

68.04.14 

71.08.51 

74.12.12 

61.08.14 

67.04.04 

68.06.06 

71.09.16 

674.9* 1 0.4 

675.6 2 0.2 

674.9 5 0.2 

675.4 5 0.1 

577.2 

577.0 

577.0 

71.09.16 719.2 

74.12.15 719.1 

987.0 

987.6 

987.1 

987.5 

987.7 

987.9 

895.1* 

895.5* 

895.2 

893.3 

895.7 

895-5 

5 0.1 

5 0.2 

5 0.1 

5 0.2 

5 0.1 

815.4* 1 0.1 

815.4 1 0.6 

8I5.6 2 0.1 

815-4 2 0.2 

815.5 5 0.1 

1 0.1 

1 0.2 

0.1 

0.7 

0.2 

0.2 

1 0.1 

1 0.5 

5 0.2 

5 0.1 

2 0.2 

2 0.1 

785.1* 1 0.1 

782.2 1 0.1 

782.1 1 0.0 

762.3 2 0.2 

Stability Inst. 

1-96 

06 

06 

06 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Good 

Excellent 

Good 

Ebccellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Good 

Excellent 

Good 

Excellent 

Fair 

Excellent 

Fair 

Excellent 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Excellent 

Good 

Good 

-96 

06 

06 

06 

06 

-96 

-96 

06 

06 

06 

06 

-96 

-96 

06 

06 

06 

06 

-96 

06 

06 

06 

Observer Elevation 

Reilly 

Hunt 

Whiteford 

Hunt 

06 Hunt 

06 Whiteford 465-702 

06 Hunt 

06 Whiteford 447-413 

06 Hunt 

Reilly 415-79 

Hunt 415.67 

Hunt 

Whiteford 415-595 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Coggon 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Coggon 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

H'ont 

Reilly 

L'unt 

iiont 

Hunt 

555.49 

555.38 

555.516 

585.48 

565-39 

385.522 

425.56 

425.55 



BM 

AA 15 

Date 

61.08.05 

62.11.05 
62.11.06 

67.04.02 

68.04.14 

71.08.50 
71.08.51 
71.09.02 
71.09.05 
71.09.04 

S. 

875-5 

874-0 
872.2 

872.9 

875.2 

875.6 
875.2 
873.1 
873.2 
873.5 

n 

1 

1 
1 

3 
3 
2 
5 
2 
3 
3 

s.e. 

0.1 

0.9 
2.5 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 

Stability Inst. 

1-96 

Pair 
Fair 

Fair 

Fair 

Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 

1-96 
1-96 

106 

106 

106 
106 
106 
106 
106 

Obeerver 

Reilly 

Banwell 
Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 
Hunt 
Hunt 
Hunt 
Hunt 

Elevation 

403-45 

405.04 

402.772 

74.12.07 874-4 5 0.1 Good 106 Hunt 

AA 14 

AA 15 

AA 18 

AA 19 

61.08.05 

62.11.05 
62.11.06 

67.04.03 

68.04.15 

71.09.02 

74.12.14 

61.08.05 

62.11.06 

67.04.05 

68.04.15 

71.09.02. 

74.12.14 

61.08.05 

62.11.06 

67.04.01 

68.06.10 

71.09.14 
71.09.16 

74.12.10 

61.08.04 

62.11.06 

67.04.09 

68.06.10 

74.12.10 

755.6 

755.6 
752.9 

755.2 

753.0 

752.2 

752.2 

6I5.7 

6I3.9 

614.5 

614.6 

615.7 

614.5 

581.6 

585-2 

580.1 

580.0 

579.6 
579.8 

579.9 

585-1 

616.7 

584-1 

584-1 

584.0 

1 

1 
1 

2 

2 

5 

3 

1 

1 

3 
5 
5 
5 

1 

1 

3 

2 

1 
2 

5 

1 

1 

'1 

2 

2 

0.1 

0.9 
2.2 

0.1 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

2.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

2.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 
0.2 

0.1 

0.4 

2.2 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

Fair 
Fair 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Excellent 

Fair 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Excellent 

Fair 

Excellent 

Good 

Pair 
Fair 

Good 

Pair 

Ebccellent 

Good 

Excellent 

1-96 

1-96 
1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 
106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

Reilly 

Banwell 
Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hxint 

Reilly 

Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Whiteford 
Whiteford 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

.454.76 

454-58 

454-484 

510.24 

510.10 

510.017 

504.72 

504.61 

517.21 

517-11 

f 

; 

i 

• 

\ 

1 
•; 

i 
m 
% 

% 1 i 
i 
W' 
w 
l i 

i'' 



m 
AA 21 

AA 22 

AA 25 

• 

AA 55 

Date 

61.08.04 

62.11.05 
62.11.06 
62.11.08 

67.04.02 

68.06.08 

71.08.31 
74.12.07 

61.08.05 

62.11.04 
62.11.09 

67.04.04 

68.06.08 

71.09.02 

£ 

855.7* 
895.4* 
855.4* 

850.2 

850.1 

849.8 

850.1 

860.8* 

861.4* 
862.1* 

859.9 

860.0 

859.7 

n 

Destroyed by forestry 

61.08.05 
61.08.14 

62.11.04 
62.11.09 

67.04.09 

68.06.08 

71.09.02 

75.01.22 

61.08.05 

62.11.03 
62.11.06 

67.04.02 

828.4* 
822.6* 

825.5* 
825.1* 

822.6 

822.5 

822.5 

822.6 

908.5* 

925.9* 
897.4* 

906.7 

1 
1 

1 
1 

2 

2 

2 

5 

1 

1 
1 

5 

s.e. 

0.9 
2.5 
1.1 

0.2 

0.1 

0.2 

0.1 

0.0 

0.6 
1.7 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

Stability 

Unreadable 

Fair 
Fair 

Fair 

Good 

Pair 

Excellent 

Fair 

Excellent 

Fair 

Good 

operations 

0.0 
0.1 

0.6 
1.7 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.1 

0.9 
2.4 

0.2 

Fair 
Good 

Fair 

Fair 

Fair 

Fair 

Excellent 

Fair 

Fair 
Fair 

Pair 

Inst. 

1-96 

1-96 
1-96 
1-96 

106 

106 

106 
106 

1-96 

1-96 
1-96 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 
1-96 

1-96 
1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 
1-96 

106 

Observer 

Reilly 

Banwell 
Dawson 
Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Banwell 
Dawson 

Hvmt 

Htint 

Ĥ l̂t 

Reilly 
Reilly 

Banwell 
Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Banwell 
Dawson 

Hunt 

Elevation 

422.17 

421.87 

427.56 

427-19 

427.155 

448.12 

447.90 

447-86.5 

581.39 

/ 

581.06 / 

Destroyed during road construction 

AA 70 

71.09.04 

74.12.05 

61.08.05 

62.11.08 

67.05.50 

68.04.14 

71.09.04 

75-01.22 

908.9 

909.4 

967.0* 

965.6* 

967.0 

967-1 

967-7 

967-7 

1 

2 

1 

1 

4 

3 

2 

5 

0.2 

0.2 

0 

1.2 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

Fair 

Good 

Good 

Excellent 

Fair 

Good 

Good 

106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Himt 

Hunt 

580.017 

555-78 

555-75 

555-734 



m 
kk 71 

Date 

61.07.31 
61.08.16 

62.11.08 
62.11.09 
62.11.23 
62.11.24 

67.04.05 

68.04.14 

71.08.31 
71.08.28 

904-9* 
905-2* 

904.8* 
904-5* 
904.2* 

904.4* 

905-0 

905-1 

905-4 
905-2 

n s.e. Stability Inst. Observer 

5 0.2 Fair I-96 
5 0.5 Fair I-96 

1 1.2 1-96 
1 1.7 1-96 
1 0.5 1-96 
5 0.4 1-96 

2 0.5 Excellent 106 

5 0.1 Good 106 

1 0.2 Good 
1 0.4 

75.01.22 906.5 3 0.2 Good 

106 
106 

106 

Reilly 
Reilly 

Dawson 
Dawson 
Coggon 
Coggon 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 
Htmt 

Hunt 

Elevation 

374-85 

374.57 

574.548 

• ^ 

.',( 

*' 
V 

AA 72 61.08.14 

67.04.04 

68.06.06 

71.08.51 

74.12.06 

845.6* 1 0.1 

843.4 3 0.1 

845.5 2 0.0 

845.4 5 0.2 

845.8 5 0.2 

Fair 1-96 Reilly 405.88 

Good 106 Hunt 405.83 

Good 106 Hunt 

Excellent IO6 Hunt 405.795 

Excellent IO6 Hunt 

AA 75 61.08.05 613.6* 1 0.1 

62.11.05 
62*11.06 

67.04.05 

68.04.15 

71.09.02 

74.12.14 

612.9* 1 0.9 

610.6* 1 2.2 

611.0 5 0.1 

610.8 5 0.1 

610.1 5 0.1 

610.4 5 0.1 

Fair 
Fair 

Good 

Good 

1-96 Reilly 

1-96 
1-96 

106 

Excellent IO6 

106 

Excellent IO6 

Banwell 
Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

514.43 

514.50 

514.225 

AA 74 61.08.02 654.6 2 0.2 I-96 

61.08.16 654.8 5 0.3 1-96 

62.11.25 654.2 2 0.2 1-96 

67.04.01 655.5 3 0.1 Excellent IO6 

68.04.15 655.7 5 0.1 Good 106 
71.09-16 655.1 5 0.1 106 

74.12.06 655.5 5 0.2 Excellent I06 

Reilly 
Reilly 

487-65 

Coggon 

Hunt 487.50 

Hvmt 

Whiteford 487.450 

Hunt 

AA 75 61.08.05 876.6* 1 

62.11.05 
62.11.06 

67.04.05 

68.04.15 

71.08.50 

75.01 .'22 

877.5* 
877.2* 

875.5 

876.0 

875.8 

876.0 

1 
1 

5 

5 

5 

5 

0.1 

1.0 
2.4 

0-5 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

Fair 
Fair 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Excellent 

1-96 Reilly 

1-96 
1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

Banwell 
Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

391-90 

591-70 

591.597 



m 
AA 76 

AA 77 

AA 78 

Date 

61.08.02 

62.11.04 
62.11.09 

67.04.04 

68.06.to 

71.09.02 

75.01.25 

61.08.02 

62.11.04 
62.11.09 

67.04.04 

68.06.10 

71.09.02 

74.01.25 

61.08.02 

62.11.07 

67.05.50 

68.04.13 

71.08.28 

74.12.05 

K 

905.7* 

906.7* 
906.1* 

905.7 

906.1 

906.2 

906.5 

775.5 

774.4 
774.2 

772.5 

772.9 

772.8 

772.9 

985.6* 

985.9* 

984.0 

984.1 

984.5 

984.8 

n 

1 

1 
1 

3 

5 

5 

5 

1 

1 
1 

2 

5 

2 

2 

1 

1 

4 

3 

3 

3 

s.e. 

0.3 

0.7 
1.6 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.5 

0.7 
1.6 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.5 

0.6 

0.1 

0.5 

0.3 

0.2 

Stability 

Fair 

Gopd 

Ebccellent 

Good 

Good 

Fair 

Good 

Excellent 

Fair 

Good 

Good 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Inst. 

1-96 

1-96 
1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 
1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

Observer 

Reilly 

Banwell 
Dawson 

H\ant 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Banwell 
Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Himt 

Hunt 

Elevation 

596-70 

596.59 

596.267 

462.48 

462.20 

462.158 

560.54 

560.24 

560.181 

AA 79 61.08.05 907.4* 1 0.0 1-96 Reilly 

62.11.04 
62.11.09 

67.04.04 

68.06.08 

907.7* 
908.4* 

907.4 

907.6 

Destroyed by road 

AA 79/1 71-09.02 

75-01.22 

908.1 

908.0 

1 0.7 
1 1.6 

5 0.1 

2 0.1 

Fair 

Good 

Good 

construction 

2 0.1 

5 0.2 

Fair 

Good 

1 
1 

V
D

V
D

 
CT

v 
C

JV
 

106 

106 

106 

106 

Banwell 
Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

597-04 

596.91 

596.528 

BM 7 61.08.01 

62.11.04 
62.11.09 

67.04.01 

68.04.15 

71.09.14 

74.12.07 

607.6 

613.0 

605.5 

605.8 

606.2 

605.6 

605.9 

1 0.5 

1 
1 

2 

5 

3 

3 

0.7 
1.6 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

Fair 

Good 

Fair 

Fair 

1-96 Reilly 

1-96 
1-96 

512.65 

106 

106 

106 

Banwell 
Dawson 

Hunt 512.49 

Hunt 

Whiteford 5I2.446 

Excellent I06 



EM 

BM 8 

Date 

62.11.04 

67.04.01 

74.12.07 

582.4* •• 0.7 

652.0 5 0.1 

Stability Inst. Observer 

Fair I-96 Banwell 

Unreadable 106 Himt 

Excellent 106 H\int 

Elevation 

BM 9 61.08.04 

62.11.04 

67.04.01 

68.06.05 

71.09.14 

74.12.10 

774.8 

790.5 

775-0 

772.6 

772.7 

772.4 

1 0.4 

1 0.7 

1 0.2 

2 0.1 

5 0.1 

5 0.1 

Fair 1-96 Reilly 466.05 

Fair 1-96 Banwell 

Fair IO6 Hunt 465-95 

Fair IO6 Hunt 

Fair IO6 Whiteford 465-875 

Good 106 Hunt 

BM 15 62.11.08 902.5* 1 1.1 

67.04.02 901.7 5 0.2 Good 
68.06.08 901.1 2 0.1 Good 

BM 16 61.08.01 865.7 

62.11.08 867.8 1 1.1 

62.11.26 870.7 1 0.6 

67.04.02 862.4 2 0.2 

68.06.08 861.7 5 0.1 

71.08.51 861.7 5 0.2 

74.12.07 862.2 5 0.1 

1 0.5 Fair 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Excellent 

1-96 

106 
106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

Dawson 

Hunt 
Hunt 

1-96 Reilly 

1-96 
1-96 

Dawson 
Wellman 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

598.05 

425-52 

425-17 

425.10 

BM 19 68.06.08 

74-12.07 

640.2 

640.4 

1 0.2 

5 0.1 

Fair 

Excellent 

106 

106 

Hunt 

Hunt 

BM 20 61.08.15 786.9' 1 0.5 1-96 

67.05-31 787-1 1 0.0 Excellent IO6 

68.06.09 788.0 2 0.1 Excellent 106 

71.09.17 787-5 2 0.2 Good 106 

74.12.15 787.5 5 0.1 Good 106 

Reilly 424-17 

Hunt 424.08 

Hunt 

Whiteford 424.O6O 

Hunt 

BM 21 61.08.15 868.0* 1 O.5 1-96 Reilly 566.82 

62.11.25 868.1* 1 0.2 1-96 Goggon 

67.05.51 867.7 1 0.6 Excellent 106 Hunt 586.70 

68.06.09 868.5 2 0.1 Excellent 106 Hunt 

71.09.16 868.0 2 0.2 Good 106 Whiteford 586.664 

74.12.15 868.0 2 0.1 Good 106 Hunt 



BM 

BM 22 

BM 25 

BM 24 

BM 26 

BM 27 

BM 28 

Date 

61,08.15 

67.03-51 

68.06.11 

71.09.16 

Destroyed. 

61.08.15 

67.05.51 

68.06.11 

71.09.16 

61.08.14 

67.05.31 

68.06.1I 

Destroyed. 

61.08.04 

62.11.06 

67.04.01 

68.04.15 

71.09.14 

74.12.07 

61.08.04 

62.11.09 

67.04.01 

68.04.15 

71.09.14 

74.12.07 

61.08.04 

62.11.07 

67.04.01 

71.09.14 

74.12.10 

& 

710.9* 

711.2 

711.2 

710.9 

961.4* 

961.8 

961.9 

962.5 

945.8* 

945.9 

945.8 

582.4* 

598.2 

581.0 

581.4 

580.9 

581.0 

554.0* 

552.4* 

552.7 

553.5 

552.5 

552.8 

736.0* 

758.1* 

708.1 

707.8 

707.5 

n 

1 

1 

2 

5 

1 

1 

5 
1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

3 

3 

3 

3 

1 

1 

3 

5 

3 

3 

1 

1 

1 

3 

3 

s.e. 

0.3 

0 

0.2 

0.2 

0.3 

0 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

0 

0.2 

0.4 

2.2 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.4 

1.6 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.4 

0.6 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

Stability 

Good 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Fair 

Good 

Fair 

Fair 

Ebccellent 

Good 

Fair 

Good 

Excellent 

Pair 

Fair 

Fair 

Good 

Inst. 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

Observer 

Reilly 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Whiteford 

Reilly 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Whiteford 

Reilly 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Whiteford 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Whiteford 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Dawson 

Hunt 

Whiteford 

H\ant 

Elevation 

450.53 

450.51 

450.517 

548.18 

548.07 

548.045 

354.38 

354.36 

518.68 

5I8.57 

518-545 

556.482 

487r25 

-

487.10 

487-055 



" • " ^ 

BM 

BM 29 

BM 50 

BM 51 

BM 52 

BM 55/1 

BM 54 

BM 54/1 

Date 

61.08.04 

62.11.07 

67.04-09 

68.06.05 

71.09-14 

74.12.10 

61.08.04 

67-04.09 

68.06.05 

71-09-14 

74.12.10 

67.04.05 

68.06.05 

71.09.06 
71.09-14 

74.12.09 

67.04.05 

68.06.05 

71.09-06 

74.12.09 

71.09.06 

74.12.09 

61.08.04 

62.11.07 

67.04.01 

68.06.05 

71.09.06 
71.09.14 

75^01.25 

71.09.14 

74.12.07 

& 

684-4* 

685.2* 

685.7 

685.0 

685.1 

685.4 

662.5* 

661.5 

661.5 

661.7 

661.5 

864.9 

865.0 

865.0 
864.9 

864.8 

8O4.2 

8O4.5 

8O4.I 

8O4.O 

754.0 

754.2 

857.6* 

859.0* 

856.2 

855.9 

856.5 
856.6 

856.6 

794.7 

794.5 

n 

1 

2 

1 

5 

5 

5 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

1 
3 

3 

3 

4 

2 

3 

3 

3 

1 

1 

5 

4 

1 
1 

5 

3 

3 

s.e. 

0.4 

0.5 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.1 

0.2 

0.1 

0.4 

0.8 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

Stability 

Fair 

Good 

Fair 

Good 

Fair 

Good 

Good 

Fair 

Ebccellent 

Excellent 

Ebccellent 

Fair 

Good 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Fair 

Good 

Fair 

Good 

Fair 

Fair 

Fair 

Fair 

Excellent 

Fair 

Ebccellent 

Inst. 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

106 
106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

1-96 

1-96 

106 

106 

106 
106 

106 

106 

106 

Observer 

Reilly 

Dawson 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Whiteford 

Hunt 

Reilly 

Hunt 

H\int 

Whiteford 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 
Whiteford 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 

Hunt 
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FIGURE V. Map showing location of berxiiniarte used in the repeal gravity, surveys. Benchmarks with an asterisk have been destroyed 



RGURE 2 Map showing kx:ati(jn of benchn^arks in and near the nnain prcxiucticjn borefieid. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Cretaceous Whangakea Basalt has undergone two episodes of alteration. The earlier one 
pervasively affected part of the formation and produced greenschist mineral facies assemblages 
of the type quartz-albite-chlorite-epidote-actinolite-sphene. The later episode gave rise to zeolites, 
including stilbite, analcime, thomsonite, epistilbite, heulandite-clinoptilolite, and laumontite, none 
of which co-exist stably wth quartz. Products of the zeolitic alteration are widespread, but occur 
predominantly in and adjacent to veins. Calcite crystallised at a late stage in this episode. 
Greenschist alteration probably occurred at temperatures in excess of 320°C, whereas zeolite 
alteration is believed to have taken place below 165-I80°c. 

The Whangakea Basalt, together with an associated gabbro-peridotite body, constitute an 
ophiolite complex. The localised development of the greenschist alteration, the presence of relic 
magmatic phases, the lack of preferred orientation of the secondary minerals, and their common 
pseudomorphous habit suggest that this alteration resulted from hydrothermal metamorphism. 
Zeolitic alteration may have occurred late in this metamorphism, or may have occurred while the 
basaltic rocks were buried beneath some 3000 m of Tertiary strata. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Te Rake and Waipahirere masses comprise the 
more easterly of the several inliers of Cretaceous 
Wiangakea Basalt that form the rugged headlands of 
northernmost New Zealand (Fig. 1). They are sur
rounded mainly by Tertiary and Quaternary sedimentary 
material and are locally intruded by middle Tertiary 
microdiorite bodies. I have previously described the 
geology of the masses and the adjacent strata (Leitch 
•970). Both the Te Rake and Waipahirere masses are 
formed of pillowed and unpillowed basaltic flows 
intruded by sills and dykes of dolerite. Minor inter
calations of autoclastic breccia and rare radiolarian chert 
occur within the dominantly extrusive piles. 

This paper is concerned with the nature, origin, and 
'̂Snificance of the alteration of the Whangakea Basalt 

•" the two masses. Phases have been identified optically 
^ d by X-ray diffraction. Plagioclase compositions were 

ttermined with the universal stage using the curves of 
^'emmons (1962), and by refractive index measure
ments. Except where otherwise noted, zeolite identifica-
otis have been confirmed by X-ray diffraction. 
tractive indices are believed accurate to ± 0 0 0 5 

' ~ 0-002 for zeolites), and optic axial angles to ± 2°. 
j^cimen numbers are those of the petrology collection, 

Partment of Geology, University of Auckland. 

IGNEOUS PETROGRAPHY 

1 ^ of the rocks are altered, those of the Waipahi 
mainl* • ' ' pervasively, and those of the Te Rake r 
Hie / 1 ' " ^"^ adjacent to veins that seam all outcrops, 
fff, ''owing descriptions are based largely on material 
Miev j ! .'̂ '̂ '̂̂  mass; texturally comparable 

rere 
mass 

rocks, 
th« VV/ • ' ° '^•'^^ '̂̂ '̂  initially similar compositions, form 

^a-Pahirere mass. 

**feived 

\J<^ 
17 February 1977, revised 31 October 1977 

BASALT: Textures vary from perhyaline with only 
scattered phenocrysts of plagioclase and augite set in a 
dark glassy groundmass, to intersertal where glass, now 
usually replaced by secondary phases, occurs in inter
stices between subophitically intergrown augite and 
plagioclase. Some pillows have a variolitic texture 
resulting from a radial arrangement of slender 
labradorite laths scattered between which are small 
augite granules set in glass. Comb-like and aborescent 
clinopyroxene intergrowths with interstitial glass occur 
in pillow selvedges. 

In most rocks plagioclase averaging about Anno is 
the most abundant magmatic phase. Phenocrysts show 
normal zoning from cores as calcic as Anxj to rims of 
An.-io. The phenocrysts of one specimen (9087) are 
spongy cores of oligodase (Anvs), with clear rims of 
labradorite, set in a hyaline groundmass containing 
euhedral augite phenocrysts and small clear labradorite 
laths. Another (9088) consists of calcic oligodase and 
augite phenocrysts surrounded by an intergranular 
groundmass of plagioclase laths, augite granules, and 
opaque oxide. 

Colourless clinopyroxene occurs in all little-altered 
basalts, typically in subhedral grains smaller than the 
associated plagioclase. Optical data (2V.50-53°, 
/3 1-684-1-696) indicate it is a normal augite. Specimen 
9092 contains scattered microphenocrysts of bronzite 
(2V. 98°, j3 < 1-70). 

Small needles and equant grains of opaque oxide 
occur in most basalts and rare brown amphibole is 
found in the core of a variolitic pillow (9091). 

DOLERITE : The dolerites, holocrystalline rocks with a 
hypidiomorphic-granular texture, contain the same 
simple primary mineral assemblage as the basalts: 
plagioclase, augite, and opaque oxide. Plagioclase is the 
most abundant phase, constituting about 60% of the 
rocks. The bulk of this feldspar is labradorite, with 

- - " 1 

& 
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FIG. 1—Northernmost New Zealand showing location of Te Rake and Waipahirere masses. 

most crj-stals normally zoned from cores occasionally as 
calcic as An7fl to margins as sodic as An2o. Subhedral 
augite (2V. 48-52°, p 1-691-1-697) is colourless or 
sometimes very pale pink. Opaque oxide occurs in 
amounts of up to 5%, in some rocks as well-formed 
crystals and in others in large skeletal units. Apatite is 
a minor but widespread phase. Bronzite (2V, 115°, 
/3 < l - 7 2 ) , forms slender pale-orange to colourless 
pleochroic rods and constitutes 2% of specimen 9100. 

Neither magmatic quartz nor olivine were found in 
the dolerites or basalts. 

The second episode affected rocks of both masses. 
Alteration was confined largely to ramifying vein 
systems that criss-cross the rocks, although there was 
also some replacement of earlier phases found in the 
body of the rocks. The main products of this alteration 
are zeolites and calcite. 

Overprinting of the zeolitic alteration on the green
schist event is clearly demonstrated by the replacement 
of greenschist phases, especially quartz and albite, by 
zeolites, and by zeolite veins cutting earlier greenschist 
facies veins. 

ALTERATION 

Two distinct episodes of alteration of the Whangakea 
Basalt are recognised. The earlier episode affected only 
rocks of the Waipahirere mass, especially those along 
the northern coast of North Cape headland. It resulted 
in the cr)-stalli5ation of typical greenschist mineral facies 
assemblages, and most rocks affected show few relic 
magmatic phases. Augite persists occasionally, and 
calcic plagioclase rarely. The textures of the rocks have, 
however, been little modified, except in zones of 
tectonic brecciation and shearing, or along major vein 
systems where epidosites have formed. The rocks lack 
schistosity or cleavage, and no preferred orientation of 
secondar)' phases has been discerned. 

Greenschist facies alteration 

Typically, the products of this alteration are green 
rocks, composed mainly of chlorite, epidote, and 
actinolite. Pillow lavas frequently show a zonal atimge-
ment of these phases, .with chlorite concenirated in tht 
cores of the pillows and epidote in the selvedges and 
inter-pillow interstices. In other pillows actinolite is 
concentrated in the outer zones. 

The greenschist facies mineralogy is described below: 

QUARTZ, t)'pically in clear unstrained grains, occurs in 
nearly all rocks, although it has been replaced to varying 
degrees by zeolites during later alteration. It occupies 
amygdules and veins as well as being disseminated 
through the fabric of the rocks. 
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ALDITE has widely, though not completely, replaced 
calcium-bearing plagioclase. It has not been identified 
in veins or amygdules. 

CHLORITE is present in most specimens, occupying 
amygdules and veins as well as replacing much of the 
bulk of the original rocks. This phase is optically 
negative and shows anomalous interference colours. 
Om.x ranges from 1-605 to 1-612, suggesting a variation 
in Fe (Fe4-\fg) of between about 0-28 and 0-35. 

EPIDOTE occurs in all rocks. It is most common in 
veins, but also occupies amygdules and interpillow 
interstices, and occurs scattered throughout the rocks. 
Optical and X-ray measurements indicate it is iron-
rich (PSII -PSM). 

AcrriNOLiTE is found only in the main fabric of the 
rocks, where it has replaced ferromagnesium phases and 
glass. It is commonly intergrown with chlorite. Refrac
tive indices (a 1-619-1-626, y 1 •646-1-650) indicate a 
magnesium-rich actinolite. 

SPHENE is found in all rocks, generally in dark irregular 
agsrcgates. 

PYRITE is a widespread, although minor, phase in veins 
and amygdules. It is occasionally accompanied by small 
amounts of chalcopyrite, the latter showing marginal 
replacement by digenite and chalcocite. 

HEMATITE occurs mainly in narrow veins, frequently 
associated with pyrite. 

The most common mineral assemblages, quartz-
albite-chlorite-actinolite-epidote-sphene and quartz-
albite-chlorite-epidote-sphcne, are typical products of 
the greenschist facies alteration of basic igneous rocks. 
Alteration has mainly involved hydration of the parent 
rocks. The development of widespread mono-, bi-, and 
polymineralic veins and segregations was also undoubt
edly aided by abundant hydrous fluids. Although calcite 
's present in some rocks, it occurs only in veins formed 
during or after zeolitic alteration, and the greenschist 
episode fluids probably contained little CO:>. 

AH of the greenschist phases are stable over a wide 
pressure interval. Only the temperature of alteration 
can be estimated. Replacement of calcium-bearing 
plagioclase by albite rather than analcime suggests 
temperatures exceeded 200°c (Liou 1971a). Epidote 
normally occurs in geothermal systems at temperatures 
"1 excess of 230°c (Muffler & White 1969; Browne 
* Ellis 1970; Tomasson & Kristmannsdottir 1972), 
although epidote in basaltic rocks from the hydro-
thermal system at Reykajavik is believed to have formed 
« temperatures as low as 135°c (Sigvaldason 1963). 
Keith et al (1968) recorded the assemblage quartz-
fremolite-epidote at about 320°c in the Salton Sea 
Seothcrmal system, and Browne (1969) found an 
^mphibole he tentatively suggested was tremolite in the 
"badlands field at about 275°c. The absence of 
Pfehnite and pumpellyite may be indicative of tempera-

res in excess of 350°c, according to the analysis of 
'tsch (1971). A tentative minimum temperature of 
^ 3 5 0 ° c is thus suggested for the greenschist facies 

iteration. 

Zeolitic alteration 

The formation of zeolites and calcite are grouped 
together as products of zeolitic alteration, although the 
status of the latter phase is unclear. Calcite veins 
frequently cut zeolite-bearing ones, and textural relation
ships in calcite-zeolite x-eins and segregations often 
suggest that calcite is replacing zeolite. Thus, the 
crystallisation of calcite may have resulted from a third 
separate alteration episode, or may have occurred at a 
late stage during zeolitic alteration, attendant upon an 
increase in the mole proportions of CO2 in the vein 
fluid. 

Phases formed during this alteration episode are 
described below: 

STILBITE is the most abundant zeolite and occurs both 
in veins and amygdules and in the fabric of the rocks. 
Refractive indices vary, suggesting some compositional 
variation (a I-479-1'486, y I •487-1-497). Associated 
minerals are analcime, epistilbite, thomsonite, natrolite, 
and calcite. 

ANALCI.ME is a common phase in amygdules and veins, 
and replaces earlier minerals, especially calcic 
plagioclase. It frequently shows low birefringence and 
repeated lamellar hvinning. Refractive index is rela
tively constant (n 1-486-1-488). Associated minerals 
are stilbite, thomsonite, gonnardite, and calcite. 

Tllo.MSONlTE is a minor, but widespread, phase. It has 
been found together with stilbite, analcime, gonnardite, 
and calcite. 

GONNARDITE has been tentatively identified in specimen 
9098 as a low-birefringent fibrous zeolite (a 1-499, 
-y 1-503) associated with analcime and thomsonite. 
Insufficient material was available for X-ray diffraction 
study. 

PEPISTILBITE has been identified only from the Waipahi
rere mass, where an inclusion-charged zeolite replacing 
quartz in amygdules yields X-ray diffraction patterns 
appropriate to this phase. Optical properties generally 
support the identification, although the bifringence (a 
1-492, y 1-495) is lower than typical of epistilbite 
(Deer 1?/ al 1963, p. 377). Epistilbite is associated with 
heulandite-clinoptilolite and stilbite. 

HEULANDITE-CLINOPTILOLITE. A zeolite yielding a 
diffraction pattern similar to that tabulated by Mumpton 
(1960) for clinoptilolite occurs occasionally in both the 
Te Rake and Waipahirere masses. Refractive indices 
(a 1-490, P 1-491, y 1-495) are higher than those for 
typical clinoptilolite, and the mineral is probably an 
intermediate member of the heulandite-clinoptilolite 
series (Boles 1972). It is found associated with 
analcime, epistilbite, and calcite. 

NATROLITE, found at only one locality, is intergrown 
with stilbite. 

LAUMONTITE cements brecciated igneous material in 
both masses; it is not associated with other zeolites. 
Refractive indices show a small range (a 1-506-1-510, 
/3 1-517-1-518, y 1-519-1-521). 

GREEN PHYLLOSILICATES. Moderately birefringent green 
and green-brown phyllosilicates are associated with other 
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zeolitic phases, and have partially replaced ferro
magnesium silicates. They have not l)een conclusively 
identified, but probably include oxidised chlorite and 
celadonite. 

CALCITE is probably the most widespread and common 
secondary mineral in the Whangakea Basalt. It is found 
in amygdules and veins and in the fabric of the rocks 
replacing almost all other phases. Refractive indices 
indicate a composition close to pure CaCOs. 

Physical conditions of the zeolitic alteration are 
difficult to establish. Experimental data for the reaction 
analcime + quartz = albite are not applicable, for quartz 
is not a stable phase in analcime-bearing assemblages, 
and in silica-deficient environments analcime may exist 
stably to 600°C (Liou 1971a). Widespread stilbite 
indicates that temperatures of 165-180°c were generally 
not attained, for in this range stilbite dehydrates to 
laumontite plus quartz and waler (Liou 1971b). 
Laumontite in the Whangakea Basalt is not associated 
with quartz, and the cr>'slallisation of this phase or 
stilbite was probably conditioned by the activity of silica 
in the fluid phase present during alteration. Although 
these fluids appear to have been undersaturated in silica, 
as indicated by the instability of quartz, the presence of 
thomsonite, formation of which is favoured by a silica-
deficient environment, and stilbite, epistilbite, and 
heulandite-clinoptilolite, which commonly occur asso
ciated with quartz (Coombs et al 1959), suggests 
variations in silica activity. Neither epistilbite nor 
heulandite-clinoptilolite have been found associated with 
thomsonite in the Whangakea Basalt. 

Few data are available to set a minimum temperature 
for zeolitic alteration. The zeolite distributions found 
by Walker (1960a; b) , in which intensity of zeolitisa-
tion decreases towards the top of thick lava piles, 
indicate that some elevation of temperature is necessar)' 
for the widespread development of these minerals in 
basaltic rocks. The distribution of laumontite in thick 
stratified sequences and geothermal drill holes suggests 
this phase forms only at temperatures above those at 
the Earth's surface or corresponding to shallow burial 
(Hay 1966). 

Evidence outlined in the next section suggests that 
zeolitic alteration may have rKCurred subsequent to the 
Early Miocene. The lithostatic load on now-exposed 
Whangakea Basalt at this time is unlikely to have 
exceeded 0-8 kb, assuming an average density of 
2-7g/cm' for the overlying strata. 

D I S C U S S I O N 

The restricted extent of the greenschist metamorphism, 
the absence of a tectonic fabric, and the commonly 
pseudomorphous habit of secondarj' minerals, suggest Ihe 
greenschist facies assemblages were produced by hydro-
thermal metamorphism in a region of highly variable 
heat flux. Secondary mineral assemblages very similar 
to those in the Whangakea Basalt have been reported 
from geothermal fields in California (Keith et al 1968) 
and Iceland (Sigvaldason 1963). Identical asscmbL-iges 
to those produced by the greenschist alteration have 
been recorded in rocks from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge 

and spreading ridges in the Indian Ocean (Bonatti el 
al. 1971; Aumento el al. 1971; Cann 1969; Melson & 
van Andel 1966). The latter are considered the result 
of hydrothermal alteration under a high geothermal 
gradient (Spooner & Fyfe 1973; Cann 1974). 

Immediately east of the Waipahirere mass a grabbro-
peridotite body shows a sequence from serpentinised 
peridotite, through layered gabbro and peridotite, to 
gabbro and, in its uppermost levels, sheeted dykes 
(Leitch 1970). This body closely resembles the well-
documented Tethyan ophiolites and, although it is now 
in fault with Whangakea Basalt, these latter rocks 
would complete an ophiolite sequence (Bennett 1976). 
Bennett suggested that alteration of the ultramafic-mafic 
complex might have resulted from ocean-floor meta
morphism, and drew attention to the possibility that 
this alteration continued up into Ihe Whangakea Basalt. 
This interpretation accords with the prevalent opinion 
on the origin of ophiolites and is supported by the 
similarity of the greenschist facies assembl.-iges to those 
in ocean-floor basalts and in the Lower Pillow Lavas of 
the Troodos Massif (Gass & Smcwing 1973). However, 
interpretation of the Whangakea Basalt and associated 
mafic and ultramafic rocks as the products of early island 
arc magmatic activity is not precluded by the presence 
of hydrothermal metamorphism. Indeed, such alteration 
would proceed in any pervious igneous pile erupted in 
a marine environment, provided a heat flux sufficient 
to initiate and mainiain convective circulation existed. 

Zeolite assemblages similar to those in the Whanga
kea Basalt occur in basic rocks dredged from the 
ocean floor (Miyashiro et al. 1971; Aumento el al. 
1971). It is tempting to seek the origin of the zeolitic 
alteration in the same hydrothermal system, with these 
phases forming first in the upper levels of the accreting 
igneous pile, and migrating deeper as the heat flux 

"decreased. However, both analcime and laumontite 
occur in Miocene rocks close to the Te Rake mass, 
laumontite in laumontite^-calcite-pyrite veins in a small 
microdiorite body, and analcime replacing clastic 
plagioclase in Lower Miocene rocks close to the edge 
of a similar microdiorite dyke. The zeolites may thus 
be the products of local phenomena arising from the 
cooling of the microdiorite intrusions, or alternatively 
may be the result of burial of the Whangakea Basalt 
beneath some 3000 m of sedimentary rocks in the 
Miocene (Leitch 1970). 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The Whangakea Basalt has been affected by two 
episodes of alteration, the earlier producing mineral 
assemblages of the greenschist facies and the latter 
mainly zeolites and calcite. 

2. Greenschist alteration occurred in a water-
saturated environment at a minimum temperature of 
32O-350°C. 

3. Zeolitic alteration took place at a temperature 
below I65-180°c. The accompanying fluid was under-
saturated -with silica, although variations occurred in 
the chemical polential of silica in the fluid. The mole 
proportion of CO-.; in the fluid remained low until 
towards the end of alteration. 
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Proof 

SoiGmic, Gravity and Magnetic Studies, Broadlands Geothermal Field/) 
Fk f ..-L. • • « T 7 - ^ *^ T W T'S ̂  '""''^ Wsw Zealand 

M. P. liociisTF.iN " T. M. H U N T * 

AllSTKACT 

InfuriOi.lion ;ibo-ol structural itniurcs wilhin the ilroad-
l.inu> ricld wav joi::-.iil n>inî  dcioilcd sciiinic. pri.viiy nnd • 
ni.i::m.li>.- ,>iir\cy-j. ^wii-niic nic:i>--iir'.r!'.-vnls usinc the refraction 
I-.ILI:K>>; »hi>-.\- llic prcsoiKc of several cloniL-->:iapetl Mruciiirc'> 
(rluoli:-,- ov';!ic^) but I!K- ;.rv.-y\v;ickc h;iscnK-nt co;il<l not be 
ou'lc.-.eJ. Tiic praviiy aiul ni,-.;:nclic surveys have been of liille 
\s<t: in nj.-.jipin;: sinrt:ur.il fe:Uiires wiihin the volcanic over
burden. A r,->idu.-il 5;raviiy .-inomniy oi ujj to -r il) m..;:il covers 
nlo^l of llie H.'u..diai:d.- I'ield and is nuiiniy ca'.i«-rd by dcn:.iri-
c.iliim of l!ic rocks wiihiii ihc field brought ahoui by hydro-
ihcrnial a'.Icraiion of various rocks. This anomaly makes il 
difficult 10 delerniino ihe basemen; relief bcneaih the Broad-
lands i-'icld. M.i(;riciic nicjsureincnis give no informaiion about 
the CNieni of ihe thermal area al dcpili. Volcanic roeks from 
inside ihe field were found to be non-magnetic. 

Iiilrciluctian 

UxploiTiiioii of ^;coiherriial areas is at present go
verned by various siruclural concepts, and those of im-
poria;ice for geophysical e.xploration arc: 

u) Geothermal systems in sedimentary and volca
nic envi-.-Gnmcnts are located above fissure-7.oncs or 
major iauits, both presumably related to basement tec
tonics; 

fc) secondary fissures and minor faults at shallow 
depths nuist be tapped for exploitation; 

c) geoihermal systems in a volcanic environment 
arc associaled wilh non-magnetic volcanic rocks. 

Following these concepts seismic, graviiy and mag
netic mcihotls have been used to detect basement and 
aquifer structures and the structure of magnetic and 
non-magpcii-j rocks of geothermal areas in Ilaly, Japan, 
Mexico, .Xc'.v Zealand and El Salvador. Results of such 
striiciural investig:riions for some geothermal regions in 
Italy |-,a->-e been presented by C.xssi.sis (1961). VF.C-
Ciii.\ i l9o l ) . 13.\Tri.M and Mi.NUT (1964) and :\1OUTON 

(I96"5); uir tiieiir,;il arc;is in Japan, by MAY-XKAWA and 
Moiti (1002). Nov.Ltiii (I960) ;!nd HAYAKAWA, TAKAKI 

-.:tnt\ H.Mi.v (1907). i-\-si:Us vif similar investigations in 
New /.eahir.d have been published by IJCC'K and Ro-

EABTH SCIENCE 

. . . • ' 

' G.:^.j.i.y.^ies l) i \ i>ion, r)e;iarli.u-nl of Seientitie and lr. 
duslii:il Uc-e.ireli, \Vell'.ii;:loii, New /.e.il;ind. 
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Si i ' iT (l'))')j'iiir ili.-\V.iir:ikei I'i.-lil. liy .Sii;i)r (I')";!'.) 
fur llie. K-iwenm \-'w\'\ and .Sirbr (19(r>) fur ihe W.iio- , 

- ^ l;,pii I'ie'il. A MiiniiKMy nf MrucUir.'ii invesli|'..'ilit)ns hy 
, J )vopliv:.ic;il iiKihods in New Zealand, lias been given 

hy Simn- (i'90-1). 
t)ii the whole the .sueeess (if ihcse sinieliiral in-

.vc>li:;;ili<'ns has been limited. In some c;i.ses a gcnc-
rali."-e(l pieliiie of the hasenieiil siruciure could he ob-
lainetl fium j-.raviiy ;ind from seismic surveys bul fis
sures and f:iulis at shallow depihs could not be dc-
tecied. Magnelic .surveys revealed anomalies which 
could he expl.iined by the presence of non-magnetic 
rucks ;issoei;itevl with ihermal areas, but similar anoma
lies often occurred nearljy. As a result of this, a swing 
loward-. more tlireet meihods of geoihermal exploration 
look pl;ice in New Zealand, and from 1960 onwards 
mapjiing of ihermal areas has been undertaken by elec
lrical and teniperature meihods (liATiir;uTON, MAC Oo-
.VALO. TiioxirsoN, 1966). 

The extent of the llroadlands Geothermal Field 
was fiisi outlined by resistivity measurements in 1965 
(also RISK. MAC DONALD, DAWSON, 1970) which led to 
the drilling of the first exploratory wells (BR 1,2). Ear
ly drilling results showed that only certain areas inside 
the field, as defined by the resistivity low, were pro
ductive. At this point it was again thought worthwhile 
to use detailed seismic, gravity and magnetic measure
ments to find out if productive areas inside the Bread-
lands Field could be located. 

( 

\ ^ 

Scisjnic measurements > 

Ml£T110t) 

The structure of a few geothermal areas in New 
-Zealand has been investigated by reflection and refrac
tion meihods, and some results of these siudies have 
been published for the Kawerau Field (STUDT 195S) 
and foe the Wairakei Field (MOORINIAK, STUDT 1959). 
In bolh cases the measurements were not very success
ful, a result which was attributed to the disturbing 
ground noise and the unusually high attenuation of 
seismic waves in these areas. 

Seismic rerieclion tests made at the end of 1966 
in the vicinity of the Broadlands Area were also dis
couraging. It was found that reflecting horizons had 
limited lateral extent, a few hundred metres at the most, 
and that reflecting interfaces could not be correlated. 
Using multiple shotpoint and geophone arrays did not 

.signific;iiiily improve the ciuality of the sei.imic records. 
On tlie oilier hand, seismic refiaciion measure

ments ill the same test area showed thai at leasl one 
inierfiiee could be iriiced, ;inil nuiiijiiiig of various in
terfaces by the refi;iciitiii method was started in 1967. 
The aim of this survey w;ii to determine the siruciure 
of llic vulcanic rwcks. to lue;ite iiiajur faulis, and to find 
oul whether ihe aiieiiuiilion and velocity of seismic 
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w;iv.-- in viilc.-iiiie' n".'l;'> wilhin .-i llicrnial arr.i differ 
fi-..iii l ime 111!-llie (ihe I'-'mi vilnciiy v.ill he ir.ed f(.r ' 
coiiii>i..-:.ii'ii;il v.'.iVL- veluciiy lliit-iic.li(iiil). 

The iiuiiii pari nl ihe seismic ,survey ci>ii:.iMed of 
iii;ipi'in;'. viilc;iitic iiilerf;iee:; iliiv.'ii lo a depll) of about 
0.7 km. Seisinie profiles were made up by a .series of 
2.> l.m lon;', revcised lines' (spread length .775 km) 
which during the I.'ier j>;irl uf the survey overlapped 
the adjjiceiil oiies I>y iihoul 60':;.. The total leiij'.lh of 
ihe .xeisiiiic seciimis V.MS abuiii 5B km. Shut ilepihs and 
ch;ir;',e.> were 5 m' ;mtl 1 !:g. 15 m and 4.5 ky, and 
15 r;i and 9 k;̂  for sholpuinl-lo-receiver di.slar.ces up to 
.775. 1.55 and 2.5 km respectively. A walcr tabic at 
a de|nh of abuui 5 to 4 m guaranteed good input of 
energy at the shotpoint. The signals were picked up by 
10 Hz refraclion geopliones (Kipp HV-l) and recorded 
by an SIE I'T-IUO refraciion-refleclion unit yielding 
stand;:rd « wiggle-trace » seismograms. In order to de
termine the deplh of the greywacke basement, ob.scrva-
tions v.ere made along partly reversed scgmenls of pro
files up lo 7 km long, for which shot depihs of about 
25 ni and cluirgcs up to 50 kg were used. 

• iNTERl'RIiTATlON 

An analysis of the seismic records showed that re
fracted arrivals from several interfaces had been record
ed. Anticipating results discussed later., these interfaces 
separate velociiy layers which i:an be correlated wilh ' 
geological- formntions as follows: velocity v.-laycr = 
= near surface pumice, v._.-laycr = puinice-sillstonc se
quence, Vj-layer = rhyolites and v^-laycr = dense rhyo
lites (eastern part of field). 

The depth and the velocity of the v,-layer beneath 
each geophone were oblained using the « plus-minus » 
method (H.VCUDOOR.S' 1959). This layer (Vi = 0.4 to 
1,2 km/s, depending on ihickness) was over most of the 
area less than 20 m thick, except for some old channels 
of the Waikato River where thicknesses of up lo 75 m 
were found. The combined edcct of this loxv velocity 
layer, and of shotpoint depth and elevation was elimi
nated by following a procedure similar to that describ
ed by DoimiN (1960), and the resulting reduced travel 
limes were then split inlo delay times (GAitoNUu 1959). 
Migration of delay time vs distance profiles included 
various trial and error loops since the velocity of deeper 
layers varied laterally, and no assumptions about the 
extent of the refracting layers could be made. 

The thickness of the . v.,-lnyer (v._, = 1.7 to 1.9 
km/i) was obijiinedfor each geophone position, taking 
into accou.'U a .Miiall increa.sc in velocity v., wilh depth. 
Seismic :-eciiuns simikir lo those shown in Figure 2 
Were li:i,illy ci.'nstriieted. For the interpretation of ar-
riv;il:. cuhiin;; froiii deeper interfaces or from the grey
wacke basement, cons;aiu velocities and plane interfa
ces h;i(l to be assumed. 

1;̂ . 
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l)lSti'.s.Mn.\ til Ki.'.ui.r.N :̂ 
Atli-inuiiiiiit. V:iliie.N for the alteiiu.ilioii constaiil a 

were c:ikiilai-vl fi":ii encri'.y v:. di:.lance plul:.', jcsum-
inj; thai ihi' ivfr;ic!ed |)ul:.e of the com|)ie:.sion.il wave 
li-iivellin;'. ilii-uu;'.li the w.-iler-salur;ited pumice cover (v ,̂-
Liyer) is similar lo ihai of a body wave, and using 
an empirical correction for geometrical spreading, (llo-
wi:i.i., KAUK()NI;N 1.95-1). It was found that inside,the 
geollierm;il area over ili:.tances of 0.5 lo 0.6 km, the 
aiieiiuatiun ci)nsi;mt vjiries hetv/cen 1 and 20X lO'Vm 
(fiet|i;eney of refr:ieied pulse bef<veen 20 and 50 T I/.) 
with the highest values occurring in the vicinity of v/arm 
;ind steaming ground, and that a increases at greater 
distances (0.6 to 1 km), which points lo an increase 
of aitenuaiion with depth. Outside the ihermal area a 
is less tlian 2X Vm- Although high attenuation is 
char;ieieriHic of thermal areas, little use could be made 
of this parameter for geoihermai prospecting, since a 
dilfercni set tif values was oblained when shotpoint and 
receiving positions were interchanged. 

A dilfercni mechanism of attenuation is apparent
ly ccHnecied wilh steep subsurface scarps within or near 
tC'ViJc Broadlands Field. For more than 60% of those 
piwKi2es crossing such features no refracted arrivals 

. coulii be observed. In the few cases where refracted 
arrivr.ls were found, they were accompanied by a strong 
decfcasc in amplitude. • 

.Rhyolite atructurc. A contour map of the depths 
of the refracting interface underlying the pumicc-luff-
siltsione seciuence was constructed from 10 seismic sec
tions. (Figure 1). This map shows that two large and 
two small seisniic structures occur in the Broadlands 
region at shallow depths (0.05 to 0.5 km). Drilling has 
shown th;it the larger structures arc rhyolite domes; 
holes drilled un top of the westem dome (Ohaki Do
me) produce steam, whereas only limited production 
has so far been oblained from holes over ihc eastern 
dome (Broadlands Dome). No vertical- displacement 
( > 45 m), indicating a major fault, has been found on 
the rhyolite surface; the only possible exception is a 
displacement bciv.'cen i l5 and H4 (Figure 2) which", 
however, can also be. explained by an undetected la
teral change of the rhyolite velocity. 

There is some disagreement between the deplh of 
the,rhyolite surface as given by core logs and that from 
seismic siudies. The top of the v^-layer is about 60 m 
deeper than the logged rhyolite surface; however, the 
a;:recir.ent beco;r.es :7'.uch better if one takes the depth 
of the nio;-e solid rhyohte instead (HKALY pers. comm.). 

l"ro;n tlie icismic studies it was found that the ve
locity of the rl'.uiiites increases laterally tov.-ards the" 
cenires of ilvj domes. The highest part of the- Ohaki 
Dome is m;,rkevl by a velocity of about 5.0 km/s whe
reas on the lower ii;iri of the fhmks the velociiy drops 
to about 2.5 km/s; ;i si;nil;ir. hut less nKirked, change 
also, occurs in the Broadlands Dome (Figure 1). The. 
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i-.,i,- I,.;.-, ill.lie-all-' lli.il ihyol i l ' - . ill ili>- c;.:iili;il j iarl'. nf 
l!;.- >l..:;i.-N afi- IIU'K- llu:iii i;i l ly ;ilU;iV<l lli;i l i l l i i . ' ' : (.11 
the n.iiil.'-. I'll'.' dcci'iiipo-.eil ;i|i|ie;ii:iiice ol ihe liij-jily 
allered il ivoliie .s;im|ileN dii l iiol Mi;';e.M ih.il the seismic 
velociiy of .Mich malerial woiikl be hij'.her tlmn that 
of fiv>.li rhyolite. However, sulisei|uciit me;i.siiiemeni of 
velociiies by ;iii ii l ira-onic ptil'.e melliod .'.howcti lli;ii 
this .w.i:- the e;i>e. Tests i>n 5 i-e|5icscnliilivc sampfcs 
of 0!i ; iki Riiyolite from depths (;f 0.5 to 0.4 km gave 
a velocilv of 2.6 kni/s in slighlly. allered rhyolite, in-
cre;i'iiig '̂ '' ' -^^ km/s in highly allered material, l icnce 
velociiy \ari;ition.-> as siiov/n in l-'igure 1 c;in be ex
plained by CIKIIVCS in r;ink of thermril allcralion. 

The sl;-uclur;il inierpretalion as presented in Fi
gure 1 is the result of a number of surveys, ami has been, 
successively modified. The Ohaki and Broadlands Dome 
were originally detected by :i survey which coir.pri.sed 
only 4 profiles. The steep scarps to the Wesl and East 
of the Oliaki Dome were first interpreted as faults, into 
the soulliern extensions of which BR5 and BR6 were 
dri l led. The f;iiiure of these holes to produce steam 
led lo further seismic surveys. The extent of the Broad-
laiuls Dome was outlined only recenily. when it was 
realised that lefiaeted arriviils from the top of this 
structure h;id nol been observed during the earlier stu
dies, and that in the earlier inierpretalion arrivals 
from deeper interfaces had been picked instead. Ad
ditional seismic profiles having sufficient overlap fi
nally allowed the ideniificalion of scarps and led to 
the inlerpretation shown in Figure 1. 

Dcc'iKT Stnictiifcs. On some profiles arrivals wi th 
a velocity greater than 5.0 km/s could be idenlified 
but in most cases ihcy eould not be correlated over 
more ihan two spreads, and the velocity control in each 
case was poor. Two interfaces at a depth of 0.65 km 
under ihe Broadlands Dome provided a solution for 
isolated wide angle reflections. At present wc believe 
that, the v.,-layer under the Broadlands Dome (v, = 5.4 
to 4.0 km/s) is associated wi lh dense rhyolite flows 
(Figure 2). 

Originally it was planned to map the greywacke 
basement under the Broadlands Field from a profile on 
the Kaingaroa I'latetiu. Here, about S km East o f t h e 
Broadlands i ioad, the near-horizohtal surface of the 
greywacke basement (velocity 4.5 to 4.8 km/s) was 
found at 550 m above sea level under a 250 m thick 
cover of ignimbrite (velocity 5.0 to 5.4 km/s).- Al l at
tempts to trace this surface westwards, beyond the 
K.iiniiai-o.i sear|). laiicd. l-iveii under optimum condi
tions no rei'raeted arriv:i',s could be observed Wesl uf 
the scarp from shots fired on the eastern side, and vice 
vei-sa. Simil.:rly. no ariivals froin the greywacke ba
sement cvHild be o;)served inside the geoihermai field 
except l\ir a small arc;i luilfway belween holes BR6 and 
BRIO. Tlie>e re.Milis point to a strong attenuation of 
seismic waves under the Bro;idlands geoihermai area 



.nal ill.- K.iiii-.iM'.i -i-.ii|'. (Ill llie olher li;itul, ;'0'i(l li.-i--
-••iiiviii .ii.iv-'l. Uiii- rc< <ii.l.-(l aloii;; •.|jri:.i<l-. It) liii: 
Ni.illi .-Illd .̂.piiili ol ih;-•i'.i.i.i(ll;ind'. Dome, ilu.: -.liol-
pi.iiii :tinl i.-v-iiyiii;; :.i;r.ioii heiii;' .'•ci'kiiraied by llie ;'i-.i>-
llicniial licld. All aii;ily;.i:. of the b.'isciiieiil velocities 
sliowetl th:il ihe ;i))paieiU »lip oT the i'.reyw;icke in a 
Norlb-Soulh direclion tiuisiilc the I'.roadlantls arc;i does 
nut exceetl S"; the d;il;i, however, arc insufficient for 
any depth caleuhilion. 

(ir;ivil,v nuiisun-.nicnts 

GKAVI IV A.MlMAl.iL.S " 

(•ir;iviiy mc.-isureinents have been u.sed in New 
Zealand lo djiermine the deplh of ihc greywacke ba- ' 
semeiil beiie;iih the volc.inie cover rocks at Kawerau 
(STUDT I9").S), al Wairakei (.MODUI.MAK. STUDT 1959) 

• and at \\';iioi;ipu (SruDT 1965). The positive residual 
graviiy anomalies (of up to 10 mgal), found to be as
sociated witii these geothermal areas, have been attri
buted to basement uplift. 

In the Broadlands area. 656 gravity stations were 
establi.shed with a La Costc-Romberg gravimeter, and 
linked to h;ise stations of the New Zctiland I'rimary 
Gravity Nciw-ork (Ror.i-.insoN, RKILLY 1950). Of these 

.stations. 571 were al benchmarks levelled to 2nd order 
standard, and the elevations of the remaining 285 gra
vity stations were determined using a tacheomctcr. Bou
guer gravity anomalies (Figure 5) were calculated using 

,'~^ a roek density of 2.67 g/cin\ Topographic corrections 
^^ ' ' were made to a radius of 167 km and theoretical va

lues of graviiy were obtained from the International 
Graviiy Formula 1950. The maximum error in the Bou
guer anomalies has been estimated as 0.1 mgal. 

In order to separate the gravity effects of density 
variations witiiin the Broadlands area from those out
side, regional graviiy anomaiies. presumably caused by 
density changes at great depihs ("> 5 km), have been 
subtracted from the Bouguer graviiy anomalies. The 
regional anomalies used were those published by Mo-. 
DKiNiAK and STUDT (1959), bul corrected by about 5 
mgal to pul all values on the same datum. The resul
tant residual graviiy anomalies (Figure 4) therefore re
flect lateral density varialions mostly in" the top 5 km 
within the Broadlands area. 

Dr.Nsn V VAKIATIO.NS 

The mean densities of the geological rock units 
are sliown in Table 1., and it can be seen that no in-
dividuiil rock unit of the volcanic cover has a signi
ficant density co!ii:;ist sviih its neighbours, except per
haps ihe Broiidlands Rb.yoiite. The graviiy method is 
iherc^'ic of little use in determining structures wilhin 
the Vulcanic cover. 

i>ensiiY measurements of cores from drillholes sug-
\ y gchted di:ii liyilioiherm;il ;ilieraiion c;iuscs laler;il den

sity v;iri;uioiis v/iihiii a single rock unil, Al present 
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TAIU I. I M n j i i \iirl i l r i r . i ly of yrii loi ' . ical ruck u n i i s , I ' .niiiilliiiiil: ( i r n l t i r n i i u l t I'-Ul. 

(ii^i'lai-iiiil I ' l i i n ' l ' l . i t l i i i l i i i ' .yC) 

> 

r:iiili.> I ' u in in - , l l a p a i a n j ' i I 'u iu iee |)iiiiii(:e alluviiiiTi, a s h s h r i w c r s s a n d , luff 1' 
U';iii : i l . i i Hiii-eia 
|lii>.;i i'.'ill'- I ' co i i a t i on 
()ti.il.( Khy. ' l i ie 
l i p p i l ' W a i o i a |-(.rni;iliiiii 
|ln>:iillaii<l:. I t hyc l i l e 
K : i u l a u i r i ItK'vci.'i 
H.-invil.ii'-.i l; ' i iiiiiUrile 
l ' p | ) e r \V.iil.(ii;i l ' ( i : inarnin 
l . uwe ; V . ' a i o n I ' l i iuuilii i i t 
l . i i ue r \\'ai>.t.r;i l - o rma l ion 

\V;iir;cl.ei I rn i i i i l i r i l e 
Haseinenl 

anrl hieeeia 
sill-.Kiiie, y.ril, tuff hcil.s 
r l iyol i te 
l i i l f . h reec ia , l ap i l l i , s i l l s i one 
r l i yo l i le 
c o a r s e b r e c c i a of r h y o l i t e , p u m i c e und- 150.275 
i j ' n i inhr i l e 
if'iiiiiilirile .'ind wel ' le t l tuff 
va.-ul.U'me, i'.ril &. couj ' ldr .neralc b e d s 
i;;iiiri)l)riie a n d w e l d e d luff 
s.-iiKlst()iie, I'.ril & c ' i n c l o m e r a l e 
m a s s i v e i n j u r a t e d ^ ' .reywackc a n d a rg i l l i l c 

Th i r l i i ' -v. t ' ) 
till) 

yi-'ji) 
yi-Mit) 

0-125 
1X5-275-

lUMS 
. l5f»-275 

JO.AZS 
OY/) 
O-lfiS 
O-VO 

45^ 

No. of 
liaiii l i lrx 

8 
3f. 
'Ji 
fn 
.555 
T) 
31 

3 
10 
10 
2 
i 

iKf'-'in V/n 
l) ' : i i .if/ 
(•,:l<.'i' ' i 

V.l'j 
l.5!l 
2.10 • 
2.01 
2.'i'» 
2.21 
i . y . 
2.50 
2.27 
I M 
2.37 
2.(,\ 

1 -

( • / . ' . ' . 

fo.r 
fo.: 
fo.: 
Cl.: 
i < i . ' < 

f<i.-. 
i< i . \ 
I'l.'t 

< ' i . . 

«-..; 
<<-,.' 
(O.f. 

( ' ) Af ler Cm.sot.LY, ( ih i s issue) . 

TAIII P. 2 -- U'rrr/r)/(P;i in Mean Wet Dcn.iiiy wiili Rant; of l lydrol l icrmal Alteration of the Olicil^i Rhyolite, Upper Waiora For 
lion, lirootllaitdn Rhyuliic. anil Ruula.i'iri lirccciu, in llic Uroadliinds Geolhernial Field. '• , 

I Unaltered i « Low Rant: Alteration > « High Rank. Alteration » 

Rock Unil ( S o or only minor hydrolhermal al- fl'arlial or complete replacement of fPrCbcncc of secondary adulari.'i. 
icraiion. Only partial rcplaccmcnl of primary minerals, i 'resencc of sccon- ;;cllicr with cpldoic, alhi'.c. wair: 
primary materials). dary minerals such as albiic, epidote, and hydromica). 

calcite, quar lz , sericite &. hydromica). 

Ohaki Rhjoliic " 
Upp-cr Waiora For
niation 
Uroadlaiids Rhyolite 
Rauiawiri Breccia 

n 

(41) 

(23) 
{10) 
{ 3 ) 

mean 
(g/cm') 

2.10 

1.85 
2..11 
2.01 

S.d. 
(e/cm-^) 

{O.IO 

'(O.m 
(0.07) 
{0.04) 

n 

(27) 

(29) 
(32) 
(SO) 

mean 
(g/cm') 

2.13 

2.01 
2.42 

• 2.20 

. s.d. 
(g/cm=) 

(0.2-0 

(0.15), 
(0.21) 
{O.IS) 

n 

(12) 

(12) 
( O 
(IT) 

mean 
(g/cm>) . 

2.27 

2.28 
2.55 
2.26 

s.d. 
(g./cm" 

{0.13) 

(0.201 
(O.O'J) 
(o.iy.) 

Explanation of columns: n = number of samples, mean = mcap wel density, s.d, = standard deviation. 

three degrees of hydrothermal alteration arc recognis
ed from examination of the mineralogy and texture of 
the rock. A plot of mean density against rank of hydro-
thermal aheration for the best sampled rock units (Fi
gure 5, Table 2) shows that there is a significant in
crease in density with increase in rank of hydrothermal 
alteration, and thai" there is a density contrast of 0.5 
to 0.4 g/cm* between hydrothermally altered and unal
tered rocks of the same geological rock unit. The mean 
density of unalicrcd volcanic rocks, weighted wiih re
spect 10 tl'.e maximum thickness of each unit, is 2.15 
g/cm'. and the density contrast between the unaltered 
volcanic cover rocks and ihe greywacke basement rocks 
is about 0.5 g/cin\ 

Residual graviiy anomalies in the Broadlands Cco 
lherm;il .Area will thereiore reflect mainly: 

— changes in the depth of the greywacke ba
sement. 
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(In- voliiKii- of .ilu-nd lock.s v/illiiii llic volr.-r-
llic «-o\-.r lo.l.'. :iiid llicir de;MVv of liydro;ln:nii;il ;il- -" 
i i - r . . ; i i ' i i . 

iMiKrmi.viioN 1)1- nil. i(i.:;imiAi. t.ftAVii v ANO.MAI.II;.S 

.Sv-i-iiiie iue:i-.iiieiiiciits have provided lilllc infor-
iiialion ;ilioiil the dcjilh of the )Mcyw;icke biir.cmeiit be-
iK-aih ihe I'.iojull.nid;, ;irea. ami only four drillholes 
r.R7. IU, 15. Ill, have reached b;i:.ement. Assuming 
lh:il the relief of the );ieyv/acke ba.sement cm he ap- -
proxinuiied by a simple g.eomcfriciil model and lh;it den
sity v;iri;!iioi)s wilhin the b;iscmcni can he ncglecicd, the 
rcsiilii;il griiviiy jiiiom.'ilics can be scpaiated inlo two com
ponents; first o r d e r r e s i d u a l !i noma l ies reflect
ing mainly changes in depth of, basement, and second 

• o r d e r r e s idua l a n o m a l i e s reflecting mark-ed laie-
r;.l deii>ity v:;riaiio!is resulting from hydrothermal allcra-
li.Mi v.i;!i-n t!;e vole;.nic rocks. The first order residual 
gr;ivity anom;ilies (I'igure 6) have been oblained by intcr-
piil.itiii;.; the re.Niilu.il gravity anomalies from the mar
gins acro.ss the Broadlands Ceotherinal I'ield. and sc-
sond order residual anom;ilies (Figure 6) determined 
hy subir;iciion. The justification for the ossumption 
ihat the b;isemeni topography can be approximated by 
a simple geometrical model- is shown in Figure 7. In 

• this figure the graviiy anomaly produced by a sequence 
of fault-block structures, with height and width com-
p;irahle to ihe thickness- of cover rocks (model A), is 

. about ihe same as ih;rs. produced by a smooth basement 
surface (inodel B). It rs of inleresl lo note thai although 
the gravity nieihod is insensitive lo such local variations 
in deplh of the basement, it is, nevertheless, sensitive 
to changes in the angle of dip of the « averaged base
ment surface ». 

The first order residual graviiy anomalies can be 
used to determine iF.e average slope of the greyv.\ickc 
bascmeni beneath the Broadlands area, assuming the 
basement can be .approximated by a « two-dimensio
nal » model, and neglecting the gravitational effect of 
the thin (250 m) volcanic cover East of the Kaingaroa 
scarp. From a section (X-Y) perpendicular to the con
tours, the model B shown in Figure 7 has been derived, 
the gravity effect of v.'hich is similar lo the first order 
residu;il anom;ilics. This suggests that the « averaged 
basement surf;ice » dips at 20" ( ± 5") N.W. If fault-
block structures were superimposed on this averaged 
surface then ihey could have wavelengths and ampli
tudes as greal as half the deplh of the overburden with
out being delectable by gravity measuremenls. The dif
ference ai the surf;ice of ;iboui 5 mgal bclwccn the ob-
s-.Tved :ind c;ilciil;i;ed anomalies is probably due to an 
er:-or in ;!;e deicrinin;ition of the regional gravity ano
maly values bul this discrepancy does not affect the 
inierprel;ilioii. 

The second order residual graviiy anoinaly forms 
an ellipiical hig.h with the greatest value of -+ 10 mgal 



Iw-m-.-,-;! .Iiii;i,..l.- r .R7 a n d l'.io;idl.iiiil'. Ro.id flii ' . iirf 

(ll. Ilii. .iii.'iii.ilv lii..-/ I"' dill- ill |i:iil lo llic BiiiJiiihiiid-. 
ISIUMIII.- 11, .tu.-. .tii.l to lill- lia:.i-iiii-iil :'iiil.n:c bi.:iiii'. clo-.e 
1,1 liir .i;il.i,v- ill liii. ;ii-.;i. or lo a li.-.;il iiiciea-.c in ili'; 
dill.iiv 111 ilu- Villi.mil It'll.s or lite bascmeni rod.',. 
Drilllii'l.-- (V.U'l. UM in ihe vicinity of llie juionialy 
sliiiw ili.ii ihi.- .iiiiiiiNily c;iiiiioi he cxpl;iiiieil hy the b.i-
scmciit Ill-ill'-, clo-c to llie surfiice, nor can the anom;ily 
be eiiiiivly ;iceoii;iied lor by density varialions within 
ihe biisement witiiinsl :l^suming unreasonably high dcn-
siticN (5.7 g.'cm'). C.ilcuhilions have shown that only 
;:lv.;il 2 iii;:;i! of ilie sccti;ul order residua! anomaly can-
he ;:ilriliuied lo the l'ro;Kliaiul.s Rhyolite Dome as dc-
i;iiled by ihe sei.Miiic measuremenls (Figure 1). Hence 
the m;iior pari of ihe second order residual gravity 
;mom:ily must be due to a local increase in density 
within the volcjmic cover rocks resulting from hydro-
ihernKil aheration. The shape of the anomaly contours 
suggests tliat they result from bodies having nearly 
radi;il symmetry, which have been apprbximalcd by 
three veriic-;il cylindcis. Taking a density contrast of 
-t- 0.4 g./cm' between hydrothermally altered and unal
tered volcanic cover rocks, as suggested by the density 
measuremenls, gravity anomalies (due lo this pattern 
of regular bodies) were calculated using the method of 
RKii.t.v (1969) and are shown in Figure S. The rea
sonably close fit between the observed and calculated 
anomalies iniplies thai the volume occupied by the 
hydrothermally allered rocks at Broadlands can be ap
proximated by ihrec vertical cylinders, one of radius 
I km. ceniicd near drillhole BR 16. and two .smtiller 
cylinders of nidius 0.5 km, centred near drillhole BR9 
and Soulh of BR5, extending between the basement and 
the surface. The tolal volume of hydrothcrm;illy altered 
rocks suggested by these models is about 5 km'. 

Magnetic nie:i.'iiircnicnt.s 

Mtignetic measurements were used in geothermal 
exploration in New Ze;ilaiid as early as 1957 (WATSO.N-

MuNito 1958). These studies together wilh later, more 
detailed surveys (SruDT 1958, 1959; MODRINIAK. STUDT 
1959) htive shown thai areas of negative magnetic ano
malies often coincide with thermal areas, but a direct 
relationship between magnelic anomalies and the oc
currence of geothermal steam hasnoi been established. 

TOTAL I"O;;CI: "ANO.XIALII:S 

Tolal magnetic force (F) measurements were made 
at e:ic!i gi;iviiy st;iiion in the Broadhinds area using a 
proio;;-;"'reec.-sii'ii m.;gne;umeter. Diurnal corrchiiions 
weie ob;;iii;cd by rej"e:iiing measurements at two base 
station ;ind the acc'>ir.;cy of the reduced nie;isuremcnts 
is liboul - 20 ."..liir.na. In order lo obiain total force 
m;i;'.iK-iic .;iiiom:il;es :iorm;il field v;ilucs derived from 
r.i:i;;,iiw.s (l9o7) were subtracted from the reduced 
measiirements. 



ll i.iii I'l- '•'•I'll fioiii ;i piTilili.- ati-(!-.'. the norlhern 
|>;il( of iln- l'.iii:nll.iiiil-. .ire;! (Ai'., I'ii'ilK- '») ih.i: lllC 
ii,.i;iniii- .1111.111.ill'-- c:iii IK -i.-iiJ.iaUd inlo Iwo p;iil-,; 
:i -.III...lill lii .1 i.id.-i ;iiioiii.-ily of I'liig, wjivc lcii|',lh { . • I 
km) wilh :iii aiiii'liimle of :.evci;il liimdrcd j'.;iiiiiiia and 
an inci'.iihir :.ccoiiil order aiiiim;ily of i.linrl v/.ivc-lenj'.lh 
(up lo 200 in) wilh ;iiii|)liiiidc.s of up lo one hundred 
<'..-iniiii;i. A m.ip of the first onler component is shown 
in l-'ij'iire 10, which was coiistruct.ctJ from smoothed 
profiles such as that shown in I'igure 9. 

U 
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i.A.ND.s (;i:qTiii:uMAi. Fir.i.D 

The volume, susceptibility of cores obtained from 
deep tirillholes li;is been measured and the distribution 
of Volume susceptibility .with deplh is summarised in 
Figure. I I . whieii clearly shows that the bulk of the 
rocks so I'ar samj^led wilhin llie geothermal field have 
practically no susceptibility. Altliough magnetic rocks 
have been encountered in drillhole BR5. samples of 
these form:;iions from other bores have no magnetisa
tion, and hence non-,: of the geological formalions so 
far encountered in the Broadlands Field can bo mapped 

.by magnetic methods. 

In Older to investigate the short wavelength ma
gnetic anomalies, several shallow holes were drilled 
from which cores were obtained down to a depth of 

.about 20 m. .Most of the cores measured have volume 
suseci)tibilities greater than lOOx 10', and the inten
sity of remanent m;ignetis;ilion varies between 0 nnd 
200 X 10*" e.m.u. These measurements show that there 
is considerable variation ih the magnetisation of the 
soil and tephra in t!ie upper 20 m, and that this ma
terial has a much greater magnetisation than the rocks 
below. 

• . 1 -

I.NTF.UlMtliTATION OF TIUST OUpr.lt MAG.NCTlC ANO.MALIFS 

The m:ip of the first order total force magnetic 
anomalies (I'igure 10) reveals two magnetic highs and 
one magnetic low. The magnetic high West of the 
Broadlands area suggests the presence of magnetic rocks 
West of Stale Highway No. 5, but no information is yet 
available on the magnetic properties of rocks in this 
area. 

There is no surface expression that might account 
for the second magnelic high, between Broadlands Road 
and Allen Ro;id, and subsurface information is limited. 
There docs not, appear to be any direct relationship 
between the second order residual gravity anomaly cen
tred near drillhole BR7 and this magnetic high..How
ever it is |Hissible iii;ii liiis high may be caused by 
a portion of the Bro;iill;inds Rhyolite Dome which has 
retained its in;ignetisaiioti. Assuming that the bulk of 
the source roek h;is a total magnetisation of 2.3 X 10^ 
e.m.ii., a representative mean for rhyolites according 

http://OUpr.lt


lu ,\ i i . i) i:r. i,\ i. .Illll .'••n.or ( l ' )> ' ' ) . iii.-i;'.iii.-iic cff' jcf. i/f 
viirlnii-. A-iiiie.il cyli i i ' Icr. were coiii|)iil'-<l (Ri II.I.Y 
l')l>")l. riii-..e i-:ilciil:iii"ii:- ,'.hov.' lli.'il ;i veriical cylinder 
uf i-iiilitis I l-.iii, li:iviii)'. ;in iipiier :;iirfacc at .'i depth 
iif U.2 km ;ind ;i lower .-.iirfiice al 1,2 km, would produce 
:i m;i)'.tietic amnialy siiiiihir lo ll i; i l ob;.erved. 

l l is possible thjii ihc m;i|'.neiic anonuily could be 
line to .1 ihiimcr, ilisk-like body if ihe inagnelistition of 
the .source mcks w;is j;i'e;iler lh;in ihiit assumed above. 
Ilig.li iii;i;'.iicii'.a:it)ns h.ive been found in rhyoliles taken 
from ;i deiilli of 1.2 km in drillhole BR 16. These rocks 
h;ivc a low volume susceptibility of 50 X 10'' but an 
unusu.illy h!;-.Ii intensity of r'.:m;iiient magnetisation of 
5.7 X 10^ e.m.u. 

The in.ignetic low belween the two magnetic highs 
is prolijibly due lo the absence of magnetic rocks. ;Modcl 
c'alculaiions liavc shown that the magnetic low cannot 
be caused entirely by non-magnetic material within the 
Broadhinds Geoihermtil Field its-elf (as defined by re
sisiivily boundary (/\'iSK, MACDO.VALD. DAWSO.V 1970)) 

anil that non-magnetic material extends well beyond the 
field. Although p;iri of ihis negative magnetic anomaly. 
m;iy result from hydrothermal alteration of magnetic 
rock to non-m;',gnciic rock, the magnetic low is of little 
value in ou'llining. the hydrothermal system at depth 
because i l is not confined to the present f ield. 

iNTtUl'KKTATlO.N OF SCCO.SD ORDUR MAG.NUTIC ANO-

.MALinS 

There were insufficient magnetic measurements 
to enable a map of the second order anomalies to be 
drawn. The presence of magnetic material in the top 
20 m. as shown by samples from shallow drillholes, 
suggests that these rocks arc responsible for the irre
gular second order anomalies, and theoretical calcula
tions have confirmed this. 

Conclu.sion 

Seismic refraction measurements in the Broadlands 
Geoihermai Area have shown the presence of several 
rhyolite domes covered by a pumicc-tuff-siltstonc se
quence. No m;ijor faults (throw > 45 m) could be iden
tified. Features initially thought to be major faults are 
most likely steep scarps over which there is a high 
loss of seisniic energy. No coherent structures inside 
the field ai dep;hs greater than 1 km could be mapped 
because of high attenuation which, in the vicinity cf 
ihermal gro-and, increases wi th 'depth. Observed chan
ge.̂  in ctnipiessioiial w;ive velocity of rhyolites can be 
explained by chaivtes in rank of hydrothermal allcra
lion. 

The griiviiy nieihod is of little u.se in ni;ipping the 
geoloi'.ie;il lvirni;ilions wi ih in the volci i i ic overburden. 
.•\ j'oiu-i.iliseil pieiiire of ihe bascmi'iil relief svas de-
rive»l lr..:.-! lirM oriler residual gr;iviiy aiiom;tlies hut 

- dei;iils of the postulated ba.sement fault-hlo-jk structure 
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iiiittil Illll I'C oliL'iiiiiil IK-I-IIII-.C of the in ..•n.'.iliviiy t,f 
till- lu'.-ili.id ill ouUiiiiui' i.triictnic-. tif sniall hucral i-x-
tent, liie deiiClioii of ba^enicnl relief .uiid-:r the field 
is ;il.so pivvciiled hy the m.-i'-kiiig, effect of second order 
ai-ioiii:iIies (up lo -1- 10 iiig.al) cati.scd ,by laleijil ilcn.sily 
v:iri;ilioiis v.-iihin the volcanic rock sc(|iiciice. These 
;inoinaru.-s ;ire centred ahove the rhyolite domes as 
nuipped by ihe seisniic mea.iuremenis. Core s'utlies have 
shown th:il there is an increase in den.sity of up lo 0.4 -
g/cm* with incre;r:e in r.iiik of hydrolhermal aller;ilion 
in the volcanic rocks. Afier snbiraetiiig the small ef
fect of live rhyoliie domes, it was found that tlic second 
order residual gravity .-iiiomalics can be entirely cx-
phiined by the piesence of hydrothermally altered rocks 
within the volcanic cover. This inierpretrilion differs 
from that of earlier siudies of other geothermal areas 
in New Zcaknid, in wliich positive residual grayity 
anoniiilics were alirihuteil to basement uplifts. The di-
stribulioii of allered roeks, as defined by ilv; second 
order anomalies. presum;;hly outlines centres where 
mineral deposition, and hence upflow. has been a maxi
mum, and since present day surface discharge slill takes 
place in the vicinity of ihese centres, the results imply 
Siable condilions for the Broadlands hydrolhermal sy
stem throughout the past. 

There is good evidence from core siudies that vol
canic rocks inside the field are non-magnetic. A north
west-Southeast aligned negative magnetic anomaly in 
the vicinity of the liroadlands Area is of lilllc value 

' in outlining hyd;-oi!iermaIly aliered non-magnetic rocks 
al depth; a positive anomaly to the East is probably 
connected with unalicrcd rhyoliles on the eastern flank 
of the Broadlands Dome. A thin nearsurface magnetic 
layer occurs ihrougiiout the field. 

Iiuer;)i-eta;i6n of seis:iiic, graviiy and magnetic 
measurements has shown that wilhin the Broadlands 
Geoihermai Field, as defined by resistivity boundaries, 
productive areas cannot be outlined by these mctliods. 
Hov.'cver, the studies suggest that there is a « direct » 
conn;ctioii between the volcanic structure (rhyolite ex
trusions) and s-ccular rising of thermal waters. These 
res-al;s give liiile support lo ihc structural concepts out
lined in the iniroduciioa, and cast doubts on the utility 
of these concepts as a guide to the finding of geothermal 
steam. 

.•leA':i;ir.\-:.'-i-(i.-c;»i-

The a>.-isiar.ee of. various nieiiibcrs of the Geophysical 
S'.tr\e;.-. CK'̂ i.Vaysics Oivi'.iou, D.S.l.U., in maV.iiig llic nieasu-
reav.nls in the lield and in. the laboraiory is acknowledged. 

Rr.Fl-UllNCKS 

ItMtiM I".. .MiNor P. lOf.4 — lliude sirutiurale ile \x\ -/.one Ue 
lU'ce.islr:.!.! e:i vue de I:; rs-v-l.̂ -rche de vaj'cur par le^ nie-
lii.vles };e\.;iliy.i,;;iej, (•r;:viiii.;lriiiuc< cl eleciriiiues. U.N. 
Colli. .Veil- .Sl/.-iiv-c-.'v /."lu-.'cy. Ritinj, 7.}. 

Ur.'k A. C . U'ii::.iii-.i).v I-;. I. |')55 - - Clemheniiiil ^w:nn for 
,>..-.vei ill Nev.- /e;i',:invl (Cuinpiled by I.. I. Cvanj'.e). Chap-
l-r II: C"iec;lo|'.y and Ceophysics. Hull. N.'/.. IJcp. sci. 
inthiitr. Res., 117, 15. 
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REPEAT GRA'VITY MEASUREMENTS AT 
BROADLANDS GEOTHERMAL PIELD, 1967-1974 

by T, M. HUNT and S. R. HICKS 

ABSTRACT 

MeasureaentB at Broadlands Geothermal Pield show that there are no 

significant gravi-ty dif ferences (when corrected for known ground subsidence) 

be-tween surveys in 1967 and 1974 attributable to the withdrawal of 35x10 kg 

of water from the area. Examination of several models for the withdrawal 

indicates that at leact 75^ of the water dischEirged has been replaced. 

INTRODUCTION 

Broadlands is situated close to the Waikato River about 25 km north

east of Wadrakei. Resistivity measurements in the Ohaki and Broadlands areas 

led to the investigation for geothermal steam in I967-68 and the finding of 

a large area (1O-I3 km ) of low (<5Qm) resistivity (Risk et al. 1970) known 

as the Broadlands Geothermal Field. Since then 28 bore holes have been 

drilled and, up to March 1975f about 35.6 x lO'̂  kg of water (liquid and gas 

phases) discharged from the bores during testing (G.W. Hitchcock, pers. comm.). 

The use of repeat gravity measurements to determine the net mass loss 

from, and hence -the amount of recharge in, geothermal fields is described by 

Hunt (1970). During the investigations at Broadlands, gr&vi-ty measurements' 

were made at a large number of benchmarks in and about the low resistivity 

area (Hochstein and Hunt I970) to determine the geological struo-ture within 

the geothermal field. Repeat gravi-ty measurements at 88 selected bench

marks were made in 1974 to determine any net mass changes associated with 

testing of the bores. This report describes and discusses the gravity 

differences between the two surveys. 



GRAVITY MEASUREMENTS 

Gravi-ty observations were made in August-October I967 by A. Doone 

(nee Cuthbert), I. Ferry, and T. M. Hunt, and in July I974 by S. R, Hicks. 

Vfil'.ies of gra-vit.y detennined from these observations are given in 

Appendix 1, and the locations of the benchmarks used are given in Pig. 1. 

Gravi-ty meter and calibjfation 

Both surveys were made using LaCoste and Romberg grayity meter GIO6. 

For some stations in the I967 survey and all stations in the 1974 survey 

a looping technique was used to minimise instrument reading errors and to 

determine instrument drift; most stations were occupied three times. 

Grairi-fcy observations were made over -the Wellington Calibration 

Interval (Cowan and Robertson I964) after each survey to determine the 

calibration correction factor. The• manufeu;-turex-s calibration curve, 

adjusted "on the basis of thie correction factor, was used in the calcula-

tion of gravi-ty -values. 

Gravi-ty base stations 

During the I967 survey observations vere made at the beginning, 

middle, and end of each day at benchmark H346 or H583 vrithin the Broadlands 

area. These stations were later linkqd to TAUPO FONDilMENTAL situated on 

Taupo Fundamental benchmark. In the 1974 survey TAUPO FOMDAMENTAL was 

occupied twice each day for the whole survey. The -values of gravi-ty in 

the Broadlands area, given in Appendix 1, have been calculated relative 

to, and are within 200 isS/kg of that at TAUPO FUNDAMEaJTAL. The value Of 

gravity at TAUPO FUNDAMEITAL is 9 799 883.1 jiH/kg in the N.Z. Potsdam 

System (1959) (Robertson and Reilly 196O) and 9 799 849.0 (rN/kg in the 

Intemational Gravity Standardisation Net (1971) (Morelli 1974).. 

Gi-Qiind noise 

The effects of ground vibrations were observed when making measure

ments near the Ohaki and Broadlands thermal areas. However, tests using 

the same instrument, in the main production borefield at Wairakei, show 

(Hunt 1975) that these movemen-ts do not cause crosa-coupling errors. 
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Fig.1-Location ofbencbmafks used inthe repeat gravity surveysatBroadtandsGeotherrml Field. The 
grid co-ontinotes shown are for the National Yard Grid. 
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REDUCTION OP MEASURMENTS 

Calculation of gravi-ty values 

Gravi-ty values were computed using the method described by Reilly 

(1970); for each day the gravi-ty meter readings were multiplied by the 

appropriate scale factor, and the gravitational attraction of the sun and 

moon calculated, using -the method of Longman (l959)t and subtracted. An 

instrument drift correction, derived from least squares fitting of a degree 

one or tvro curve to the gravi-ty differences at repeated stations, was made. 

The differences in gravity between the base and field stations were then 

obtained by subtracting a base correction. 

Accuracy of gravity values 

Mhea a gravi-ty station at Broadlands was occupied several times within 

a single daj} the values of gravi-ty, calculated in the ii:atmeT described above ,̂  

generally differed by 0.1 or 0.2 (iN/icg. However when the same station was 

occupied several times a day, on different days, the mean -values of gravi-ty 

for each day differed by up to 0.7 l*N/^, as shoim by the observations 

made for eight days at benchmark A69, given in Table 1. It is probable 

that an accuracy of about-0.3 IJH/^ can bo expected. 

Table 1: Gravity values at Lands and Survey Dept benchmark A69 near 
Broadlands. Values determined from observations in July 
1-974 by S. Hicks using LaCoste and Romberg gravity toeter GIO6 

Date £ stability 

08 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
24 

1014.1 
1014.8 
1014.6 
1014.3 
1014.5 
1014.7 
1014.2 
1014.6 

3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 

0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 

Good 
Pair 
Fair 
Good 
Pair 
Fair 
Excellent 
Good 

g Mean value of gravi-ty for the day ((iN/̂ cg). 
n Number of observations. 
s.e. Standard error. 
stability Stabili-ty of the reading as explained in Appendix 1, 



DIFFERENCES BETV/EEN SURVEYS 

Differences between the -values of gravity at a benchmark, be-tween 

surveys, may be caused by regional gravi-ty changes, topographic changes, 

vaxiations in groundwater level, and vertical ground movements, as well 

as net mass changes associated with the discharge of water from the geo

thermal field. 

Regional gravi-ty changes 

Data given by Hvint (1975) suggest that regional gravi-ty changes 

in the Taupo area, between April I968 and December 1974> are less than 

0.5 viS/kg. The changes in gravity at benchmarks outside the Broadlands 

Geothermal Field between 1967 and 1974» given in Appendix 1, are generally-

less than 0.3 IiN/^, indicating that regional gravity changes in the 

Broadlands area cEth be neglected. 

.Topographic changes 

Changes in topography of the BroeuHands area between surveys have 

ocouxxed due to road construction along State Highway 5t and drilling 

operations in the Ohaki thermal area. The effects of these changes on 

I nearby gravity stations, estimated using standard topographic correction 

t tables (V/oodward and Perry 1973)» are generally less than 0.2 (iM/ks ^^^ 
I 
i have been neglected. 

r 
i Groundwater level changes 

Groundwater levels beneath benchmarks used iri the surveys are not 

known, but levels measured at about the time of the surveys, in shallow 

monitor holes (/O) adjacent to some deep bores axe given in Table 2. 

These data suggest that, with the exception of the area near bore BR 4 in 

the Ohaki area, there have been no large ground'^ater level changes in -the 

Broadlands area. 
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Total deoth 
of hole 

W 

30 

34 

37 

32 

34 

37 

Gro\ind water 

August-Seot 1967 

4.3 

3.2 

7.6 

10.2 

6.1 

5.7 

10.4 

level 

Auaust 1974 

3.8 

6.1 

8.8 

18.0 

5.6 

4.7 

11.0 

Table 2: Groundwater levels at Broadlands. 
Values given (in metres) are depths below 
ground level. Da-ta from G. W. Hitchcock 

(pers. comm.) 

Borehole 

1/0 

2/0 

3/0 

4/0 

5/0 

6/0 

7/0 

Vertical ground movement 

Level of benchmarks in the Broadlands area were measured (to 2nd 

order standard) by Ministry of Works and Development in March-June 1968 

and in April-May 1974. The differences in elevation of the benchmarks 

between -these surveys (A. Johnston, M.W.D., pers. comm.) are shown in 

Fig. 2. It can be seen from -this map that the only significEint ground 

level movements have been in the Ohaki thermal area. This is the area 

in wliich most of the bores are si-tuated and from which most of the mass 

discharged has come (Table 3). The gravity effect of vertical ground 

movement is about -̂ 3.1 nM kg m of subsidence. Most of the water 

discharged from the Ohaki area was removed between 1969 and 197If there

fore it is assumed that the gravity effects of the vertical ground 

movements between March I968 and April 1974 (times of the levelling 

surveys) will be the same as between August 1967 and July 1974 (times 

of the gravity surveys). 
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Bore 

Table 3: Cumulative discharge from bores at Broadlands 
Geothermal Field, Msuwh I975. Data from G. Hitchcock 
(pers. comm.). Location of the bores is given in Pig. 1. 

Area Mass discharged 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Ohaki 

Ohnki 

Ohaki 

Broadlands 

Ohaki 

Ohaki 

Broadlands 

Ohaki 

Ohaki 

Net mass loss 

X 10^ kg 

7.66 . 

4.19 

0.62 

0.42 

1.04 

3.48 

1.86 

0.04 

4.45 

2.09 

0.16 

Bore Area Mass discharged 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

Ohaki 

Broadlands 

Ohaki 

Ohaki 

Ohaki 

Ohaki 

Ohaki 

Ohaki 

Ohaki 

Broeidlands 

Not drilled 

Broadlands 

Broadlands 

X 10^ kg 

1.12 

0.44 

1.70 

2.02 

0.37 

1.58 

0.49 

0.03 

1.64 

0.16 

Gravi-ty differences in the Broadlands area, corrected for the effects 

of vertical ground movements, are given in Fig. 3 and in Appendix 2. The 

large (-15.4 l̂ N/kg) gravi-ty difference at benchmark H 4II is probably due 

to a failure to reoccupy the point measured in 1957- The gravity difference 

of -f 2.1 \iS/kg at benchmark H 337/"' niay be caused partly by topographic 

changes made during construction of the nearby drain from bore BR 3 to the 

Waikato River. 

A histogram shov/ing the frequency distribution of gravity differences, 

given in Fig. 4, suggests that the differences have a normal (Gaussian) 

distribution about zero change. The mean of the differences, excluding 
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Fig. 3-Gravity difTerences (conected for vertical ground movements) at Broadlands Geotherm.al Field 
for the period 1967-1974. Gravity differences are in /iN/)(g. A negative differerice indicates the 
value of gravity in 1974 was less than in 1967. 
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those at benchmarks H 4II and H 3 y l / ^ , is close to zero (•fO.05 ( J N A S ) , and 

the frequency diatribution haa a standard deviation of 0.62 \ iS /kg . The 

distribution of gravity differences (Pig. 4) shows little sign of the 

• k positive skewness which v;ould be expected if a significant number of 

. I >ĵ  differences were due to a large net mass loss from the geothermal field. 
• ''>l 
f, Measurements "by M.VI.D. (G. Hitchcock, pers. comm.) show that, of 

I 9 
.-!-. I . t the total mass 0^ water discharged, most (32 x 10 kg) has been drawn from 
^ ,i' 

5' beneath the Ohaki thermal area, yet the gravi-ty differences in thia area 
-/; are not consistently negative: there are no differences more. negative 

f, than -O.5 liN/̂ cg. Leirger negative differences (-0.8 to -1.1 nM/kg) occur 

I, near the Broadlands thermal area,and be-tween it and the Ohaki area,but it 

is not certain whether these differences are due to net mass losses or to 

random observational errors. 

DISCUSSION 

The lack of any large negative gravity differences associated with 

the Broadlands Geotheimal Field suggests that there has been little or no 

I net mass lost from the area. Because the differences are small and 

variable it was not possible to contour the differences and find -the net 

mass loss and the amotmt of recharge, as was done at Wsd.rakel (Hunt 1970). 

Instead the gravi-ty effects of complete withdrawal (without recharge) from 

the area are examined and estimates of the minimum amount of recharge made. 

Models for wi-thdrawal from the Ohaki area 

Since most of the mass withdrawn from the Broadlands Geothermal 

Field was taken from beneath the Ohaki thermal area, only this region is 

examined. In this area the water was drawn mainly from a zone (with

drawal zone) at a depth of between 6OO and 750 m below ground level. In 

order to calculate the effects of the withdrav/al several models are con

sidered: 
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A. Conolete removal of water from an area about the withdrawal zone 

Measurements by M.W.D., given in Appendix 3, show that in the withdrawal 

zone beneath the Ohaki area, the mean pressure is about 6.33'MPa, and 

the temperature is about 263 C, which is close to boiling point for that 

pressure. Boiling water at a tempera-ture of 263°C has a density of -

0.78 Mig/m , and steam at the same temperature and "pressure has a density 

of 0.03 Ma/m' (Bain I964). If boiling water was extracted from the 

withdrawal zone, and replaced by steam, at the same tempera-ture and 

pressure, there would be a densi-ty change of about -O.75 Mg/m^ within 

the pore spaces. Measurements by Leopard (1968 a,b) show that the 

porosity of rocks in this zone varies between about 10 and 4OJS. 

AsBumdJog that -the rocks have an average porosl-ty of ZOjt, t h e minimum 

8 ^ 
volume of rock from which the water could be drawn is 2.13 x 10 m-̂ . 

In order to calculate the graVity effects of withdrawal of water, this 

volume is approximated by a cylinder of height 1^0 m and radius 672 m. 

The gravity effects of this cylinder, at the ground stirface calculated 

using the method of Reilly (1969). are given by curve A in Pig. 5. 

B. Partial removal of water from a large area about the withdrawal zone. 

If (qay) half the water in an area about the withdrawal zone was removed 

(and not replaced) the volume of rock from which 32 x 10 kg is taken 

would be 4.27 X 10 m-̂  (assuming a densi-ty of water of 0.75 Mg/m-^ and 

a porosity of 20^, as explained above). This model can be approximated 

by the removal of water froin a cylinder of height 150 m and radius 

952 m. The gravity effects of this cylinder, at the ground surface, 

calculated using the method of Roilly (1969), ara given in curve B in 

Pig. 5. 

C. Draining of noar surface water 

Macdonald (1975) suggests that in the Ohaki area the Broadlands geo

thermal field consists of a vertical colvunn of hot (I50 - 300*'c) water 

vrhich is capped by an impermeable layer at a depth of about I50 ni. If 
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the permeabili-ty below this layer is sufficient to allow substantial 

vertical movemeiit, water removed "by the bores from rocks in the with

drawal zone may be replaced by water from above and lead to a falling 

of the water level beneath the impermeable layer. . If this water is 

not replaced by horizontal inflow a net mass loss will occur just 

beneath the impermeable layer. The groundwater level measured lu -the 

shallow /O holes adjacent to some bores is probably that of a perched 

groundwater table and will not be affected. Measurements by M.VI.D., 

given in Appendix 3f ahow that the temperature at a depth of 150 m 

beneath the Ohaki area, is about I63 C. The densi-ty of water at this 

tempera-ture will be about O.9O Mg/m (Bain 1964). Assuming that the 

area over which the water level falls is about the same as that of the 

Ohaki thermal area (approx. I.76 km ), the rocks have a porosity of 

30^ (Leopard 1968 a,b), and the water has a density of O.9O Mg/m', 

then the volume of rock from which the water has drained will be about 

8 % 
1.19 X 10 m . This -volume can be approximated by a cyllzider of 

radius 750 m and height 67 m. The gravity effects at the surface of 

completely removing the water from a cylinder of these dimensions and 

porosi-ty, centred at a depth of 180 m, are given by curve C in Fig. 5. 

Interpretation 

9 

In all the above cases the gravity effects of withdrawing 32 x10' kg 

of water from the Ohaki area, without replacement, are about 2 - 6 times 

greater than those observed, and much greater than the errors of measure

ment (approx. 0.5 i i3 i /ks) . 

If there lias been partial replaoement of the water the observed 

gravity difference will be proportional to the percen-tage not replaced: 
A<r ~ As- x total mass withdrawn - mass replaced 
''(observed) ^(calculated for total mass withdrawn 

no recharge) 

% 
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It can be seen from Fig. 3 that all negative gravi-ty differences 

in the Ohaki area are smaller than -O.5 fiN/^g, therefore the minimum 

amounts of recharge are: 

Model A: about BO^ 

Model B: about 755S 

Model C: about 905&. 

These -Talues may alter slightly if the adopted values for porosi-ty and 

water density are changed, but it is clear that for all likely models, at 

least 793J of the water vrithdrawn from the Broadlands Geothermal Pield 

since "1967 bas been replaced. 
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APPEMDIX 1 

-Gra-vi-ty and elevation data, Broadlanda Geothermal Field 

•m I'Linistry df Works arid Deyelopment (Power Di-vision) benchmark 

number, 

Itette Date of gisvi-fey observations. 

£ Mean value of pjavity {]sM/ks), calculated from th© gravity 

observations, relative to TAITPO FDNDMaTAL having a gravity 

value of 1000.06 \ iS/ke* 

n Number of gravity observations. 

s.e. Standard error of the calctaated value of gravity. 

Stability Ao indication of the preolalon of the gravity meter reading, 

which ia related to grouiidnoiBe condttloaa. 

Exoeilent = no ground hoiae, readings - 0,01 dial div. 

Good = inteimittent ground noiae, reading -0.02 dial div. 

Pair = continuous grouM noiae. Balance poaltion of the 

gmvity meter beam estimated from swings. 

HeadingB i(0.03 - 0,5) dial div, Gravi^ B^ter 

ac^e factor ia approxijim.tely 0.1 \ iS /ke per dial div. 

Elevation Elevation (m) of the benchraaJdc. Elevations given for 1967 

survey were obtained from 2nd order levelling by K,W,D, aasusoing" 

M i M piindameKital, bianclaaark to have an elevation of 290.492 o. 

ElevatiooB given for the 1974 VSTB ob-tained from 2 M "jrder levelling 

by M.W.D. aaauming tenehmark H 314 to have the same elevation aa 

in the 1967 aurvey (361.576 m). All elevations sire orthoinetrle 

heists. 

It 
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iohaark 

ivi-ty 

fravl ty 

wading, 

a i a l d iv . 

an of the 

y mater 

s r d l a 2 ' d l v . 

r 1967 

D. assuming-

3.492 m, 

ordar l e v e l l i n g 

l eva t iqa as 

thometrio 

-

' 

1̂ 
1 
' •H 

1 
1 
"I'v 
•ft; 

$ 
•:W-* 

1 . , ' ^ ? 
V 

% • 

'K 

• 1 , ' 

1 

• >/ 

i 

-̂  

BM 

H 304 

H 305 

H 306 

H 507 

H 308 

H 509 

H 31,0 

H 311 

H 513/3 

H 517 

H 513 

H 319 

a 522 

H 324/1 

H 326/5 

H 328 

H 528/1 

IT 552 

Date 

67 oa 51 
74 07 22 

67 10 16 
74 07 23 

67 10 15 
74 07 23 . 

67 10 15 
74 07 18 

67 10 13 
74 07 18 

67 09 01 
74 07 18 

67 09 01 
74 07 18 

67 09 01 
74 07 23 

67 10 27 
74 07 16 

67 10 12 
74 07 18 

67 10 12 
74 07 25 

67 10 12 
74 07 23 

67 10 12 
74 07 23 

67 10 16 
74 07 18 

67 10 12 
74 07 23 

67 08 31 
74 07 16 

67 10 15 
74 07 IS 

67 08 51 
74 07 22 

& 

934.2 
934.3 

913.0 
915.2 

841.5 
841.7 

8BI.9 
681.6 

921.7 
921.7 

955.0 
932.6 

895.9 
896.4 

881.8 
882.2 

869.8 
867.9 

867.2 
387.4 

949.2 
949.0 

915.1 
915.6 

809.1 
6O9.3 

628.2 
828,0 

323.2 
823,3 

861.0 
861.2 

841.9 
841.8 

964.1 
964.2 

n 

2 
2 

2 

19. 

s . e . 

0 .2 
0,1 

0 .2 

0,2. 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 
6 . 1 ' 

0 .2 
0.1 

0.2 
0 .2 

0,1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0,1 

0,2 

0.2 
0,1 

0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

S t a b i l i t y 

Good 

Good 

^ 0 e l l en t 
Good 

Bccel lent 
Excel lent 

Excel lent 
Excellent 

Good 

Good 

Fa i r 

Good 

Excellent 
Excel lent 

Good 

EKcellent 
Good 

Bccel lent 
Goc)d 

Good 

Good 
Good 

F a i r 

Good 

Esoel lent 

Observer 

Doone , 
HiekB 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Fer iy 
Hicka 

Ferry 
Hicks. 

Hicks 

Doone 
Hicks 

Doone 
Hicks 

Doone 
Hicks 

Hioks 

Ferry 
Hicka 

Ferry 
Hicka 

Ferry 
Hicks 

F e n y 
Hicka 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Peray 
Hioks 

Doone 
Hieka 

F e n y 
Hlc.ka 

Doone . 
Hicka 

Slevat ion 

310.912 
,906 

322.552 

3^8.562 
.371 

546.858 
.835 

553-S68 
.255 

544.766 
.754 

344.624 
.615 

346.925 
.923 

557.999 
558.005 

340.270 
.266 

305.475 
.467 

310.112 
• 105 

354.366 
.357 

550.445 
.459 

549.278 
.268 

546.868 
.862 

550.459 
.456 

502.911 
.903 
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BM 

Ĥ  529 

H 353 

H 354 

H 535 

H 555/3 

H 536 

H 557/1 

H 33a 

H 338/1 

S 559 

H 340 

H 541 

H 545 

H 545 

H 346 

H 350 

H 352 

H 553 

H 354 

Date 

67 09 01 
74 07 IS 

67 03 30 
74 07 22 

67 08 30 
74 07 21 

67 08 29 
74 07 20 

67 08 29 
74 07 20 

67 06 2B 
74 07 20 

67 OS 28 
74 07 20 

67 10 17 
74 07 20 

67 10 17 
74 07 20 

67 10 17 
74 07 20 

67 09 04 
74 07 20 

67 10 26 
74 07 20 

67 09 24 
74 07 19 

67 10 26 
74 07 19 

67 09 24 
74 07 19 

67 10 26 
74 07 16 

67 10 26 
74 07 16 

67 10 26 
74 07 16 

67 10 26 
74 07 16 

& 

875.5 
875.6 

979.1 
979.1 

995.5 
993.5 

1019,0 
1013.4 

1008,7 
1010,0 

1041.2 
1041.9 

1051.2 
1053.6 

1052.5 
1052.6 

1060.5 
1060.7 

1060,6 
1060.8 

1057.0 
1057.0 

1068.6 
1067,8 

1077.2 
1077.1 

1064,1 
1063.6 

1065.6 
1066,0 

1064,2 
1064.4 

1065.5 
1066.6 

1051,8 
1052,5 

1027,1 
1027.4 

a 
5 
5 

3 
5 

3 
3 

3 
3 

3 
4 

5 
3 

3 
5 

1 
3 

1 
5 

1 
3 

5 
5 

1 
3 

2 
3 

1 
5 

4 
3 

1 
5 

1 
3 

1 
5 

1 
5 

s , e . 

0,2 
0-1 

0.1 
0 ,1 

0.1 
0.1 

0 .3 
0,1 

0.3 
0.1 

0 .3 
. 0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0 .1 

0,2 
6.1 

1.4 
0 .1 

0.1 
0.1, 

1.5 
0.1 

0,1 
0.1 

1.2 
0 .1 

1.3 
0.-1 

1.5 
0.1 

1.4 
0.1 

S t a b i l i t y 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Good • 

Good 

F a i r 
Good 

Good 

Ibccellent 

Good 

Good 

Sxcel lent 

Excel lent 
Good 

Excellent 

Ibtoellent 
Good 

Good 

Good 

Good 

SKcellent 

Observer 

Doone 
Hicks 

Boone 
Hlofca 

Doone 
Hicka 

Doone 
Hicka 

Doone 
Hicka 

Boon© 
Hinkf) 

Doone 
Hicks 

Per^r 
Hioks 

Ferry 
Hicka 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Ferry 
Hioks 

fexvy 
Hicks 

P e n y 
Hloka 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Hunt 
Hicks 

Perry 
Hicks 

Hieka 

Feny-
Hicks 

Fer iy 
Hicks 

Elevat ion 

347^045 
,040 

299.930 
,91a 

298,566 
.555 

295.257 
.162 

303.957 
.829 

295.508 
.347 

289.754 
.643 

292.960 
.842 

293.215 
.095 

293.155 
.019 

295.204 
.691 

292.163 
.094 

292,212 
.190 

295.255 
.218 

293.594 
.379 

295,227 
.224 

295.886 
.885 

504.081 
.084 

302.694 
.691 
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BM 

H 355 

Date 

67 10 27 
74 07 16 

H 356/5 67 10 27 
74 07 1S 

H 356/1 67 10 16 
74 07 18 

H 360 

H 361 

H 362 

67 09 04 
74 07 21 

67 09 01 
74 07 19 

H 562/1 67 09 01 
74 07 18 

H 564/1 67 10 16 
74 07 19 

H 365 

H 366 

H 367 

67 09 04 
74 07 21 

67 10 17 
74 07 2i 

H 369 

H 371 

a 372 

H 573 

H 574 

H 376 

H 370 

67 10 18 
74 07 22 

67 10 1B 
74 07 22 

898.9 
897.7 

957-4 
956.6 

849.6 
848,6 

67 10 27 * 1031 ,-1 
74 07 19 1051,6 

964.9 
965.2 

970,0 
970.1 

929.0 
929.5 

B94.5 
894.4 

1016.5 
1017.4 

67 09 04 1072.0 
74 07 20 1071.2 

990.6 
992-2 

H 567/2 67 10 17 1002.4 
74 07 21 1003.6 

1004.3 
1005.7 

1025,6 
1024-2 

67 10 18 ̂  1018-0 
74 07 22 ' 1017.8 

67 10 IB 1021.5 
74 07 22 1021.2 

67 10' 28 
74 07 12 

994.9 
995.7 

67 10 28 1016.3 
74 07 12 1016.9 

67 10 28 1011.0 
74 07 12 1009.7 

r 
3 

1 
3 

1 
3 

1 
3 

3 
5 

3 
3 

1 
3 

1 
3 

3 
3 

2 
4 

1 
3 

1 
2 

1 
5 

1 

1 
3 

1 
3 

1 
5 

1 
5 

1 
5 

0.1 

0.1 

0,1 

0.1 

0.2 
0,1 

0.2 
0.1 

Q.3 
0.1 

0.1 

0.2 
0.2 

0-2 
0,1 

0,1 

0,2 

Oil 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

Stability Qbaerver Elevation 

Excellent 

Good 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Ferry 
Hicka 

Excellent 

Fair-

Excellent 

Good 

Good 

Excellent 

Perry 
Hicks 

Ferry 
:Hicki 

Ferry 
Hicka 

Doone 
Hicks 

Doone 
Hicka 

Perry 
Hicka 

Ferry 
Ebccellent Hicks 

Good 

Esoellent 

F e n y 
Hicks 

P e n y 
Hicks 

Ferry 
Good Hicks 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Excellent 

Bccellent 

Good 

Ferry 
Hioks 

Ferry 
Hicka 

Fer-y 
Hieks 

Ferry 
Hicks 

F e n y 
Hicks 

Farry 
Hioks 

Ferry 
Hicka 

350-489 
• .465 

512,721 
.712 

549.779 
.752 

298,986 
-972 

320,513 
.254 

334.81,5 
.799 

348-189 
.176 

341-065 
,01,2 

506.595 
.281 

306.877 
• 73a 

308,144 
.029 

292.687 
.679 

291.211 
.197 

291.297 
.273 

290.974 
.924 

-291.375 
-569 

296.753 
-756 

'WWUffWIW 
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BH 

H 579 

H 332 

H 385 

H 584 

H 585 

H 586 

H 587 

H 586 

H 591 

H 594 

H 596 

H 596/2 

H 597 

H 399/1 

H 401 

H 402 

H 403 

H 406 

H 407 

Date 

67 10 28 
74 07 24 

67 10 28 
74 07 08 

67 09 24 
74 07 10 

67 10 31 
74 07 10 

67 09 25 
74 07 10 

67 10 51 
74 07 10 

67 09 50 
74 07 15 

67 10 31 
74 07 14 

67 09 29 
74 07 15 

67 09 23 
74 07 10 

67 09 05 
74 07 08 

67 09 05 
74 07 24 

67 09 05 
74 07 08 

67 10 31 
74 07 08 

67 09 23 
74 07 11 

67 09 23 
74 07 11 

67 09 23 
74 07 10 

67 09 29 
74 07 15 

67 09 29 
74 07 15 

K 

1025.0 
1025.1 

1042.3 
1041.9 

1079-0 
1079.5 

1099.0 
1099.7 

1134.1 
1154.2 

1174.0 
1173.2 

1126.5 
1126.4 

1119.3 
1122.3 

1686.4 
1086.1 

IO85.4 
IO84.7 

1045-6 
1046.3 

1051.5 
1051.5 

1058.1 
1058.6 

1053.6 
1053.3 

1112.4 
1111.7 

1100.1 
1099.2 

1081.5 
1081.1 

1102.8 
1102.0 

1099.4 
1099.0 

n 

2 
2 

s.e 

0.2 

0.2 

0.1 
0.1 

0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

0.1 
0.1 

0.5 
0.2 

0.5 
0.2 

0.6 
0.2 

0.2 

0.1 
0.1 

0.1 
0.1 

0.1 
0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

Stability 

Good 

Good 

Good < 

Good 

Ebccellent 
Good 

Excellent 

Excellent 
Good 

Good 

Good 
Excellent 

Good 
Good 

Excellent 

Good 

Excellent 

Good 

Excellent 
Good 

Good 
Good 

Excellent 
Excellent 

Good 
Good 

Good 
Excellent 

Observer 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Perry 
Hicks 

Perry 
Hicks 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Hunt 
Hicks 

Feny 
Hicks 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Hunt 
Hicks 

Perry 
Hicks 

Perry 
Hicks 

Perry 
Hicks 

Perry 
Hicks 

Hunt 
Hicks 

Hunt 
Hicks 

Hunt 
Hicks 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Elevation 

296.659 
.649 

297.819 
.809 

299.468 
.460 

300.255 
.258 

502.971 
.971 

508.682 
.686 

309.846 
.851 

302.969 
.966 

301.716 
.667 

294.512 
.265 

295-264 
.219 

295-708 
.682 

301.419 
.424 

301.072 
.063 

295.904 
.864 

309.545 
.545 

304.499 
.501 

i 
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BM 

H 408 

H 410 

H 411 

H 412 

H 414 

u 416 

H 423 

H 425 

H427 

H 430 

H 431 

H432 

H 433 

H 435 

Date 

67 09 29 
74 07 15 

67 10 31 
74 07 14 

67 10 28 
74 07 24 

67 10 28 
74 07 12 

67 10 28 
74 07 12 

67 10 28 
74 07 12 

67 09 25 
74 07 13 

67 09 25 
74 07 13 

67 09 25 
74 07 10 

67 09 28 
74 07 13 

67 09 30 
74 07 14 

67 09 30 
74 07 14 

67 09 30 
74 07 14 

67 09 22 
74 07 14 

K 

1092.9 
1092.4 

1171.8 
1173.7 

957.4 
942.0 

1022.9 
1023.4 

1046.4 
1046.5 

1109.0 
1108.7 

1142.9 
1145.7 

1129.4 
1129.6 

1130.9 
1131.5 

1089.9 
1089.5 

1145.9 
1146.1 

1144.8 
1145.2 

1148.2 
II4&.4 

1147.2 
1147.4 

n 

3 
3 

1 
3 

1 
3 

1 
3 

1 
3 

1 
3 

3 
3 

3 
3 

4 
3 

3 
3 

3 
5 

4 
3 

1 
3 

2 
3 

s.e. 

0.2 
0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

0.1 
0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

0.2 
0.1 

0.3 
0.1 

0.1 
0.1 

Stability 

Good 
Excellent 

Excellent 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Excellent 
Good 

Ebccellent 
Good 

Good 
Excellent 

Good 

Good 
Excellent 

Good 
Excellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Observer 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Peny 
Hicks 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Ferry 
Hicks 

Peny 
Hicks ' 

Perry 
Hioks 

Perry 
Hicks 

Perry 
Hicks 

Hunt 
Hicks 

Hunt 
Hioks 

Bunt 
Hicks 

Hunt 
Hicks 

Hunt 
Hicks 

Elevation 

293.492 
.489 

314.978 
.987 

299.411 
.401 

291.412 
.4O8 

299.454 
.457 

305.665 
.669 

503.429 
.436 

301.330 
.334 

300.086 
.087 

298.608 
.606 

305.302 
.307 

3O8.405 
.411 

509.825 
.829 

517.868 
.874 
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APPENDIX 2 

BM 

M 

Ah 

^Ah 

Calculations of gravity differences, Broadlands Geothermal Field 

Ministry of Works and Development (Power Division) benchmark 

number. 

Difference in the -value of gravity between the 1967 and 1974 

surveys. Values given are gravi-ty value in 1974 minus 

gravi-ty value in 1967; negative values indicate that the • 

value of gravi-ty at the benchmark decreased between I967 and 

1974. 

Difference in elevation between the I968 and 1974 suarveye. 

Values given are elevation in 1974 minus elevation in I968; 

negative values indicate subsidence has occurred. Values 

marked by an asterisk were not measured ahd were estimated 

from the contour map given in Pig. 2. 

The gxavi-ty effect of the difference in ele-vation assuming 

a normal free air change of -t-5.1 |iN kg~ m~ of subsidence. 

As - e, Ah 
Difference in gravi-ty corrected for the change in elevation. 

Negative values indicate a decrease between I967 and 1974-
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BM 

H 304 

H 305 

H 306 

H 307 

H 508 

H 509 

II 510 

H 511 

H 313/3 

» 317 

H 5I8 

H 519 

H 322 

H 324/1 

H 326/5 

H 328 

H 328/1 

H 329 

H 332 

H 335 

H 354 

H 335 

H 335/3 

H 336 

H 337/1 

H 338 

H 338/1 

Ag 

(pH/kg) 

•fO.1 

-fO.2 

-^0,2 

- 0 . 3 

0 

- 0 . 4 

+0.5 

-^0.4 

- 1 . 9 

•»0.2 

- 0 . 2 

-^0.5 

•^0.2 

- 0 . 2 

•tO.1 

•fO.2 

- 0 . 1 

•vO.1 

•W. I 

0 . 

-K).2 

•10.4 

•H.5 

•K).7 

•^2.4 

-t-0.1 

•1O.2 

25. 

Ah 

"w 

-0 .006 

-0 .008 

-0 .011 

-0.025 

-0.015 

-0 .012 

-0 .011 

-0 .002 

-1O.OO4 

-0.004 

-0 .006 

-0.007 

-0 .009 

-0.006 

-0 .010 

-0 .006 

-0.005 

-0.005 

-0 .008 

-0 .012 

-0 .031 

-0 .095 

-0 .128 

-0 .161 

-0 .091 

-0.118 

-0 .120 

fAh 

0 

0 

0 

•fO-1 

•tO.I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-tO.I 

•K).5 

-tO.4 

-^0.5 

-K).5 

-••0.4 

-10.4 

Ag - g, Ah 

-1-0.1 

-to.2 

•tO.Z 

- 0 . 4 

- 0 . 1 

- 0 . 4 

•fO.5 

-1O.4 

- 1 . 9 

•fO.2 

- 0 . 2 

•K).5 

-^Q.2 

- 0 . 2 

•fO.1 

•fO.2 

- 0 . 1 

•»o. i 

-tO.1 

0 

• fO.1 

-t-0.1 

-fO.9 

•^0.2 

• ( • 2 . 1 

- 0 . 3 

- 0 . 2 
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BM 

H 339 

H 340 

H 541 

H 545 

H 545 

H 546 

H 550 

H 552 

H 355 

H 354 

H 355 

H 356/3 

H 358/1 

H 360 

H 361 

H 562 

H 562/1 

H 564/1 

H 565 

H 566 

H 567 

H 567/2 

H 569 

H 571 

•H 572 

H 573 

Ag 

( ( iNAg) 

•fO,2 

0 

- 0 . 8 

- 0 . 1 

- 0 . 5 

•fO.4 

•1O.2 

•t-1.1 

• t o . 5 

•1O.3 

- 1 . 2 

- 0 . 6 

- 0 . 8 

•tO.5 

-tO.3 

•tO.1 

-K).5 

- 0 . 1 

-t-1.1 

- 0 . 8 

-.2.0 -̂

• f l . 2 

- 0 . 6 

+0.4 

- 0 . 2 

- 0 . 3 

Ah 

(m) 

-0 .134 

-0 .113 

-0 .069 

-0 .022 

-0.017 

-0 .015 

-0 .005 

-0 .001 

•to. 005 

•1O.OO5 

•»O.004 

-0 .009 

-0.027 

-0.014 

-0 .079 

-0.016 

-0.013 

-0 .051 

-0 .114 

- 0 . 0 8 0 * 

-0 .139 

-0 .115 

-0 .008 

-0.014 

-0 .024 

-0 .050 

«Ah 

•1O.4 

•tO.4 

•tO.2 

•tO.1 

-1O.I 

•tO.1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

•tO.1 

0 

•tO.2 

•tO.1 

0 

•K):2 

•to.4 

^0 .3 

•fO.4 

-t-0.4 

0 

0 

-tO.1 

-tO.2 

^ - ^ A h 

- 0 . 2 

- 0 . 4 

- 1 . 0 

- 0 . 2 

- 0 . 6 

-tO.5 

•fO.2 

+1.1 

•tO.5 

-tO.3 

- 1 . 2 

- 0 . 6 

- 0 . 9 

•»0.5 

•tO.1 

0 

•tO.5 

- 0 . 5 

•tO.7 

- 1 . 1 

•t-1.6 

•to.8 

- 0 . 6 

•to.4 

- 0 . 3 

- 0 . 5 

i 
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'Ah 
# 

1 
1 s 
% 
% 1 
1̂  

1 
tml 

1 

.'-. 

'Vi 

i 
-\ 

''v 

1 . ' 

^ 

BM 

H 374 

H 376 

H 378 

H 379 

H 382 

H 383 

II 384 

H 385 

H 386 

n 387 

H 388 

H 591 

H 594 

H 596 

H 396/2 

H 397 

H 399/1 

H 401 

H 402 

H 405 

H 406 

H 407 

H 408 

H 410 

H 411 

H 412 

Ag 

(iliiTW) 

-tO.6 

•tO.6 

- 1 . 5 

•tO.1 

- 0 . 4 

•tO.5 

-tO.7 

•tO.1 

• t l . 1 

- 0 . 1 

•t-3.0 

- 0 . 5 

- 0 . 7 

•tO.7 

0 

•tO.7 

- 0 . 5 

- 0 . 7 

- 0 . 9 

- 0 . 4 

-fl .B 

- 0 . 4 

- 0 . 5 

• H . 9 

- 1 5 . 4 

•fO.5 

Ah 

(m) 

- 0 . 0 0 6 

- 0 . 0 0 2 

0* 

0* 

- 0 . 0 1 0 

- 0 . 0 1 0 

- 0 . 0 0 8 

•tO.003 

0 

•to.004 

•fO.005 

- 0 . 0 0 3 

- 0 . 0 4 9 

- 0 . 0 4 7 

- 0 . 0 4 5 

- 0 . 0 2 6 

- 0 . 0 5 7 * 

•tO.005 

- 0 . 0 0 9 

- 0 . 0 4 0 

•tO.002 

•tO.002 

- 0 . 0 0 3 

•1O.OO9 

- 0 . 0 1 0 

- 0 . 0 0 4 

Ân 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

- to .2 

- to .2 

-tO.1 

-1O.I 

•tO.2 

0 

0 

•tO.1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

^ - « A h 

-tO.6 

-tO.6 

- 1 . 3 

+0 .1 

- 0 . 4 

-tO.5 

•to.7 

-tO.1 

- t l . l 

- 0 . 1 

•1-3.0 

- 0 . 3 

- 0 . 9 

•tO.5 

- 0 . 1 

•fO.6 

- 0 . 5 

- 0 . 7 

- 0 . 9 

- 0 . 5 

- 0 . 8 

- 0 . 4 

- 0 . 5 

+ 1 . 9 

- 1 5 . 4 

1-0.5 

p^fmmmm 
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BH 

H 414 

H 416 

H 423 

H 425 

H 427 

H 4 3 0 

H 431 

H 432 

H 4 5 5 

H 4 5 5 

Ag 

(nN/kg) 

-fO.1 

- 0 . 5 

-1^.8 

-tO.2 

•tO.6 

- 0 . 6 

-t-0,2 

-tO.4 

•tO.2 

•tO.2 

Ah 

(m) 

-to. 003 

•tO.004 

•l-O. 007 

-10.004 

•IO.001 

- 0 . 0 0 2 

•to. 005 

•tO.006 

•tO.006 

-tO.006 

SAh 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

^ « - ^Ah 

•tO.1 

- 0 . 3 

• to .8 

•tO.2 

-tO.6 

- 0 . 6 

•tO.2 

-tO.4 

• to .2 

•fO.2 
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Teffipera-fcureB and ttreBeuTOB in boreholes in the Ohaki a rea , Broadlands Geothermal F ie ld 

Boxe 

2 
3 
4 
e 
9 

11 
13 
15 
17 
16 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

Maan 

(A) 150 m below ground level 

T Hun P Son 

188 -
170 
166 
192 
186 
184 
126 
192 
180 
178 
86 
156 
133 
186 
115 

15 126 
15 224 
16 070 
15 649 
15 530 
16 224 
16 223 
16 295 
15 726 
16 110 
16 275 
16 160 
16 111 
16 106 
16 108 

164°C 

2.17 
2.03 
1.34 
2.10 
2-17 
0.86 
2.03 
2.86 
1.38 
* 
# 
1.28 
» 
2.45 
0.95 

1 

AI407P 
5 160 
33 567 
35 378 
52 366 
33 051 
32 661 
55 762 
33 858 

53 718 

33 842 
33 839 

.80 MPa 

(B) 750 a below ground l eve l 

T Run P Sun 

265 
260 
265 
270 
278 
265 
266 
272 
270 
257 
277 
275 
270 
275 
225 

15 168 
14 659 
•14 736 
15 169 
15 176 
16 224 
16 223 
16= 393 
16 226 
16 225 
16 275 
1'6 228 
n6 111 
16 106 
16 377 

5.90 
6.86 
7.14 
5.90 
7-14 
5.4a 
6.10 
7.33 
6.03 
5.96 
6.00 
6.03 
6-03 
6.34 
6-17 

32 521 
31 845 
31 866 
52 6O4 
.52 564 
- 33' 714 
55 713 
53 762 • 
.55 716 
53 715 
53 755 
3.5 716 
35 615 
33 942 
•35 639 

' i 
vo 

226°C •6.35 iWa 

temperature ( c ) . 

P = preaaure (KPa), 
the bore. 

Aaterisk Indicates well-head pressure due to ̂ s in 

2\ 
P = P = P + 0.10 MPa (1 MPa = 10 • S/s^ = 145.03s Ibf/ln"'^). 

Run = Miniatiy of Works and Developnent measureaient run number, Itai-ta has been taken 
•fToa those runs •which have tho longest s tanding t l a e a . Refer to impabllshed 
M.W.D, Temperature and Presatase Graphs; WG 3932^ore Bumber. 
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Tlie -x-alidity of llic conclusion ihai (he 

"-"lQ;ida ('cnin>;ula is dificrcntiallv sub.siding, 
.nd llic reliabiliiy of pliylogcoijrapliy and 
•iant succession as criteria leading lo this 
onclusion depend upon additional radiometric 
;.ita froni the eastern and western coasts of 
:ic state.- Substantiation of these inferences 
^ould underscore the pertinence of Laportc's 
1968, p. 249) s ta tement-emphasizing that 
allure to regard lateral as well as vertical dis-
•ribution of facies has usually resulted " . . . in 
lypotheses of multiple eustatic sea-lcvcl 
.iuctuations which strain geologic credul i ty ." 
'lonfirmation would also enable application of 
he criteria to fossil marine communities. 

to ihe shore, and providing both the temp-ira! 
succession and geographic distrilnilion ol the 
communities I.luld bt- determined, il -ihoul.' bt 
possible tode ie rmine ihe importance of co.i.ul 
subsidence and uplift relative to eusiatic 
fluctuations of sea level. 
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Gravity Changes at Wairakei ' . 

Olfifjr^T''""''-' '^"' —"•'• 
Geothermal Field, New Zealand RESEî iESl Bii'yin 

ABSTRACT " ^ ^ ^ î l̂ ^SS i i i . 
Measurements of the v:iliu- nl i^raviiv al 50 

bench marks at Wairakei Geiiilieriiial I'ielil. New 
Zealand, show that dilfereiice.v nl up iii.0.5 mgal 
have occurred between 19dl ami l''()7 :iiul up to 
0.1 mgal between 1967 and lyii.S. These dillereiice.s, 
corrected lor known change.^ in ele\atioii, are m-

urprett-il as rellecliii-j ilu- ner mas.i; of w-ater lost* 
Irom ihc ai|iiik-r. The lul li)« between I9dl and 
1967 is determined ui be aboui 2.9 X lO'^s; and 
hence onlv about 20 perceni of ihe water <lr:iw-n oif 
was replaced, hm between 1967 and 196S there was 
little or MO net loss. 

! I N T R O D U C T I O N 

I The Wairakei Geolhernial Field is one of ihe 
larger hydrothermal ;irensiii the active volcanic 
belt of New- Zi-;iland (Fig. 1). The geothermal 
held is underlain bv a iie,ii-ll:it. Qiiaiernarv, 

I acid volcanic rock sequence (Cirlndlev, 1965) 
and the bulk of the sleam production is 
obtained from ;i thick acjuiler ol pumice brec-

1 cias (Waiora Formntion) that is capped by 
! lacustrine shales (lluk:i Falls Formaiion). 

Since the opening ol the \\":iir:ikel Geolhei-
mal Power Scheme in 1950 more ih:in 5.6 X 

! !0'*g of water (bolh liiiuid and gas phases) have 
been drawn from the ground lor generating 
electricity, neglecting the sm:ill ;imouni dis
charged into the aimosphere Irom nalural 

I geysers and fumaroles nearby. F..\ienslve 
! ground'subsidence in the :irea was reve:iled by 
• repeated relcveling of bench marks and ilrcw 
• attention to thcconst-ciuenct-soi thissu!)sl;intial 

mass less. Precise gravliv me;isureiiieius were 
made in .August 1061, lolhiwed bv remeasure-

: ments in .April lOi'v and .\l:iy 1968 to see 
I whether or nol this mass loss could be detected 
i and, if so, from what ;ireas it was being dr;iwn 

and to what e.xtent ll was being rejilaced. N o 
previous measurements of gra\-iiy chaiigc-s re-

j suiting from ihe e.\ploilalion of a geoihermai 
\ Held appear lo have been m:ide, although 
I gravity changes resulting Irom volcanic erup

tions (lida and others. 1952) :ind earih(|u:ikcs 
, (Barnes, 1966) have been studied. 

" GRAVITY MEASURE.MENTS 

Gravity measurements were m.ule on con-
ctete bench in;irks in and about the Wairakei 

Geothermal Field using Nor th .-Vmcrlcaii 
gravimeter . \ G l - 9 6 (1961 survey) and La 
Coste Romberg gravimeter CM06 (1967 anil 
196S survevs). The measurements were made 
under opiinuim giDiiiul-noise cnnditions. and .i 
looping lechniipie (Nei t le ton. 1940) was used 
to minimise insirun-ienial drift errors. The 
gravimeter reatlings were corrected lor in-
sirument drift and lor changes in llie gravita
tional atir:icii<)n ol the sun and moon, i'lu-
instrument drilt correction w;is obtained Iroir. 
the quailralic curve of best lit (leasi-5ipi:ires 
method) ihrough the lilllerenccs in gr:ivliv 
measured at repe;ueil stations. T h e correction 
lor changes in the gravitational atlr;ictipn ol 
ihe sun and moon w;is that ol Longman (1939) 
multiplied b\- 1.2 (,io account lor i.lelorm;ition 
of the Lar ih) . .Ml com|iiitatloiis were made hy ;i 
iliginil comjHiler and the measuremenls- were 
reduced in terms-of ;i base station on l a u p o 
I-'uiul.imeni:il bench in;u-k, 7.2 km Ircjiii 
Wiiirakei, considered lo be ouivide the area 
;illecKil bv iiKiss i.-h:iiigcs associaled with tlie 
\\:iii;ikei ( ieoiherinal (-ield. Grav i tv ine;i.s-ure-
meiits could not be made at bench marks in the 
vicinliv ol the uncontrolled " r o g u e " bore 
number 204 because ol conlinuous slrong 
mlcroseisms. 

G R A V I T Y CH.-\NGES 

In manv cases there are dinercnces in the 
value ol gravitv at the .same point between 
1961, 1967, and 1968 that are much gre;iter 
than the standard err(;r ol the ineasureiTieniS. 
These dillerences c:in result from inpiigr;i|>hic 

changes adiaceni to the points ol measurement. 

Geological Society of .XnierKa liulletin. v. Sl, p. 529-536. 5 hgs., Tehruary 197U 
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F igure I . Locat ion o f Wairakei Geo iherma l F i e l d , Ne.v Zealand, and bench marks used i n the surveys 

;ial • h:ingcs in ihe ground-water level, changes 
', th.- elcv;ition ol the poinis of measurement 
-;bir-e to one anolher or lo the base st;ition, 
;nd .. net loss of water from the aquifer. 

Sni.tll tO|-iC)graphic changes associaled with 
ifvei'ipmeni of the geothermal j-ipwer scheme 
•jve occurred adjacent to a few poinis, bui in 
;!! ca--es the resulting gravitational change is 
;siini.iied as being less than nr equal lo 0.01 
-ngal. 

.Me:isiiremenis of water levels In 14 shallow 
jiill holes in the Wairakei area benvccn 1961 
m 1966 showed that there w:is no continuous 
:i.tc or Iall o{ ground-w.aier level, but local 
-..uiailons having an average fluctuation of 2 m 
.iccurrcd, which might cause variations ofabout 
.1.03 nisal. The bench marks were levelled in 
1956. i961, 1962, and 1966, and graphs of 
.hange of level with lime for each bench mark 
:iave been drawn from which differences in 
dcvaiion between 1961, 1967, and 1968 were 
•it-termincd (Figs. 2a, 3a). Bench-mark levels 
:'nr .Aj.iril 1967 and .May 1968 had to be ob-
;.iincd by extrapolation of the level-change 
;tnphs. but Individual values are unlikclv to be 
m error by more than 0.03 m. The bench 
niarks were levelled in terms of bench mark 
.\93, which was not a suitable gravity base 
•tailon, and unfortunately Taupo Funda-
aicnial bench mark was notlncludcd In these 
!;-vellii-igs. Bench marks close to ihe Taupo 
rundan-iental gravity base show Hule or no 
•-hange in elevaiion relative to .•\93, however, 
and it has been assumed ihat elevation changes 
rilallvc to Taupo Fundamenlal are equal to 
iliose relative to BM .A93, / 

.•\ssunilng that no horizontal mass change 
inok place In the subsidence, the gravity 
change would be appro.\imately 0.31 mgal/m, 
liie normal "free-air" gradient. Gravity dlf-
lerenres for ihe periods 1961 lo 1967 and 1967 
!o 1968 corrected for the elevaiion changes 
iMng a lacior o{ 0.31 mgal/m arc shown in 
Figures 2b and 3b. The mean standard error 
'j | ihe Corrected gravity differences between 
•\ugu.si 1961 and April 1967 is 0.04 mgal and 
"•03 mgal between April 1967 and .May 1968. 
Co:nouring the gravity differences Involved 
'̂.̂ jiisiing individual values by up lo 0.1 mgal 

'" ubi:iiii smooth contours. These corrected 
t'Mvuy.differences are likely to represent the 
'"'!'. '"•'̂ ••̂  differences In the aquifer of the 
" •mallei iivdrolhermal field for the periods 
'-'•''1 10 1967 and 1967 to 1968. 

' he removal nf a known mass of walcr from 

proximated bv ;i ch:ingc in densliv o- of a 
cvTindrical disc for which the corresponding 
gravitational ch;inge can be computed. The 
changc is given by: 

a = m / r h . 

where m = mass pf water withdrawn, r = 
radius to which withdrawal occurs, and /; = 
thickness of aquifer. This assumes a uniform 
high permeability within a radius r about a 
central point and low permeabilily beyond. 

.•\i Wairakei the Waiora Formation has an 
average thickness of 0.5 km and over most of 
the geoihermai field Is. at a deplh ofabout 0.2 
km. Using the cvTindrlc;il disc model and tak
ing the measured mass loss of 3.6 X 10''g lor 
the period .August 1961 to .April 1967, I com
puted the change in graviiy al the surface for 
various values ofr (Fig. 4). If the water drawn 
off came solely from that portion of the aquiler 
below the main production bore field and was 
nol replaced, a maximum gravity change of 
about —2.7 mgal would be expected. If the 
water was completely replaced there should be 
no gravitv change, and if there was partial 
replacement or the water was extfacicd from a 
greater volume there would be corresponding 
gravity changes smaller than —2.7 mgal. 

The gravitv difierences between .August 1961 
and .-\prll 1967 corrected for changes In eleva
tion (Fig. 2b) show- that: 

(1) in all but one case there was a decrease in 
the value oi gravity with a maximum 
change of —0.51 mgal; 

(2) the greatest decrease in gravity measured 
occurred wiihin the main production 
bore field and the gravity differences 
become smaller farther away from the 
bore field; 

(3) the decrease In the value of gravity is 
not symmetrical about the main pro
duction bore field but extends In a 
westerly direction, roughly coincident 
with the level changes. 

ll follows from Gauss's potential theorem 
that the total anomalous mass m (in this case 
the net loss of water) can he determined by 
integrating the gravity anomaly (in ihis case 
ihe gravitv differences) over the plane ol 
measurement without assuming or calculating 
ihc shape and depth of the source (Hammer. 
1945; Parasnls, 1962). The iniegrailon can be 
approximated by a summation 
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r igi ire 3. Elevation clin'crenccs and gravity differences corrected for elevation differences, between Apri l 1967 and May 1968, Wairakei Geothermal 
Field, New Zealand. 
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Figure 4. Gravity profiles over cylinders of differeni radius representing the mass loss between August 1S» 
and April 1967 (3.6 X 10'<g). 

where G = universal gravitalional constant 
nnd -i^ = local gravity anomaly associated 
with an areal element \ s of the plane P. 

The sum of the g ra \ l iy difierences between 
1961 and 1967, obtained from the contours in 
Figure 2b, Is about —12 mgal km", which cor
responds to an anomalous m.iss of —2.9 X 
lO'-'g or SO ])ercent of the mass of water 
aciually withdrawn. This means that between 
.August 1961 and .•\]iril 1967 about 20 percent 
of the water removed from ihe .-iquilcr was 
replaced. However, this \ a luc is only .ipproxi-
maic because of the errors involved in oblaln-
ing the summation, as discussed by Hammer 

(19-15). and the uncertainty of the O.l-mf. 
change contour west of the main productio: 
bore field. 

Despite a mass draw-off of 0.5 X 10'*gbt 
tween .\pril 1967 and .May 1968, the correctK 
gravity differences (Fig. 3b) arc general); 
small, and no consistent patiern can be sec 
except for a small area of decrease in gravlr. 
west of the main produclion bore field. Tb 
suggests that either the water is being drasn 
from a much greater area ihan wassurveyedff 
whal is more likely, the ma.ss inflow equaUt' 
the mass draw-off. Between December 1^ 
and .-\pril 196S about 60 percent of the raai 

m|»l 
- l O 

-!••: 

km 
- iC 

Vi^ic 5. Cr-mparison of praviiy difl'crences (August IQf.I.t... .\^u\ !"r.7j alon? profilr \H wi,l, ,hc ^ n ^ 

•mhicii-iii bort- field was sluil down, anil this 
,i;'.kl h-i'.*- asslsied recharging. 
"I'he .i-.-.mnH-try of the grayity differences 

vnvcci: .\ugusi 1961 and .\]iril 1967 suggests 
:!-..ii du aquifer is not of uniform efleclive 
orosilv and thai either: 

:1) waler Is being drawn from areas wesl of 
ih.e ni.iin bore field in preference to ihe 
east; or 

i2) the acjuifer has high effeciive porosity in 
areas east of the main bore field, allowing 
rapid replacement of water drawn from 
those areas. 

Measurements made hi drill holes have 
•i-.own ihat east of the main bore h e k l i h c 
;-.jiiifer pressures do not respond to pressure 
.ii.iiiges originating in the main bore field as do 
:::o.'ie lo ihe west, indicating low effeciive 
ivirosity 10 the east. This w-ould suggest ihat 
n.uer has been drawn from western areas al a 
•:ieaicr rale than it has been replaced. There 
.iiitsnol apjiear l obe any geological explanation 
:or iliLs. 

.-\ comparison of a seciion .-\B (Fig. 2b) 
tiiroiigh the mea-sured graviiy differences for 
ihe period 1961 to 1967 with the theoretical 
lurves is given in Figure 4. The measured 
.iiiomaly profile is diflicult to reconcile with 
lliose of the various thcoreilcal model.s, but a 
.Inser fit is oblained If a double cylinder model 
•Fig. 5) is taken, in which half the mass loss 
lomes Irom an inner cylinder of radius 1.5 km 
j'-.d hall from an annulus of inner radius 1.5 
\-.\\-\ and oilier radius 3 km. This suggests that in 
Jny one direclion the nei ainount of water lost 
i-*aii inverse function of the distance from ihc 
centre' of the bore field. 

The mean temperaiurc between 0.3 km 
and 0.6 km beneath the geoihermai field has 
been a\ eraged lor all drill holes at iwo-monthlv 
intervals sliice 1953, antl in the period 1955 to 
1962 the lcm]X-ralure in that zone has re
mained within the range 2-)0° to 250° C 
(Grindley. 1965) iiv which water has a density 
o f a b o u t O.'S g /cnv ' (Forsyihe, 1954). Taking 
ihis value for density, the water lost (net) from 
ihe geoihermal .svsiem In the period .-Uigusl 
1961 to .\pril 1967 would have a volume of 
about 4 X 10'^ cm ' . T h e volume of surface 
subsidence belween .-Xugusi 1961 and .-Xpril' 
1967, oblained by integrallng the elevation 
dillerences shown in Figure 2a over the area. Is 
about I X 10'^ cm"', which is only about 3 per-,,, 
cent of the volume of water lost from the 
geoihermai .system. 

C O N C L U S I O N S 
The gravity method can be used to monitor 

the net mass loss from a geoihermai field under 
exploitation and can also give an indicaiion of 
the area from which the water has been drawn. 
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A single-phase simulation model was applied to the hot-water hydrolhermal field at Wairakei, New 
Zealand. A two-dimensional areal analysis was made of the produclion aquifer under steady stale and 
transient flow conditions, allowing verlical flow of heal and fluid ihrough an overlying confining bed. 
Calculated lemperature and pressure patlerns correlate well with observed palterns until approximately 
1963, when increasing quantities of sleam in the production aquifer invalidated the assumption ol single-
phase flow. For further simulation of the Wairakei reservoir the numerical model will need lo be extended 
to incorporate phase change and three-dimensional flow. Preliminary results, however, indicate that the 
response of hot-water hydrothermal systems lo exploitation can be simulated by using a mathematical 
reservoir model based on a Galerkin-finite element approach. . 

INTRODUCTION - ' •-. - . . : .• , :• , ' 

Current interest in geothermal energy has stimiilated in
creased research in the area of heat transport In porous media. 
Many of these investigations are concerned with under
standing the physics and chemistry of bolh vapdr-dominated 
and hot-water geothermal systems in order to aid exploration 
and help.predict exploitation effects. In this study we consider 
only hit-water geothermal systems and present a 
mathematical analysis designed to compute the spatial 
(horizontal cross section only) and temporal distribution of 
pressure and temperature in saturated porous media. 

The partial differential equations which describe the flow of 
liquid and the transport of Heat in porous media are presented. 
Assuming the problem to be two-dimensional, we then use 
Galerkin's criterion to generate approximate integral equa
tions. These equations are solved temporally by using finite 
difference techniques and spatially by using the method of 
finite elements. 

The applicability of this approach to solving field problems 
is demonstrated by simulating over a 10-year period 
(1953-1962) the response to development of a hot-waler 
hydrothermal (geothermal) syslem located at Wairakei, New 
Zealand. The Wairakei field was the first hot-water hydrother
mal system to be utilized for ihegeneration of electricity. Ex
ploitation has caused decreased pressures and the formation of 
large quantities of steam in the production aquifer..The field, 
however, remained a hot-water system for approximately 10 
years, and there are sufiicient data available to formulate a 
numerical model. 

Previous Investigations • 

Investigations of the simultaneous flow of fluid and heat in 
porous media may be classed into three groups; (1) those made 

Copyright © 1975 by the American Geophysical Union. 

in hydrological research, (2) those made in research related to 
the petroleum industry, and (3) those made in research as
sociated with geothermal siudies. Early work in the first group 
was conducted by Philip and DeVries [1957] and DeVries 
(1958), who developed the differential equations for heal and 
moisture transfer in porous media and examined the condi
tions'of steady state heat conduction. More recently, 5/a//mart 
[1963] and Bredehoeft and Papadopulos [1965] examined heat 
flow in porous media as a means of calculating rates of 
groundwater movement. 

In the petroleum industry, most ofthe work concerned with 
heat and fiuid flow in porous media is associated with the 
secondary recovery of oil by hot fluid injection and in situ 
combustion. Although these processes were used in the field as 
early as the I930's, theoretical studies were not made until the 
1950's [e.g., Lauwerier, 1955; Marx and Langenheim, I959J. 
Most of the early theoretical studies considered heat flow by 
conduction only and ignored liquid flow. More recent siudies 
consider both conduction and convection. Typical equations 
used in this work are given by Shutter [ 1970] and Chappelear 
and Volek [1968]. 

Most fluid flow research relating to geothermal siudies in
volves two-dimensional models of a verlical cross section. In 
most cases the authors consider such problems as the source of 
the hydrothermal liquid and its mechanism of transport. One 
early modeling effort by Einarsson [1942] involved the use of a 
pipe model to study the hot springs of West Iceland. This work 
was extended and further developed by Bodvarsson [1948, 
1949, 1950, 1954, 1961]. Other authors who have used pipe 
models include White [1957, 1961], Elder [1966], and 
Donaldson [1968a, 1968i, 1970]. Another popular vertical 
model consists of a saturated homogeneous porous medium 
heated from below. Examples of this type of model are given 
by Wooding [1957, 1958, 1959, 1960a, 19606, 1962, 1963], 
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Donaldson [1962], Elder [1957, 1966], M'cNabb [1965], Azizet 
al. [1968], and Cady [1969]. 

Although the above models are useful in understanding 
hydrothermal systems, in general they cannot be used to 
predict the response of a hydrothermal field to the stresses of 
exploitation. An early attempt to do this was made by Whiting ' 
and Ramey [1969], who used concepts generally applied in 
reservoir engineering, to model the Wairakei hydrothermal 
field as a lumped parameter system. Another lumped 
parameter approach was made by Marshall [1966, 1970] using 
a vertical flow model with allowance for lateral inflow. These 
types of models are useful in examining the general trends of a 
system; however, they do not account for the spatial 
dependence of the solution. What is needed is a deterministic 
model which treats the hydrothermal field as a distributed 
parameter system. 

Such a model is presented in this paper and consists of a 
digital computer program which solves the liquid flow and 
heat transport equations, given appropriate boundary and ini
tial conditions. The model is currently constrained by 
econornic considerations to two dimensions in space and one 
in time. The question arises as to which two spatial dimensions 
to consider. The vertical cross section would provide the more 
interesting scientific problem, since this model would allow 
free convection to be simulated. However, to consider the 
practical problem of simulating the response ofthe hydrother
mal system to development (including well location and-
withdrawal distribution), it is necessary that we consider an 
areal model similar to those used for simulation in 
groundwater hydrology [e.g., Pinder and Bredehoeft, 1968; 
Bredehoeft and Pinder, 1973]. ' ; 

' y ' ' • ' • • " I • • ' • • V / - ' ; " • ' ; - : ' • : 

'••.•' ••'< DESCRIPTION OF NUMERICAL MODEL- ' . v^;,, 

A detailed development of the governing equations is given 
by Mercer et al. [1975]. Only the major assumptions and final 
equations are presented here. 

!i':t^' ;• r ; }'! '•• '• 

\v.> V I s . • 

! l i l . ' ' this 

A s s u m p t i o n s .;' • •.'";...' 
. • ,' . • ' , ' . ' - ; . • ( , r j , . . . 

Although there are many' assumptions" involved 
development, only the major ones are listed below: ' 

1. Density is assumed to be related to temperature and 
pressure by a first-order Taylor series. This assumption is only 
valid when there are small density variations about some ini
tial density distribution po. Since temperatures, and hence 
densities, vary only slightly throughout the early period of ex
ploitation at the Wairakei field, this assumption appears 
reasonable. The problem is to determine accurate initial den
sities based on initial temperatures and pressures. An examina
tion of the variation of water density with temperature and 
pressure [Meyer et al.. 1968, p. 42].shows that density varies 
with pressure (1.0 X 10' to 50.0. X 10' N/m'' at various 
temperatures) only about 3.0%, whereas density varies wilh 
temperature (0.0° to 250.0°C at various pressures) approx
imately 20.0%. Because ofthe larger temperature dependence, 
we decided to use the following empirical formula developed 
by I. G. Donaldson (written communication, 1972) which 
relates initial density to temperature alone: :•, 

Pn = 1.00606 X 10' - 2,46020 XJO 'To . ' *,' ' T' 
-2.31633';x'.'iO-T„'' '(I) 

where To is the initial temperature in degrees Celsius and po has 
the dimensions kg/m". This equation is valid for liquid satura
tion temperatures between 100° and 280°C. 

2.-- Although viscosity is both temperature-and pressure-

dependent, it varies with temperature to a much greater extent 
than it does with pressure [Meyer et al.. 1968, p. 73). We 
therefore assume that viscosity is related to temperature by the' 
empirical equation (A. McNabb, written communication, 
1967) 

- = 5.38 X 10' + 3.8 X 1 0 ' ^ 
t̂  

2.6 X lO ' / i ' (2) 

where A = (T - 150)/[00, T is in degrees Celsius, and n is in 
kg/m s. This equation is valid in the liquid saturation 
temperature range of 0°-300°C. 

3. Heat transport is assumed tb occur in both the liquid 
phase and the solid matrix. Further, it is assumed that thermal 
equilibrium between the liquid and solid matrix is achieved in
stantaneously. 

4. Conductive heat flow in the solid phase is given by -

' . „ , : , . - , : , . . , : . . . ' " • = - ^ ( ' + , * ) ' ' ' ^ ' ^ ^ ' ^ ^ - ' V i . < .' /•(3) 
where K,/ is the thermal diffusion tensor of the solid phase 
and (p is the porosity. 

5. Heat transfer in the liquid phase is somewhat more 
complicated, since in addition to molecular diffusion, heat 
transfer by mechanical dispersion may be important. The heat 
flux.associated with these mechanisms is given by 

, : . ; , w , ; ; ; , , f i . ' . * ' = - - < t > ' ( ' j ^ T i d x j , . , ^ . , , • ; ; . ' ^ 

w h e r e . ' J ' . ; • . • ' ' . • • . '','• • •; '•' '" ' 

Ktj = A-,;- 4- A-V/y (5) 

Kij is the hydrodynamic thermal dispersion tensor, Ki/" is the 
mechanical thermal dispersion tensor, K" is the molecular ther
mal difTusion coeflicient, and ,̂y is the porous medium 'tor-' 
tuosity* tensor. 

The hydrodynamic Ihermal dispersion tensor is analogous 
to the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor used in mass transport 
work and is subject to a similar analysis. Following a develop
ment analogous to that used by Reddell and Sunada [1970, p. 
10] for the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor, we obtain the nine 
components of the hydrodynamic thermal dispersion tensor. 
The main diagonal terms have the form 

K J . = .K t 2 f- ^ 1 a T" 
V V . 

K , - 7 - - T K Ip 
0 

(6) 

where Ki and K, are the longitudinal and transverse mechanical 
thermal dispersion coefficients and \j/ is the tortuosity factor. 
The off-diagonal terms are of the form 

^.'v = fC,. = (AT, - K , ) ^ ^ ' - " • (7) 
. . ^ . ; ' > , . . >} - .- , ; 

6. Heat capacity c„, vertical compressibility «, liquid com
pressibility /3, liquid thermal volume expansion X, and the solid, 
density p, are treated as constants. Although the above 
parameters are functions of temperature and pressure, their 
variation is relatively small. Consequently, treating these as 
constants does nol significantly reduce the accuracy of the 
model. 1 

7. It is assumed that flow within a'confined aquifer can be 
considered essentially horizontal, so that only the two horizon
tal dimensions need be considered. 

8. . Finally, we assume a chemically inert single-phase (hot-
water) system. , 

Equations 

On the basis of these assumptions, the liquid flow equation 
and heat transport equation can be^written 
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5A-. b { ^ ^ ) = *("«• + '̂ pô -̂ J t - ' '^""^ T i ' ' ^ 

_ £ ^ ( ^ + p , ) | " +£^(f£-i-p,) | . .(8) 
M \dz I |„- p. \d2 I I.. 

and ( • I 

1 7* ri T S\ 

b[yc. + . ( 1 - . < ^ ) p . c , . ] - ^ , + . 6 7 c . i ; ; ' — . = —b[4>K, , . , 
• - , • \ • - • ' i . . • • . \ i • I I ' . - . ' ' . . ' • ' • ' 

-h (1 -.<!>)K<n ^ + byQ + b{\ .-,4>)p.Q. +,[<i>K.'. 

-f (1 - ,f,)K..'] ~ [<t>K.'-^{\ - 4 > ) K . : } j ^ 

(9) -I- 7C.u.(r - r ) I.. - 7c.u.(T - V ) I., 

where the equalion parameters have been vertically averaged 
between the top ofthe aquifer Zj and the botiom z, and where 
b = b(x,) is the saturated thickness ofthe aquifer. The vertical 
bars indicate terms which are evaluated at either the top or the ''. 
base of the aquifer. In obtaining, these terms it was assumed 
that the mass and heat flow entering the top and bottom ofthe' 
aquifer are vertical and colinear with the z axis. These terms ' 
depend on observed field conditions and will be evaluated 
later. The sink term r in (8) represents a discharging weli or TONGARIRO ; P . 

wells and is defined by 

rb = pq = - P Y I ^{xti yt)S{x - Xt){y — y^) (10) .̂  .r | . , ,r . , i 

Fig. 1. • Index map showing location of Wairakei, New Zealand; inset 
,-. -/„• Cl'" is of North Island.,,;,.,. , ., . ; . i . . • 

where q is the discharge from the aquifer, 5 is the Dirac delta 
function, and n is the number of sinks. The source terms Q and 
Q, in the heat transport equation also represent point sources 
and are assumed to be zero. •.. -

The system of (8) and (9) cannot in general be solved 
analytically, and a numerical approach iS' required. The 
numerical scheme chosen for the spatial solution is a combina
tion of the finite element concept and the Galerkin method of 
weighted residuals. Finite difl"erence techniques are used to ap
proximate the time derivatives. Details of this approach are • 
given by Mercer et al. [1975]. General references on the ap
plication of the Galerkin-finite element method to field equa
tions include Zienkiewicz and Parekh [1970] and Pinder and 
Frind [1972]. • .- . i i •- . .- • '"• . '.- i , i j 

WAIRAKEI HYDROTHERMAL.SYSTEM^,., -,{.',J!, 

Location and History of Development .. • , 

The Wairakei field is located 8 km north of Lake Taupo and 
is situated on the west bank of the Waikato River (see Figure 
I). At this location the river acts as a groundwater discharge 
area. The Wairakei region, generally considered to occupy a 
surface area of approximately 15 km' [Grindley, 1965, p.-85], 
extends westward from the river approximaiely 5 km over 
relatively flat valleys floored with Taupo pumice alluvium. It is 
bordered on the west by hills of Wairakei breccia that rise 
90-150 m above the valleys and serve as a groundwater 
recharge area. ' • • i- : 

Centered in an active volcanic belt, Wairakei is one of many 
geothermal regions located between the Tongariro and White 
Island volcanoes. This volcanic belt appears to be a surface 
manifestation of a landward extension of the Pacific trench 
system found nonh of New Zealand. This hypothesis is sup
ported by gravity, magnetic, and seismic studies which indicate 
that this volcanic belt is a structural depression approximately 

"(I 
II 

. . - • . 1 . ' . 
• 1 " i -; 

: . ; i - ^ : M 

M. 

5 km deep filled with broken block structure and penetrated by 
rhyolitic co.mplexes [Modriniak and Studt, 1959]. 

Power generation began at Wairakei in 1958, and by 1968 
the power stations at Wairakei were providing 192 MW, or ap
proximately 18% of the total electrical requirements of New 
Zealand's North Island. Wairakei is considered to have been a 
hot-water system prior to exploitation [White et al., 1971, p. 
76] and to have remained so until approximately 1963. Utiliz
ing steam (which flashes ih the wells) to drive turbines, 
Wairakei became the first hol-waler syslem to be developed 
for the purpose of generating electricity. The original hot-
water nature of the field and the documentation of its response 
to development make Wairakei a logical choice for 
demonstrating the application ofthe simulation model. Once 
tested, this model can be used in research and development of 
olher hot-water hydrothermal fields, such as those found in 
Iceland, Mexico, Japan, USSR, El Salvador, the Philippines, 
and the United States. . ; . ' 

Geohydrology 

The Wairakei hydrothermal field is underlain by a nearly 
horizontal/Quaternary acidic volcanic rock sequence con
sisting of the following formations (in ascending order) 
[Grindley, 1965, p. II]: Holocene pumice cover, Wairakei brec
cia, Huka Falls formation, Haparangi rhyolite, Waiora for
mation, Waiora Valley andesite, Wairakei ignimbrites, and the 
Ohakuri group. There are at least two aquifers in the above se
quence, the Wairakei breccia and the Waiora formation. 
Although a deeper third aquifer may also exist in the Ohakuri. 
group, it has been found in only one well, and its lateral extent 
is unknown. ' 

The bulk of steam and hot water discharged by Wairakei 
wells comes from the Waiora aquifer. This unit consists of 
pumice breccias and vitric tuffs, ranging in thickness from 
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TABLE 1; Properties of the Waiora Aquifer and Huka Falls Aquitard 

Property Value Reference 

Aquifer permeability 
(horizontal) 

Aquifer porosity 
Vertical compress

ibility of aquifer ' 
Heat capacity of 

solid phase 
Density of solid 
phase. 

-rhermal diffusion 
coefficient of 
solid phase 

Confining bed perme
ability (vertical) 

Confining bed porosity 
Confining bed specific 

storage, 

K y = K u ° 1-0 X 10-'3 1,2 
XX yy 
* = 0.20 
a = 2.90 X 10- Ji2/N' 

Cyg = 0.22 kcal/kg "C 

p„ = 2187 kg/iiî  

Kg =<S.2 X 10-" kcal/m s °C 

k< =,1.0 x 10-.'", m2 

•' = 0.25 
S„ = l.p X 10-3/ra • 

E l d e r [1966, p.a2] 

McNabb (written'comraunication, 1967) 
J a c o b [1950, p.'334)* 

Donaldson (oral comiiiuriication, 1972) 

Banwell [1955, p. 46]* * ' 

McNabb (written communication, 1967) 

Wooding [1963, p. .530]* 

McNabb (written communication, 1967) 
Domenioo and Wi/'/'Zin,[ 1965,:p. 566]* 

•Estimated from given reference. 
I-., f 

about 600 m in the western part of the production zone to 
more than 800 m in the eastern part. The permeability of the 
Waiora aquifer varies spatially depending on the amount of 
brecciation and is highest at fault zones and near a lower un
conformable contact. Although productive wells at Wairakei 
are nearly always located in zones of locally high permeability 
associated with major faults, the reservoir as a whole responds 
as a porous medium defined in a continuum sense and is 
treated as such in this model. This assumption leads to a value 
of permeability which probably lies between that of the in
tergranular matrix and. the fracture permeability. While in 
general the Waiora aquifer is assigned an average permeability 
of 1.0 X 10-'? m», a value of 1.0 X 10"" m' was assigned to the 
eastern part of the production area because of fewer fault 
zones and generally lower calculated permeabilities. Olher 
properties ofthe Waiora aquifer are given in Table I, and as
sociated fluid properties are given in Table 2. 

The Waiora aquifer is overlain by lacustrine shales of the 
Huka Falls formation which range in thickness from 30 to 300 
m and act as confining beds. In some locations the shales are 
interbedded with breccia. These confining beds are also treated 
as a porous medium defined in a continuum sense. Properties 
of the Huka Falls formation pertinent to this analysis are 
shown in Table I. -

The Wairakei ignimbrite, a welded rock of low primary 
permeability, underlies the Waiora aquifer. The base of the 
Waiora aquifer is not well defined because of secondary 
permeability, afforded by,fracture zones "and the irregular sur

face of the unconformity between the ignimbrites and the 
aquifer. The problem of determining the base of the aquifer is 
further complicated in the south and southwest, where rhyolite 
overlies the ignimbrite and progressively cuts out the Waiora 
aquifer from below. The rhyolite also displays secondary 
permeability in its upper,layers [Studt. 1958, p. 708]. 
' The stratified volcanic sequence at Wairakei is complexly 

faulted and draped over a basement horst. Most of the major 
fault zones" are well-defined through drilling and strike in a 
southwest-northeast direction [Bolton, 1970]. It is generally 
thought that siich fault zones in the underlying ignimbrites are 
the source of the hot water in the. Waiora aquifer. 

Heat and Mass Flows and Temperatures at Wairakei 

The natural 'heat flow al' Wairakei has been measured 
several times beginning in 1951. Fisher [1964] gives a summary 
of results obtained by various authors over the period from 
1951-1959, and his tabulations are shown in Table 3. As may 
be seen, the values range from 82,000 kcal/s [Ellis and WUson, 
1955] obtained by using chemical methods to 163,000 kcal/s 
[Thompson et al., 1961] measured by using physical methods. 
Elder [1966, p. 68, 1965, p. 224] interpreting data from Ellis 
and Wilson [1955] and Thompson et dl. [1961] estimates that 
the preexploilation heat flow at Wairakei was 252,000 kcal/s. 

One common conclusion of all the heat flow surveys is that 
the majority of the natural heat flow is due to convection and 
is thus associated with a natural mass discharge. Although the 
total mass discharge was not. measured, it can be estimated 

b t ' 
TABLE 2. Properties of the Liquid 

Property Value Reference 

Compressibility coefficient of the • • '- ' g t= 4,73 x 10"'° ra^/N: *' 
liquid phase .>' •• t •' ' • ' ^ ,, ,., ,., 

'Coefficient of thermal volume expan--' ••>,"' •'""'''•> = S.O x 10-''/°C . : i 
sion for the liquid phase ... •. •' .,'. ; . . -. 

Heat capacity of the liquid phase • Cy = 1.0 kcal/kg °C 

Thermal diffusion coefficient (thermal ' '' K^ - 1.553 x IO-" kcal/s m °C 
conductivity of the liquid phase) •. 

Jacob [1950, p. 334]*' • 

Harlow and Pr<acht [1972, p,.7044] 

Heber e t a l . [1959, p. 206] , 

E l d e r [1966, p. 26] ,. -

'Estimated from given reference. 
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Wairakei element configuration for Galerkin-finite elemeiil analysis. 

elude terms which account for vertical mass and heat flows at 
the top and base of the aquifer (these are sometimes referred to 
as leakage terms). These terms need to be evaluated in order to 
model the Wairakei system. 

The conceptual model of Wairakei consists of a layered 
system as shown in the idealized geologic cross section in 
Figure 4. Mass and heat are allowed to flow vertically through 
the confining beds (i.e., the Huka Falls formation). The direc
tion of flow is determined by the potential and thermal 
gradients across the confining beds and may vary spatially and 
temporally. To determine the direction and magnitude of these 
flows, the pressure and temperature dislribulions at the top of 
the Huka Falls formation are required. To obtain the pressure 
distribution, the Wairakei breccia and the Holocene pumice 
are treated as a single aquifer ranging in thickness from 520 m 
in the west to 160 m in the east, where they are cut by the 
Waikato River. It is assumed that recharge (rainfall) is sufli
cient in this upper aquifer to maintain a water table near land 
surface. Head values in this upper aquifer can be estimated by 
using a topographic map of the Wairakei region, and pressures 
at the lop of the Huka Falls forrnation can be calculated. The 
temperature distribution for the top ofthe Huka Falls forma
tion was obtained from data of Grindley [1965, Table 1, p. 109] 
and is presented in Figure 5. 

Using these assumptions, we can evaluate the vertical flow 
terms in (8) and (9) for the top of the aquifer. For the flow 
equation, ' 1 '' ' • 

Falls formation, andp is the pressure in the Wairoa formation. 
It is assumed that transient flow in the Huka Falls formation is 
due to a stepwise change in pressure in the Waiora aquifer and 
for the transient case q' may be approximated by [Bredehoeft 
and Pinder. 1970] '•, ' • , ' , ' ' ; 

<?' = {Po - p) 
K' 

1 +.2 

pgb'{-.K't ' / ib ' 's .y '] 

+ 
K' 

pgb' 
{p' - Po) + K' (13) 

where K' = k'pg/^ is the hydraulic conductivity and S, = pg(a 
-H <i)'\) is the specific Storage of the Huka Falls formation and 

WEST 
• . , v - . I 

EAST. 

|j'o>0;'v,oS''''ofpWAIRAKEI BRECCIA>.e;g-^j20-l60 m 6 ^ 'o'^:o 

pk,, (dp , \ \ - _ 
PQ (ID 

where q' represents vertical liquid flow through the Huka Falls 
formation. For the steady state case, q' becomes 

{kWnb')(p' - p - i - pgb') (12) 

where k' is the permeability and b' is the thickness of the Huka 
Falls formation, p ' is the pressure distribiition above the Huka 

WAIKATO RIVER-

-̂  WAIRAKEI IGNIMBRITES 

•x- i 

• - 1 - ' . 

I * : ' . 
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"X •?• 

:n^ 
: ' - % t 

Fig. 4. Idealized geologic cross section of Wairakei, New Zealand. 
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Fig. 5. Temperature distribution in degrees Celsius above the Huka Falls formation; contour interval is 25°C. 

R: 

Po'is the initial pressure in the Waiora aquifer. As was in
dicated in Table I, the Huka Falls formation is considered to 
have an average vertical permeability of 1.0 X 10"" m'except 
under the Waikato River, where it is estimated to be 5.0 X 
10"'* m'. Although this increase in permeabilily under the 
Waikato River was required to obtain a satisfactory pressure 
solution, the increase may be justified physically, since in the 
Wairakei area the Waikato River trends in the same direction 
as the regional faults and may be fracture-controlled. 

For the heat transport equation (9) there are two vertical 
flow terms which must be evaluated al the top ofthe aquifer, 
one for conduction and one for convection. These terms are 

face of the Wairakei area is known, a spatially distributed 
(conductive) heat function is used in the steady state model to 
reproduce the observed temperature distribution. Applying a 
trial and error approach, we adjust the distributed heat func
tion until the calculated temperature distribution matches the 
observed temperature distribution and the calculated heat flow 
leaving the top of the model reproduces that measured at the 
Wairakei field. The vertical flow terms in (8) and (9) for the 
bottom of the Waiora aquifer are ' ' 

[.̂ A:.. + ( r - « ) A ' . / ] | j 
' ' . ' . • . • ' 

«9 

, ' . •= 14>'K.. + (1 -<t>')K..-]'^' ~ J -

•*"' yc„Vj(T- r )U , = P9'c„(r-r)"" ' '"." 

. 04) 

(15) 

where K,' and K,' are the vertical components of the liquid I-
thermal dispersion and solid thermal diffusion coeflicient for--' 
the Huka Falls formation, T' is the temperature distribution 
above the Huka Falls formation, and Tis the temperature dis
tribution in the Waiora aquifer. As can be seen, convective . 

. heat flow depends on q' as defined earlier. For conductive heat 
flow a Fourier-type equation is used for both steady slate and 
transient conditions. An approach similar lo that used for . 
pressure could have been used for calculating temperatures un
der transient conditions, but for the Wairakei system, 
temperature changes are small, and the simpler approximation 
is considered adequate. 

Vertical flow at the base of the aquifer (through the 
Wairakei ignimbrites) is not well understood. As was stated 
earlier, it is assumed that the Wairakei ignimbrites are 
impermeable relative to the Waiora formation. Consequently, 
liquid flow and convective heat flow are assumed not to occur 
at the base of the aquifer. Since only the heat flow at the sur- -

pk.. (dp \ 
= 0 

l<t>K.. - f (1 - < t > ) K . . ' ] ^ 
• . . ' . ' . • a z 

= - Q ' 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) ] I'l y c . v . { T - T') I,. = 0 

where Q' is an areally distributed (conductive) heat source. 
• • . 1 •' f ' , 

Initial .Conditions ' ' ' 

The Wairakei hydrothermal system is considered to have 
been at steady state prior to exploitation. The first step in 
modeling the Wairakei system is therefore the reproduction of 
the observed virgin or steady state conditions. These results 
will be used as the initial conditions for the transient model of 
exploitation. Inasmuch as wells drilled in the early I950's had 
little discharge, temperature and pressure measurements made 
in these original wells are considered representative of steady 
state conditions. Figure 6, taken from Studt [1958, p. 712], is a 
1955 potentiometric surface of the main production area. The 
early wells were shallow, and an upper datum of 152.4 m 
above sea level was chosen, since more data are available for 
this level. Nevertheless, the observed potentiometric surface is 
limited in extent, and few data are left on which to calibrate a 
simulation model. 

•- Studt's head values were calculated from wellhead pressures 
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1000 METERS 

Fig. 6. Wairakei measured steady slate potentiometric surface, 
1955 [ahcT Studt. 1958). Datum is 152.4 m above sea level; contour in
terval is 20 m. ' '̂ -

and downhole temperature measurements made at 30.48-m in
tervals. By assuming that each density value calculated from 
the recorded temperatures could be considered constant over 
an interval of 15.24 m above and below where the temperature 
was measured, he was able lo estimate pressures from which he 
calculated equivalent or 'cold water' head values. 

The observed steady state temperature distribution is shown 
in Figure 7. This surface is more-extensive tfian the observed 
steady state potentiometric surface because it is based not only 
on measurements made in the early 1950's but also on recent 
temperature measurements. These recent values were utilized 
in preparing Figure 7 because temperatures have changed only 
slightly since exploitation began and the recent measurements 
still represent near steady state conditions. It should be 
pointed out that although temperatures vary with depth in the 
Waiora aquifer, vertically averaged temperature values.must 

be used because the problem is treated as two-dimensional in 
the areal plane. These average temperatures are based on data 
collected from wells which penetrate the top and bottom ofthe 
Waiora aquifer [Grindley. 1965, pp. 123, 109]. 

The finite element configuration selected for modeling the 
Wairakei system is illustrated in Figure 3 and consists of 41 
elements and 109 nodes. The flexibility of the irregular 

, isoparametric element is demonstrated in the definition ofthe , 
Waikato River, where increased vertical flow is permitted 
through the stream bed. The advantage of using mixed ele
ments is apparent through an examination of elements in the 
main production area as contrasted with those located away 
from the main field. It is important to have higher-order ele
ments and their associated higher-order basis functions in and 
around the main production area in order to approximate bet-

. ter the more pronounced changes which will occur there dur-

. ing exploitation. On the other hand, since very little change is 
'anticipated farther from the main production area, lihear ele
ments should be adequate. 

The steady state model consists of solving the equations of 
flow and heat transport, omitting the time-dependent terms. A 
solution is obtained by iterating between the lemperature and 
pressure equations and using updated densities and viscosities. 
Although temperature and pressure are obtained for each 
node, corresponding head values can also be calculated, since 
the average densities are constant in the vertical direction. The 
'simulated potentiometric surface with datum 152.4 m above 
sea level is shown in Figure 8, where the insert is the main 
production area and is shown in Figure 9. To facilitate com
paring the observed and calculated surfaces. Figure 9 has the 
same borderas the observed potentiometric surface in Figure 
6. The calculated temperature distribution is shown in Figure 
10 and is based on a dispersivity coefficient of 10 m in both the 
X and the Y direction. 
,, Comparison of the.calculated potentiometric surface in 

Fig. 7. Measured Wairakei steady stale (vertically averaged) temperature distribution in degrees Celsius; contour interval 
.- > : K . . . ' " . . i s 2 5 ° C . ' . . . • . • . :. . 
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Fig. 8. Wairakei calculated steady slate polentiomelric surface. Datum is 152.4 m above sea level; contour interval 
is 2 0 m . , • . • • . - . . 
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Figure 9 with the "measured surface in Figure 6 reveals that 
both surfaces show a flow pattern which is basically from west 
to east. The observed potentiometric surface shows a distinct 
'ridge' and 'valley' which is less pronounced in the calculated 
surface. This could possibly be the eflfect of 3 years of dis
charge from the field or the result of treating the Wairakei field 
as a porous medium and neglecting fault zones. The existence 
of a fault or an implied fault in the axes of both the valley and 
the ridge supports this latter hypothesis. Whatever the case, 
the surfaces still compare well, and the general trends are the 
same. ' 

The computed temperature distribution in Figure 10 com
pares favorably with the observed temperature distribution in 
Figure 7. The most dilficult task in obtaining a satisfactory 
temperature solution was adjusting the unknown heal source 
at the base of the aquifer. Anolher difliiculty involved 
the selection of the element configuration. As was indicated 
earlier, the element configuration used in this problem was 
designed for the pressure solution,, and consequently high 
nodal density and higher-order elements do not necessarily 
coincide with regions having large temperature gradients. 

To test the accuracy of the model, mass and heat balances, 
were made on the steady state results, and the 'mass out' com
pared to the 'mass in' ofthe model had a 0.023% error, while 
the heat difl'erence had a 0.003% error. Since the boundaries of 
the model are impermeable, the balances were made on the 
vertical flow of fluid and heat entering and leaving the aquifer. 

The heat flow calculated in the model was 214,700 kcal/s by 
convection and 18,380 kcal/s by conduction. As can be seen, 
convective heat flow is approximately an order of magnitude 
larger than conductive flow, which is consistent with what is 
observed at Wairakei [Fisher. 1964, p. 173]; The total 
calculated heat flow is 233,000.kcal/s (using a reference 
temperature of 0°C), which is higher than most of the 
observed values discussed earlier. Examination of Figures 2 
and 3 suggests that the larger calculated value may be due to 
the larger area considered in the model. Further, using a con

stant heat capacity of LO kcal/kg °C (Table 2) may have caused 
the calculated value to be high. The mass discharge calculated 
in the model amounted to 1,133 kg/s, which is higher than the 
estimated values. The estimated values, however, are generally 
based.on a single mean enthalpy and consequently a single 
mean lemperaturCi whereas the model considers the wide 
range of temperatures shown in Figure 10. If the assumed 
mean enthalpy is high, then the observed mass flux will be un
derestimated. Using an average enthalpy instead of an areally 
distributed one could account in part for the difference in mass 
flows. The larger area used in the model may also have con
tributed to the larger calculated mass flux. 

A sensitivity analysis was performed on selected parameters 
in Ihe steady state model. One of the parameters varied was the 
permeability of the Huka Falls confining bed. Reducing only 
the permeability of the confining bed produced a decrease in 

vVtv Xf 
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Fig. 9. Wairakei calculated steady state potentiometric surface of 
the production area. Datum is 152.4 m above sea level; contour inter-

, val is 20 m. • • ....: . . 
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Fig.' lb,:'Calculated Wairakei steady state temperature distribution in degrees Celsius; contour interval is 25°C, 
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niass discharge through the confining, bed, arid an increase in 
the temperatures in the aquifer, wliilc increasing^permeability 
of the confining bed produced the^opposite efTect, ft appears 
that for' this particular appJication the confining bed 
permeability.has: a c6nsiderable,effect on-the temperaturedis-
tti bution. ' 

The dispersivity coeflicienl was also, varied in an at tern pt to 
examine the sensitivity of the tem perature, solution to .this 
parameter, When this coefficient was increased from 10 to 100 
m, the temperature changes were insignificant. When the dis
persivity coefficient'-was increased to IOOO m, temperature 
chariges werci usually less than [0°G. Thus it appears that in 
contrast lb point source problemswKer'e the dispersivity coeffi
cient plays an-importantroli:, for this area! siniuiatiqn thedis-
persivity influences the-teniperature distribu tion only slightly. 

.Transient Simuliition " ' ". ' ' • 

• By using the steady'state temperature and pressure^solutiohs 
as' initial conditions, well discharge rates were incorporated 
into the model and the: transient effects of exploitation 
simulated. Discharge rates were averaged for each well over 
30-day intervals^. Since the locations of the nodes in the model 
do not correspond exactly with the locations ofjlhewells in the 

-• \ ' K * - - ' , , ' • • • ' f . " • ' : ' " ' ' . . ' ' • ' • • " • f ' : " - ' ! • ' " 

field, the/temporally averaged discharge rateS; were distributed 
lo adjacent nodes using linear interpol ation. For exam pie, ̂ -a 
well located in an element with 10 nodes would have its dis
charge distributed to those 10 nodes, the nearest node having, 
the largest fraction ofthe discharge. The discharge for the en
tire field may be.obtaihed by suniniing the dischargefor each 
well and is presented.in Figure 11. As may be seen, little dis
charge took place before power generation,began in 1958, By 
estim ati ng.t h e e nth alpy of the mass- discharged, the approx
imate heat .output may be calculated ;and is, also p|esented in 
Figure 1 L 

Since the^simulation is over an extended period of tirne, a' 
time step of 1 ificmth was utilized. The 1 -mbnth time step in 
co'njtinction with a backward diflference scheme was found,to 
proyide. a'satisfactory solution. 

Measured potentibrnetjic surfaces qJ the'.™ain productioh 
area are-shown in Figures 12 and 13 for I95§.and 1962, respec
tively.'The 1958* surface [after 5(urf(, 1958,..p. 709] was con-

' s'truc'ted in the .sarne: fashion as Figure 6.. The-1962 surface was 
f contoured by using data from Grindley [1965i p. '24, Table 

20]. Grindley gives downhole pressure, values at sea, leve! 
daturn for several wellsi These {pressure val ues we re converted 

. to head values at a datum of I52.4.rti above sea level by using 
' k • \ . s - i i J i : . . - • - ' • ' • - . ' - , ! ' • ' < i • ' " ' • ' . ' • ' • . ' . . • ' ; • 
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density values computed from the.average temperaliire data in 
Figure. 7. As is indicated' by the dashed lines, there is a con
siderable amount of uricertairity in the 1962 potentipmetric 
surface. As, exploitation cohtiniies,. pressures decrease sufli-

• ciently to"- cause, the. for.mation, of'steam ,in the aquifer. This 
leads to inaccurate calculation of densities; and water levels ih 
the wells can no longer be'aeciirately measured. Thusspoten
tiometric surfaces for periods affer 1958 &re diiTrcvilt to 
calculate, and- no contoured sui^faces could be found in the 
piiblished literatiJte., Since the observed tenipefaturp distribu
tions for 1958 aiid 1962 are approximately the same as the one 
given in Figiire 7, no new temperature surfaj:eE are presented.' 

The computed potentiometrjc surfaces of the.main produc-
tio'ri area for August 1958 and.December 1962-afe preserited iri 
Figures 14 and 15, rpspcctively; Computed" temperatures 
showed a slight decrease throughout the field, a maximum 
decrease of approxirhately 4°G in December .1962 coificiding 
wilh the maxinium di^awdown. Since the change in tlie. 
calculated temperature distribution is^verysniall, once again 
no ne'>v surfaces .are.'presented. • ' ' -•"'' - -* ' 

The majppchangcs in the potentiometric-surface occur in the 
vicinity ofthe main production area and consist of a general 
decline in head due-to the withdrawal of water and heal. A 

•1! 

comparison'of conipuled and observed surfaces for'this area 
can be made fpr f958 by using Figures 12-and 14 and fdr 1962 
by using Figures 13, and l5."The,rtiaxinium drawdown has in
creased from approxitriatelyv40 ni in 1958 to approximately 80 
m'by 1962. iti general, flow is still from west to, east, with ex
ploitation elfects causing a: local flow toward the ^production 
area. Possible causes for diliTerences between the observfed and 
conipuled surfaces incjude^the way in which the discharge data-
was' distribuied to, the^nodes, steam forming in 'the. aquifer, 
causing errors in either the model (which is.single phase) orthe 
observed data, error in the original steady state conditions, er-̂  
ror-in not'giving fault'zones speciaJ attejition, and error in 
treating a tifree-dimensional prgblern as two-dimensional. -' 

'The; single-phase model was riot adequate to reproduce 
historical data after 1962 bcca.use of the considerable quatitity 
o.Lsteam that,had formed in the Waiora formation [Griridleyl 
1965; Boto/i, 1970', 1973]. Results of simulatiorisfrdm 1953 to 
1962, however, indicate'Ahat hot-water hydrothermal systems 
can be modeled and evaluated. In the;,case of the Wairakei 
mod'el the mass aind heat outputs due to explpitalion were 
known. This in forrriation was used to calibrate thesimulation 
model by corn paring observed and computed temperatiire.and 
potentiometric.surfaces. To;apply this basic model to-forecast 

1 • • : ^ ^ - - . - v < ^ - . y ^ - . . - , > . ' ^ ; . ' v i ' . - . . 
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Fig- 15. .Wairakei calculated 1962 pqtentiameiric surface of the 
production area.,D,atum is 1-52.4 m above sea level; cohtour interval is 
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the performance of other hot-water systems, mass outputs will 
need to be assumed, perhaps using economic considerations. 
Such a model will indicate, within the accuracy of the descrip
tion of tlie geothermal system, the amount and rate at which 
ma.ss may be withdrawn and if the enthalpy of the mass is 
known, will permit the heat output to be estimated.^ '.; 

V ' U:-
' • • '4 • I 1 

CONCI;USIONS • -. 

A two-dimensional (areal) model has been developed in 
which the groundwater flow equalion. and the heat transport 
equation are solved by using finite dilTerence approximations 
for the time derivatives and Galerkin-finite element approx
imations for the space derivatives. The approach is flexible and 
efl^cient, and once developed, the basic program can be reused, 
possibly with some modificatiori, for a variety of groundwater 
problems involving heat transport. 

The study of the Wairakei hydrothermal system described in 
this paper illustrates the potential of this approach for 
simulating both the predevelopment conditions (assumed 
steady state) of a hot-water geothermal system and its response . 
over a development period (assuming that steam within the 
aquifer plays-a relatively minor role in the field behavior). It 
has been shown that the initial patterns of, and changes in, 
temperature and pressure in such a system can be reproduced 
using basic field and well information. Thus the amount of 
heat energy available in a field and the rate at which it can be 
removed can be estimated using numerical modeling tech
niques. Since most hydrolhermal systems are hot-water 
dominated [White, 1970], such a predictive tool could be very 
helpful in the economic evaluation and rnanagement pf such 
systems. 

The limitations of the present model preclude a full assess
ment of the Wairakei field, since it can no longer be considered 
a hot-water system after 1962. A more complete investigation 
of geotherma! systems using a three-dimensional numerical 
model incorporating the.behayipr pf steam-water interactions 
is now, underway.;.,; , . • • • ,, i t,,.--,N ,; - " ' '•.; 

b, 
b\ 

.c„. 

NOTATION •' ' ' • ' • - ; ' "• ' 
'. !..• : , i ' ••: '-

saturated thickness of the aquifer, L. •, . 
saturated thickness of the confining bed, L. 
heat capacity .at.constant volume per unit mass, 

t i - ' i ' T ' ' . ' ' ' . ' . , , ' „ . . , 
g, gravitational constant, Lf ' . 

. hi, heat flux associaled wilh difl°usion and/or disper
sion, M t ' ' . " ' ' . " -

Kij, : hydrodynamic thermal dispersion tensor (/k„, ver-
-.tical component), M L f ' T ' ' . 

Kij", .1 mechanical thermal dispersion tensor, M L f ' T ' ' . . 
molecular thermal diffusion coeflicienl, MLt'*T'^. 
ihermal difl'usion tensor of the solid phase (ATj/, 

I :'vertical component), A/£r-"r- ' . ^ i 
Kt, Ki, transverse and longitudinal mechanical thermal 

dispersion coefiicients, M L f ' T - ' . 
hydraulic conductivity of the confining'bed, Lf ' . 
local intrinsic permeabilily tensor {k,i, verlical 
component), L'. ( ' 
permeability of the confining bed, L'. '.• , ' ' ' 
pressure, M L ' ' ! ' ' . 
pressure distribution above the. confining bed, 
M L - ' t - \ '•' ' i '.'.i 

Q\ heat source term per unit mass, f t ' ' . .? . 
Q', . areally distributed heat source, Mt- ' . 
q, strength of a point mass source function, L t ' ' . • 

K", 
K I J 1 • 

K', 
kij, 

. p. 

q', vertical mass flow term, Lr"'. 
' r, lime rate of supply of mass per unit volume, 

ML-'t-\ ; 
S,-. specific storage of confining bed, L"'. 
T, temperature, T. 
T', temperature distribution at the top (or bottom) of 

'.,' the aquifer (in practice the temperature distribu
tion above the confining bed is used), T. 

t, time, t. ' . ; • -
t', length of pumping period, (. 
Ul, velocity (v^, vertical cornponent), Lt ' ' . 
«, vertical compressibility, L t ' M ' \ 
fi, compressibility coefficient of the liquid phase, 

LM-' t ' . 
y, mass density on a bulk volume basis where 7 = p0, 

M L - ' . ' 
A, I coeflTicient pf thermal volume expansion for the liq

uid phase, 7" ' . ' ..,', ,.•• •.. , 
n, viscosity, M L - ' f ' . 
p, average density, ML- ' . 

, (<>,, porosity, dimensionless. . 
ij/t,, porous medium tortuosity tensor, dimensionless.. 

Ip, tortuosity factor, dimensionless. ,• 
( )", refers to the solid phase. 
( )j, refers to the z direction (vertical). 
( )', . indicates properties associated with confining beds.-
( )o, refers to a reference or initial quantity. 
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Kawerau Bbrough lies, at "ari elevation of about 30 metres (m) on the 
•flat land bordering the Taraivera River, approximately 19 kildmetri^ (km) 
south of thi:--Bay of Pfenty aiid 2-9 km south-west of Whakatane (Fig. I). 
Four km south-'east of Kawerau: is Mbunt lidgecumbe, a youthful (less'than 
10,000'years) volcanic; cone that rises loan efevatioh'of 822 nl.' 

in the'early 1.950's."Tasinan Pulp and Paiper Gompany^-.slartea planning 
'the construction of an integrated mill to produce; anitti'ally some "75,000 
tons of newsprint, 90,000 tons of Kraft papetf, and 25 million board feet 
of sawn timber. The existence, of thermal activity throughout the Kawerau 
'Srei suggested that the mill might be Ipcated so a:s to make Lise of natural 
steam in the'productiori-of pa'per, A'ccofd ingiy; geophysiGa! and geological 
•studies (Studt 1952, 1.95:8; Beck.195-2-; Healy 1951, 1962.) were made in 
the' vicinity of the major hot-spring area of the region, "OnepU: Springs, 
approxiiiiately-2;5.km north of Kawerau. The results of-these studies "were, 
.sufficiently: encouraging .for; the Ministry of Wd'rk's to carry put an investi-
•gatipnal drilling, programme in order to evaluate":the p;rd:ductivity cif the field. 

Befweefi August 195-2 arid N.ovember 19*55 the Ministry of "Works drilled 
three holes, to depth of abpiit, J km. Testiiig of' these holes demoiistfated 
.that .production of steam could be obtained frgip intermediate depths' 
•(Taisle. 1). Production,: drilling was thefi commenced by a priyate .contractor 
in April 1956 and by I^ebnjary 1957 an ffdditioiial 7 hoira had been drilled. 
to-deplhs'of about'600 iin. By the end of r960 output had dwindled to the-
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extent that holes 7A, 8, 12, and 14- had to be deepened to/about 9Q0 m'.by 
the Ministry of Works. The resulti'iig incieased output wassufiicient,to meet 
demands until 1967; when bore.^ 3, 16; and 17 were driired. The Output of' 
these, three-holes was approx iniatejy'ec[iii val ent to the rest of the field cprn-
bined (Table 1). 

"Tlie. techniques available in the early geophysical studies (Stiidt 195-2, 
195,8) ;did not'permit the Kawerau Gecjthermal Hield to be accurately out
lined at'depth. During the 19 years since-the early'Survey, however;, extensive 
developments have been made;in~.the "use of electrical methods-,in geothermaJ 
areas, an'd. far liQore sensitive equipment is available'today than in 1951. 
Aiicordingly, electrical surveys of the Kawerau field weri:; made "during the 
1969-70 field seasori, ,in order tri; ciefermine the extent of the geotherrrial 
field,at depth and, t'b estimate the amount of stored heat. In this report the 
results of these electrical surveys' are presented, together with a summary 
of the geology, and a reappraisal of the earlier geophysical work. 

G E O L O G I G SetTING 

Surface, Ge:oio:.̂ y 

The Kawerau Gepthermal Field lies .near the axis of a north-east-trending 
complex graben- that continues north-eastward- out to s'ea to form the White 
-Island Trench-and extends south-westv/ard^ as the Taupo "Vpkanic.Ddpressidn 
(Mealy ef. al. 1964), Interpretatiori of grai/ity: data (Studt 195.8, p. 240) 

.indicates that . the triiriimum depth ;̂ t0 nohypleanlc-basemerit (presumably 
(greywacke) beneath Kawerau is ab"6u't;.l'5 km. Greywacke is e.vposed "ori tfie 
sifrfai:e -12:km east of Kawerau in the ;Raungaehe Range and 22 kni..nbrth-
west of Kawerau -near Ota'marakau 'Valiey, 

In tKe vicinity of'Kawerau- this grabeh is.filled with volcanic rocks; "arid 
associated sedimentary' rocks composed of volcanic detritus, Tlie- volcanic 
rocks are primarily of rhyolitic composition and indude'flpufs, tuff breccias, 
pumii:^ breccias, arid ignimbrites." There.are'a few andesitic rocks' (Mt Edge-
rumbe, Manawahe,, Whale Island, and at depth in- the Kawerau borefield)'. 
Healy (1:962^ p. 7, ^section .3) 'e.vjjressed uncertainty .eortcerniiig the nature" 
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of the bedrock exposed in the yqung extriisions which form the Giiqm 
Hills ('ĵ '6> Fig. ,5). Specimens from four localities were'tdirected and studied 
by us. The'se fpe'cimens p"̂ rdved to" be flo.w. rocks 'o'f dacite compgsi,tipil and 
ri'gt rhyol ite. No. ignimbrite was. identified. 

All four speciiiiens from the Otiepu Hills are rich in ,1ar^e' (1-10 mm) 
pl.agioclase phenocrysts, with subordinate ,quartz phenocrysts" Petrographic 
study of sample 70M:p,l3 (from hill 565'') and 70Mp 1.6 (from hill 600') 
showed both sp'ecimefis to be fresh, flow'rocks cohtainjjag 2Q'-25%' plagib^ 
clase jihenocryst;'; (andesirfe to labradorite), 6-5%" quatta phenocrysts, and 
rninor amphibole, pyro^xenc, :biptite, and magnetite. Groundmass materia! 
in both specimens is devitrified; 76Mpl6 displays conspicuous irregular fiow 
foliation, whereas iii 7GMplJ the fpliation has been .obscbred by .spheIlllitic• 
G^ystaIlisatipn of the groundmass. Partial chemical analysis of these speci
mens by the N ; Z , Geological Survey (courtesy -of Mr ?P; R. L. Browne) 
ga-C'e the fo!lowing"results:' , • 

Sample No. "Weight 'percent 

K..0 SiO, 

70Mpl3, 
70Mp:L6' 

1'99; 
1-86; 

7 O'S 5 
'65-32 

.Comparison of these figures -wjiK the analyses, given in, Lewis (1968) and 
Ewart" (l'966j indicates that the two analysed samples are,-dacites. 

All of t.he rocks in the Taupo "Volcanic Depression- except the oldest 
two igiiimbrites are normally magnetised and are convincingly iht'efpreted 
by Cox (:i969) as yOlinger than the 0*7 iTi:y. Matiiyama-BfutiHes boundar)'. 
Alihough the nearest outcrop of either of these twp: reversely magnetised 
ignimbrites is over 46 miles north of Ka-u'erau, one cannot .preclude the 
•presehee: of levei-'sely iiaagrietised old ignimbrites' at dtepth in' the"̂  Kawerau 
ar??î  

The; surface geology 'at ;Kawerau has' beeii summ'arised by He'"aly ('1962,-
•pp. 2—3.) and. depicted on figure 1 ;of his report. Although .geologic rela
tions are tenuous because of the thick, obscuring mantle of Holocene. tephra; 
it appears that thes.is dacite, hi lis •"are, extrusive dOrnes that are youriger thaQ 
all rocks :in the area excepting the Holocene tephra. The domes probably 
were extruded, oh the.ground surface after pushing their -way up through 
the sequence of vokanici'an'd 'sedimentary rocks that und eri,ie-th^ gepthermal 
area. 

:MDst faults; in the Kawerau region strike; nprth-c.astcriy, parallel ;tp, the 
regional structural grain (Healy et al. 1964).'There is very little expression 
of faulting aroiihd Kaweraii except at llie borefield, whe.re a, 1 ineaf iiorth-
west-fncing s'carp forming'the steep riprth-west slope of |he tcphra.-covcred, 
low ridge: just north-west of bpre.S' 16 and 17 may represent a- fault. In 
addition, the difference in elevatioii :6f the :ah desi te between, bore 17 and 
bore 3 (Fig^ 2} rriay be due tpfaulting. 
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Stratigraphy in Bores 

The stratigraphic information available in 1962 has been summarised by 
Healy (1962, pp. 8-9) and by Steiner (1962). Since then, bores 3, l6, and 
17 have been drilled and carefully sampled throughout. Cuttings and cores 
from these bores were logged by J. Healy, and the available stratigraphic 
data for all the Kawerau bores were summarised by G, W. Gi-indley in a 
set of drill logs (written comm. 1970). The generalised geological sections 
shown in Fig. 2 were prepared by us from these logs, supplemented by 
additional study of samples and thin sections in the petrology collection of 
the N.Z. Geological Survej'. Samples from bores 2, 9, 11, and 13 are not 
available {see Healy 1962, p. 3) , " 

• We have divided the stratigraphic section of the Kawerau borefield into 
five major units. From top to bottom, these are: -, 

Unit 1: Alluvium and pumice breccia (45 to 100 m thick). 
Unit 2: Rhyolite, with subordinate tuff breccia, ash, sandstone and silt

stone (535 to 720 m thick). 
Unit 3 : Andesite (85 to greater than 251 m thick). 
Unit 4 : Ignimbrite, with intercalated tuff breccia and sandstone (315 m 

thick in bore 3) . 
Unit 5: Rhyolite (greater than 15 m thick at the bottom of bore 3). 

Only Unit 1 outcrops at the surface. 

The various rock types in Unit 2 can readily.be discriminated in any 
single bore, but it has pot yet been possible to correlate sub-units among 
the various bores except between bores 16 and 17. This failure is due to 
(a) poor sampling in the pre-1961 bores, (b) pervasive hydrothermal altera
tion that has obscured much of the original textures and (c) lateral strati
graphic variation in Unit 2 throughout the borefield. Details of lateral 
stratigraphic variation are not clear in the older bores, but are evident in 
bores 16, 17, and 3. In bores l 6 and 17 breccias and clastic rocks make up • 
about 40 percent of Unit 2, whereas in bore 3 nearly the entire unit is 
rhyolite. Furthermore, Unit 2 is considerably thinner and the andesite (unit 
3) higher in bore 3 than in bores 16 and 17, suggesting fault movement 
durjng the extrusion and deposition of the rocks in Unit 2. 

The andesite (Unit 3) is a conspicuous stratigraphic marker readily identi
fied in cuttings or core. It is greenish grey, with conspicuous plagioclase 
phenocrysts, and is intensely altered. Figures 3 and 4 show that, compared to 
other rocks "of the borefield, the andesite is consistently more dense and less 
porous. 

Unit 4 characterised by the presence of ignimbrite and the absence of 
rhyolite. Many specimens of ignii-nbrite and of pumice bi-eccia display glass 
shards and aligned pumice fragments suggesting emplacement by ash flow; 
compaction foliation was seen in a few ignimbrite specimens. In bore 10, 
Unit 4 displays a regular increase in density and a nearly regular decrease 
in porosity with depth, suggesting increasing compaction and welding of a 
single ash-flow cooling unit (Ross and Smith 1961). The surface correlative 
of Unit 4 is not known. Petrographic criteria preclude correlation with the 
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Matahina Ignimbrite, the prominent ignimbrite exposed on the plateaus 
to the east and north-west of Kawerau (A. Sieiner, quoted in Healy 1962). 

Unit 5 was encountered only in bore 3, the deepest bore to date. This 
rhyolite is characterised by abundant quartz phenocrysts, and the available 
samples are not intensely altered. 

Production Zones 

The Kawerau bores have produced from two general levels. The earlier 
bores produced from breccias and sediments at depths of about 600 m 
(Healy 1962, p. 5) , but falling discharges and temperatures occurred within 
three years and were attributed by Banwell (1962, p. 1) to invasion of the 
field by marginal cool water. The bores deepened in 1961 (7A, 8, 12, and 
l4) and the bores subsequently drilled (3, 16, and 17) produce from a 
deeper zone (760 m to 910 m). 

Temperature runs made during injection of cold water into bores at 
varying injection rates allow permeable zones to be identified rather pre
cisely. The permeable zones deduced from these temperature runs are indi
cated on Fig. 2, 3, and 4. 

Comparison of temperature data taken at two injection rates in both 
bore 16 and 17 indicates that the major permeable zone in these bores is 
the deeper one, in the lower part of the andesite. The most permeable zone 
in bore 8 appears to be at the base of the andesite and in the immediately 
underlying ignimbrite. In bore 10, the permeable zone is entirely within 
the ignimbrite. For bore 3, the water injection temperature runs indicate 
that there are no well-defined major perrneable zones, but that the per
meability is rather uniformly distributed in the bore below the casing. 

It is perhaps significant that production from the three best Kawerau 
bores (16, 8, and 17) comes from the andesite, consistently the densest and 
least porous rock encountered {see Fig. 4) . This correlation, coupled with 
tlie very limited vertical extent of the permeable zones in bores 16 and 17, 
suggests that the production from these bores is from fissures in the 
andesite. Apparently for a bore at Kawerau to be a major producer, it must 
encounter fractures in the andesite or hard ignimbrite, rocks dense enough 
to support extensiv;e, fracture systems. The units which appear to be most 
porous in hand specimen apparently cannot supply sufficient fluid to the 
bore to become major production zones. Perhaps these stratigraphic units 
are not competent eriough to allow major fractures to be developed and 
sustained. 

•PREVIOUS GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION 

Shidt (1952, 1958) used a number of geophysical techniques to study 
the Kawerau area. Perhaps the most informative of these was the gravity 

^ survey, which gave a minimum depth of 1-5 km to basement greywacke. 
' In addition the survey defined a local gravity high over an area that includes 

the present borefield. Studt interpreted this high as due either to a rhyolite 
intrusion or" to.dcnsification caused by hydrothermal alteration of the rocks. 
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Studt's ground magnetic survey of the Kawerau area showed a negative 
anomaly just to the west of the present borefield. Studt (1958) interpreted 
the anomaly as caused by the hydrothermal. alteration of magnetic minerals 
to nonmagnetic ones. 

Seismic refraction studies at Kawerau (Studt 1958) identified a strongly 
refracting horizon at a depth of from 60 to 150 m, which apixi'rently corre
lates with the top of Unit 2 (dominantly rhyolite) of this paper. No con
sistently deeper refracting horizon could be identified... Seismic refraction 
methods are of minimal use in this type of geothermal aijea because, the high 
level of ground noise and high attenuation of the signal make recording 
difficult, and velocity reversals often prevent the detection of layers deeper 
than the shallowest high velocity layer. 

Several resistivity profiles are "given by Studt (1958). The electrode spacing 
used (30 m and 60 m) gave only a shallow penetration, and the work was 
hindered by instrumental inadequacies. The apparent resistivity values thus 
determined are considerably higher than those found in recent years in 
other New Zealand geothermal areas. 

The geophysical investigations reported by Studt (1958) also include 
temperature data from 24 drillholes in the 30 to 60 m depth range. These 
data do little to outline the Kawerau field, but are of use when compared 
with the results of our electrornagnetic surv'ey. 

Magnelic Survey 

The vertical force ground magnetic survey of Shtdt (1958, fig. 10) is 
included here in Fig. 5. The two striking features of the magnetic map are 
the extensive magnetic high in the north-west and the elongated magnetic 
low trending north-east through the centre of the map. We assume that the 
magnetic high is caused by buried volcanic material, probably andesite, but 
any such rocks ih the area of the high are obscured by the thick blanket of 
Rot'oiti Breccia and by alluvium (Healy et cd. 1964), The magnetic low, on 
the other hand, is probably best explained as partly a peripheral feature 
complementary to the magnetic high and partly a feature caused by hydro-
thermal alteration of magnetic materials to nonmagnetic ones. 

To illustrate this point, the vertical magnetic field of a magnetic body, 
similar in area to the i-nagnetic body in the north-west, has been calculated. 
This body consists of two vertical prisms, one from the surface to 150 m 
(outlined by the dashed line on Fig. 5) and the other from 150 to 600 m 
(outlined by the solid line on Fig. 5) . The susceptibility used is 25,000 X 
10-" SI units (2,000 X IO"" cgs units), the average value for New Zealand 
andesite, and the direction of magnetisation is assumed to be that of the 
present-day field. 

Although these calculations {see, brown contours. Fig, 5) do not give a 
perfect fit with the observed niagnetic field, they do demonstrate that the 
shape and magnitude of the measured negative anomaly could be caused 
by the magnetic high to the north-west. However, Fig, 4 shows that the 
susceptibilities of the core samples are much lower than expected of un
altered rock, and accordingly part of the magnetic low must be cau,sed 
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by hydrothermal alteration of the magnetic minerals to nonmagnetic ones. 
Hence interpretation of the Kawerau magnetic map is ambiguous, and the 
magnetic anomalies are of little use in delineating the boundaries of the 
Kawerau Geothermal Field or in the siting of drillholes. 

Gravity Stirvey 
The residual gravity map (Fig, 6) is based on the field data used b y 

Studt (1958) and on 12 additional stations occupied by D..>.J. 'Woodward 
in 1970. The raw field data were reduced using a computer programme 
(GP-48) that corrects for latitude, elevation, terrain (to l67 km), and 
earth tides. A density of 2-67 Mg m~̂  is used in the Bouguer and terrain 
corrections. The Bouguer anomalies thus calculated were further reduced 
by subtracting the regional Bouguer anomaly. The regional Bouguer anomaly 
used is the same as that depicted on fig. 8 of Studt (1958), except 5 mgal 
has been added to take into account the change of datum from the New. 
Zealand Provisional System to the New Zealand Potsdam System (1959) 
(Robertson and Reilly I960). 

The residual gravity anomaly map thus produced (Fig. 6) is almost 
identical to fig. 8 of Studt (1958). A positive anomaly of about 2 mgal 
is located over the borefield and extends to the south .toward Kawerau 
Borough. Studt (1958, fig. 9) analysed this high by matching the observed 
anomalies with computed profiles of two-dimensional models, and concluded 
that the anonialy over the borefield is due to an anomalous mass within the 
volcanic and sedimentary cover and probably not connected with changes in 
the basement greywacke surface. 'Without drillhole data from outside the 
anomaly we cannot discriminate between Studt's two alternative interpreta
tions: rhyolite intrusion or hydrothermal alteration to denser rock. It should 
be noted, however, that at the Broadlands geothermal field a similar positive 
residual anomaly of up to 10 mgal could be resolved into an anomaly of 
2 mgal due to the subsurface rhyolite domes and an anomaly of up to 
8 mgal due to increased density brought about by hydrothermal alteration 
of the volcanic overburden (Hochstein and Hunt 1970). 

'•; GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN 1970 

The resist!vity•:t)f ground is primarily dependent on four parameters: 

(1) The temperature; 
(2) The salinity of the pore water; 
(3) The'amount of interconnected pores (effective porosity); and, 
(4) The amount of minerals of high ion-exchange capacity (mainly clays 

and zeolites). 

Increasing any one of these factors decreases the resistivity. Above 170°c 
the rate of decrease of resistivity with increasing temperature becomes 
slight, and above 330°C may even reverse, with resistivity increasing at 
higher temperatures. Geothermal fields of the hot-water type like Kawerau 
are characterised by temperatures above 200°C, increased salinity relative 
to pore water outside the field, and local concentrations of clay and zeolites. 
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Therefore the resistivity inside such a geothermal field will be lower than 
the resistivity outside the field. 

The spatial distribution of resistivity beneath a measuring point is usually 
complex and cannot be specified from a single measurement. Consequently, 
the quantity actually determined in an electrical survey is the "Apparent 
resistivity", which is the resistivity calculated from Ohm's Law assuming a 
homogeneous medium. In a layered earth; apparent resistivity can bt' thought 
of as a weighted average of the resistivity of the various layers-beneath the 
measuring point. y,(" 

Resistivities at shallow depths (15 to 45 m) are best investigated by a 
rapid electromagnetic technique, whereas resistivities at interniediate depths 
(150 to 1000 m) are most easily studied by direct current methods that use 
a linear array of four electrodes. Once the boundary of the field is roughly 
established,. greater depths can be investigated by dipole-dipole methods. 

Therefore, by using different techniques and geometric factors it is possible 
to calculate the apparent resistivity within and around a geothermal field 
at various depths, and thus to develop a three-dimensional picture of. the 
geothermal system. 

Electromagnetic Gtin Survey 

The electromagnetic gun survey (Lumb and Macdonald 1970) is a rapid, 
inexpensive means of measuring the apparent resistivity of ground at depths 
of approximately 15 to 45 m. The device consists of a'vertical transmitting 
coil connected by a screen cable to a similar vertical receiving coil, in this 
survey, 50 m away. The apparent resistivity is calculated from the com
parison of the magnetic field detected by the second coil and that of the 
reference signal fed along the cable. 

Apparent resistivity contours of the electromagnetic survey are shown on 
Fig. 7. The intense electrical interference caused by power lines, fences, 
etc., east of the Tarawera River precluded use of the electromagnetic,gun 
except along a line 915 m east of Fentons Mill Road. 

These results are compared with measured ground temperatures in the 
insert to Fig, 7. These temperatures are taken from Studt (1958, p. 233) 
and Studt (1952). Holes'with high temperatures along the section corres
pond to stations with low apparent resistivity. From this comparison one 
can predict that within the 50 ohm-meter contour, ground temperature will 
be above normal, and that within the 10 ohm-meter contour temperatures 
greater than 100°C will be encountered'within 50 m of the surface. 

DC Resistivity Survey 

Measurement of apparent resistivity by DC methods has become a stan
dard technique for outlining geothermal fields (Risk et al. 1970; Hatherton 
et cd. 1966; Banwell and Macdonald 1965). In the Kawerau sur\'ey, spot 
nieasurements of apparent resistivity were made using a Schlumberger. array, 
with the current electrodes 9l4 m aj/art (AB/2 = 457ni) and the potential 
electrodes 30 m apart ( M N / 2 = 15 m) . At additional stations, current 
electrodes spacings (AB/2) up to 915 m were used. At stations with difficult 
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access, such as in the Onepu Hills, Schlumberger arrays could not be used. 
Dipole-dipole arrays were substituted at 6 stations, using electrode spacings 
approximately equivalent to the Schlumberger AB/2 = 457 m. 

The apparent resistivity values measured' with a symmetric Schlumberger 
array at AB/2 = 457 m prob.ably represent an average of the true resis
tivities for depths ranging from about 150 to 900 m. 

The results of the Schlumberger DC resistivity survey are shown in Fig. 8 
as contours of equal apparent resistivity interpolated from the values 
measured at the data points. The stations along Fentons Mill Road, near the 
Onepu Mill, and in the town of Kawerau are of low reliability owing to 
the presence of electrical noise, underground cables, railway tracks, and 
wire fences. 

These resistivity measurements are bulk measurements that are influenced 
by a hemisphere of ground of radius approximately half the distance between 
the current' electrodes (i.e., 450 m) . Therefore, as the electrode system is 
moved over a vertical boundary between ground of differing resistivity, the 
measured values will be influenced by the resistivity on both sides of the 
boundary, and the measured apparent resistivity values will be different 
from the values on either side of the boundary. Although this boundary 
will be approximately parallel to the apparent resistivity contours, it need 
not coincide with any particular contour value. 

Figure 9 (derived from Fig. 8) , shows the area between the 10 and 20 
ohm-metre contours as a' shaded band, modified slightly by taking into 
account the reliability of individual measurements. Where the shaded band 
is narrow, the boundary of the field should be sharp and well defined; 
where the shaded zone is wide, the boundai-y is diffuse. The area of the 
Kawerau field lies between a minimum of 6 km'-' enclosed by the inner edge 
of the boundary zone and a maximum of 10 km- enclosed by the outer edge. 

Ten measurements within the low resistivity area with current electrode 
half spacings (AB/2) of up to 915 m showed only slight increase in resis
tivity at the greater spacings. Drilling at Kawerau shows that high tem
peratures exist to depths of at least 1 km. Doth drilling and resistivity 
measurements in ' the geothermal fields at 'Wairakei and Broadlands have 
shown that these fieWs have approximately vertical boundaries to depths 
of at least 2 km. The available evidence indicates that similar consideration 
apply also at Kawerau. 

There ai-e minor -variations in the values of apparent resistivity within the 
resistivity low, wdtli'-some values as low as 1 ohm-metre. Inasmuch as the 
salinity of the pore water at depth in the Kawerau field is essentially constant 
(W, A. J. Malion, pers. comm. 1971) and the rate of change in resistivity 
is very smalTat temperatures greater than 170°c, this change in resistivity 
within the field is likely to represent either a change in effective porosity or 
variation in clay and zeolite content. 

It is tempting to site drillholes on these areas of very low apparent resis
tivity with the field. But in the present Kawerau borefield prociuction comes 
mostly from fissures within the andesite, the rock of lowest hand-specimen 
porosity. Also, the production le\'el is weli below the effective penetration 
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depth of the AB/2 = 457 m Schlumberger array. Accordingly, the lows 
inside the resistivity boundary zone cannot be used to site drillholes. The 
boundary zone, however, does outline the area of probable production. 

Ground Permeability 

Within the boundary determined by the DC Schlumberger survey tem
perature at depth will almost certainly be sufficiently high for industrial use. 
But although high temperature is a necessary condition for geothermal 
power production, it is not a sufficient one. Productive bores must intersect 
zones that are sufficiently permeable for the heat available in the water and 
rock to be efficiently extracted. 

Although there is some debate on the subject, it is becoming increasingly 
accepted that good geothermal bores are fed from fissures rather than from 
strata having high intergranular porosity. At Kawerau this certainly seems 
to be so, for best production is from the andesite, the least porous rock 
unit in the field (Fig. 4) . 

Unfortunately, there are as yet no good geophysical techniques for identi
fying fissured zones within the geothermal field as defined by the resistivity 
boundary, we therefore must fall back on geological interference. Fissures 
can be produced by faulting, and the fault pattern can be predicted some
times, if sufficient surface and drillhole data are available. At Kawerau 
the evidence for faulting is tenuous {see p. 306), and predictions of faults, 
and hence of related fissures at depth, cannot be made with confidence. 

Fissures and fractured ground can also be produced around a body of 
viscous magma as it forces its way to the surface. The dacite hills 'west of 
the Tarawera River are very young extrusions that appear to have been 
pushed up from depth through the older volcanic and sedimentary rocks 
of the area. The ground beneath and in the vicinity of the dacite hills is 
likely to have been extensively fractured during emplacement of the dacite, 
and consequently, bores drilled on the flanks of the hills within the resis
tivity boundary are likely to encounter fractured ground. 

ENERG'V STORED IN THE KAWERAU GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM 

The minimum "total heat stored in the Kawerau geothermal system above 
a temperature of •100°C can be calculated from the following assumptions: 

(1) The system has a cross-sectional area of between 6 and 10 km^ as 
suggested by,'the DC resistivity survey; 

(2) the system has a depth of 2 km (the minimum depth proved by 
drilling-at Wairakei and Broadlands) ; 

(3) the aN-trage porosity to a depth of 2 km is 15% (the mean value 
suggested by the data of Fig. 4) ; 

(4) the dry density of the rock is 2-4 Mg m- ' ; 
(5) the specific heat of the rock is 0-83 kjkg-^ °c-^; 
(6) the specific heat of water is 4-18 kJ kg'^ °c"^; 
(7) the temperatures are at boiling point for all depths until a temperature 

of 250°C is reached, and the temperatures remain at 250°C to a depth 
of 2 km. 
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Using these assumptions and appropriate steam tables (Keenan et al. 
1969), we calculate that the minimum total heat stored in the Kawerau 
geothermal field above 100°C is 3'9 X 10'" to 6-5 X 10'^ joules (J), depend
ing on the cross sectional area chosen. 

Only part of this heat can be economically extracted. If we assume that 
all the heat between 200°c and 250°C can be used, then between M X IO'-' 
and 1-9 X 10'^ J are available at depth. But the actual energy that cjyi'be 
brought to the surface will be less than these values, because of inefficiencies 
in extraction, impermeable zones, insufficient drillholes, etc. If weassume 
a 50% recovery, then only 0-55 X lO's to 0-95 X lO's J can be.'b'rought to 
the surface. This heat is about one-seventh of the minimum total heat above 
100°C stored at depth in the Kawerau geothermal system. '. • ' 

Kawerau is a hot-water geothermal system; the reservoir fluid at depth 
is entirely liquid, and the wells produce a mixture of hot water arid steam. 
Under present technology, only the steam can be used to generate electricity, 
and the hot water is rejected. If we a.ssunie a turbine inlet pressure of 
50 psig (following James 1970), we can calculate that only 46% of the 
energy in the geothermal fiuids delivered to the surface is in the steam phase 
and thus available for electrical generation. For Kawerau, this amounts to' 
0-24 X 10" J to 0-44 X 10" J, depending on the cross-sectional area chosen 
for the field. 

Not all this energy can be converted to electricity. Using fig. 1 of James 
(1970), at 50 psig turbine inlet pressure, 1 kwh of electricity can be gener
ated from 18 lb of steam. From Keenan et al. (1969) the enthalpy of 
saturated steam at. 50 psig is 2743"9jg"'- We can thus'calculate that it 
takes 22-4 X 10" J of heat to generate 1 kWh of electricity. If the conversion 
was 100% efficient, it would take only 3-6 X 10" J to generate 1 kWh, and 
thus the actual efficiency of electrical generation in this situation is only 
16-1%. Accordingly, for Kawerau only 0-04 X 10" to 0-07 X 1.0" J of 
electrical energy can be produced from fhe 0-25 X 10" to 0-44 X 10'* J of 
heat delivered in steam to the turbines. This electrical energy (1-1 X 10'" 
to 1-9-X lO'^kWh) is equivalent to about 1% of the minimum total heat 
stored in the Kawerau geothermal field above 100°C. 
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Geophysical Me thods in Geo the rma l P rospec t ing 

in New Zealand " 

T. HATHERTON, W. J. P. MACDONALD and G. E. K. THOMPSON 

Geophysical Survey, Geophysics Division, Department of Scientific 
and Industrial Research, Wellington, New Zealand 

Introduction 

The development of exploration for naturally occurring steam 
and hot water in New Zealand provides an interesting case histor>' in 
geophysical prospecting. In 1949 the New Zealand Government decided 
that the use of geothermal steam in the North Island volcanic region 
for power production must be investigated. An intensive geological 
and geophysical study of the region was started, adopting the thesis 
that the transmission of heat from the primary source to the Earth's 
surface is « structurally controlled*. Some years were spent in geo
physical investigation from the structural point of view in the hope 
that it would assist the location of the primar>' sources of the heat. 
The methods used in these years were those developed principally for 
oil prospecting, i.e., gravity, magnetic and seismic. 

When the initial, structural approach proved to be relatively un
rewarding in delineating the steam and hot water system a change 
was gradually made to the « geothermal » approach in which a study 
of the properties of the « mineral » itself, rather than the attitude and 
nature of the host rocks, is important. Thus temperature, and the 
physical property which changes most with temperature, i.e., resistivity, 
have been the two parameters studied. Resistivity surveys appear to 
be particularly rewarding in delineating hot water sj'stems. 

There is now growing optimism that the results of the « geo
thermal » approach can be fed back into the « structural » picture 
lo improve the interpretation of the latter. 

* Paper read at the lAV International Symposium on Volcanology (New Zealand), 
scientific session of Nov. 29. 1965. 
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Structural (Gravity, Magnetic and Seismic) Studies 

Conventional gravity, magnetic and seismic studies of the National 
Park-White Island depression were made during 1949-52. Plate 1. shows 
the residual Bouguer anomaly map of the area, compiled from stations 
at about 3 km intervals. Local surveys with stations about Vi km 
spacings have also been made. Geosynclinal greywackes of great. 
thickness and uniform density occur on both sides of the volcanic 
area so a «basement-value » regional gravity gradient has been 
removed from the preferred density Bouguer anomaly values to sixe 
the residual anomaly map of Plate 1. This map has been interpreted 
by various authors {e.g.. BECK and ROBERTSON, 1955; MODRIXL-VK and 
STUDT, 1959) in terms of a depressed greywacke basement of densitv 
2.62 gm/cm\ covered by lighter volcanics of assumed density 2.12 
gm/cm\ One such interpretation is illustrated in Fig. 1. It is now-
considered that the density assumed for the volcanic lill mav be too 
low, and that depths to grej-wacke basement will be greater than those 
indicated in Fig. 1. Further, much, of the gravity relief within the 
depressed area may not be indicative of structure but rather due lo 
var\'ing densities of volcanic rocks. 

The entire volcanic region was flown with an airborne total force 
magnetometer with flight lines at about 3 km spacing and a tlishl 
elevation of 5000 ft (A: 1600 m). Little formal interpretation of the 
total-force anomaly map (Fig. 2) has been done, because of the pro
fusion of volcanic rocks. Complexity of form and magnetisation makes 
simple models impossible to postulate. High permanent magnetisation 
produces differences in magnetic intensity between fragmental and 
massive rocks, even where rocks are of similar composition. The past 
hydrothermal history of the rocks may be reflected by replacement 
of magnetite by pyrite, with subsequent low magnetic intensities, but 
this concept has never been used to predict hot areas. 

Seismic velocities have been measured at Wairakei and Waiotapu. 
Such siudies in the thermal region are complicated by high absorption, 
high noise levels and strong surface waves. Nevertheless MODRI.M.XK 

and STUDT (1959).have published a velocity section (Fig. 3) which 
shows very low velocities (4,500 ft/sec) underlying normal velocities 
(12,000-13.000 ft/sec). Modriniak and Studt attribute the low velocities 
to high-temperature, porous rocks with high steam content. 
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Mineral (Temperature and Electrical Resistivity) Studies 

Temperature and heat discharge have not been entirely satisfac
tory parameters for prospecting methods. In a purely conductive 
system measurements of geothermal gradients and heat flu.x could 
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Ftc. 3 - Seismic velocity section, line N, Wairakei. (From MODRINIAK and STL-DT, 1959). 

be treated in a manner analogous to the other « potential » methods 
(gravity and magnetic). But the effects of mobile waters in the frag
mented and permeable covering rocks of the geothermal belt have 
rendered temperature-based methods relatively ineffective in prospect
ing for steam and hot water. 
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An early requirement in geothermal power utilisation was tho 
assessment of total natural heat discharged from an area. Geysers, 
fumaroles and hot springs were quickly located, and their individual 
heat discharges totalled, but it was apparent that a considerable 
amount of heat loss was occurring by means of conduction from 
surrounding areas of lesser intensity, and indeed from some areas 
where there was no sign of natural surface heat. A technique was 
evolved (THOMPSON, 1960) which measured the temperature at a 
depth of 1 metre. The « metre-probe » survey has proved useful in 
several ways. It allowed the conduction contribution to heat loss to 
be accounted for, improving the calculation of minimum-power po
tential; it provided a suitable method of monitoring changes in the. 
geothermal fields as exploitation proceeded, and boundaries obtained 
from the initial surveys are now relocated annually; and it has been 
applied to a wide range of unrelated problems .where more specific 
details of ground temperatures are required. Fig. 4 shows the 1 metre 
depth temperatures of the Wairakei hydrothermal field in 1958. Fig. 5 
compares temperatures from the 1 metre isotherm map, across part 
of the Wairakei field with a section compiled from drilled holes. 
While the metre-probe is capable of defining the boundaries of hot 
areas and (as Fig. 5 shows) displaying their near-surface morphology 
it will not give indications of the prospects of steam production 
at depth. 

During the late 1950's Geophysical Survey, DSIR, was preoccupied 
by IGY investigations. It was not until 1961 that a serious start vvas 
made on electrical resistivity surveys of the thermal regions, although 
their importance had been recognised for some years previously. The 
very high contact resistances in the dry pumice, resulting in low 
current input, together with the very low resistivity of hot chloride 
waters, resulting in low potentials to be measured in a high resistance 
circuit, were the technical difliculties which had to be resolved. The 
use of a switched D.C. system with a vacuum tube voltmeter enabled 
electrical soundings to be made to a Wenner system electrode sep
aration of 5000 ft (-Ni 1600 m) even under the'worst conditions, that 
is surface resistivities oo 10,000 Qm and resistivities at depth of 
< 5 Qm. 

It was decided to produce, in the first instance, a constant spacing 
contour map of the thermal region. The thermal region divides phys
iographically into two parts, the southern one from Lake Taupo to 
Waiotapu and the northern part from Waiotapu to the Bay of Plenty 
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coast. A resistivity contour map of the southern part is almost com
plete and is reproduced in Fig. 6. The fixed electrode spacing, 1800 ft 
(:v) 600 m) was chosen to compromise a number of factors, chiefiy 
the logistic problems of handling cables which required as short a 

FIG. 4 - Shallow (1-melre) temperature survey of Wairakei hydrothermal field. (From 
Tiio.Mi'.soN, 1960). 

spread as possible, and the knowledge that the production of steam 
at Wairakei povver station was from depths of less than 2000 ft 
(600 m). 

The resistivity of a rock is a function of the porosity and the 
resistivity of ihe porevvaler: The resistivity of the porewater is mainly 
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dependent upon its chloride content and temperature. From meas
urements made on the waters of the New Zealand thermal regions 

FiG. S - Comparison of shallow and deep temperature measurements, Wairakei. (Fioin 
THO.MI'SON, 1960). 

it has been found that the chloride content of the hot waters east 
of the Paeroa block ranges from 1200 to 1500 pails per million. A 
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ind temperature. From meas-

New Zealand thermal regions 
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series of curves of porosity, temperature and resistivity has been 
drawn (Fig. 7) using the well-logging relationship 

F = 1/'I»"' 

where F = formation factor (: 
resistivity of saturated rock 

resistivity of saturating fluid 
-) 

The area 
megawat 
gests thd 
the Paer 
exploitat 
reasons. 

<& = porosity 

m = cementation factor. 

The higher boundary of the chloride values (1500 ppm) has been 
taken to make temperature estimates conservative, m has been taken 
as 2.2. From. Fig. 7 it can be seen that in rock of porosity 25-33 % 
temperatures of porewater within the 5 iim contour can be expected 
to be greater than 200''C. 

The resistivity data from the Wairakei field has been compared 
with the temperatures at different levels in the bores. From this com
parison it appears that the 1800 ft electrode spacing resistivities are 
reflecting conditions between 1000 ft (rv; 300 m) and 1500 ft (.-N: 450 m) 
in depth. Thus Fig. 6 may be expected to be a map of temperature 
conditions between 1000 and 1500 ft at depth. All holes so far drilled 
within the 5 Qm areas have been hot at these depths, though some 
have not been good producers of steam. Satisfactory holes have been 
drilled within the 10 Um boundary, and this is not inconsistent vvith 
Fig. 4. It seems justifiable to expect that all holes drilled vvithin the 
5 Qm contour should be hot and that most should be satisfactory 
producers. 

Fig. 6 indicates that in addition to the Wairakei field there are 
five areas of lovv resistivity and, therefore, high temperatures. These 
are, from south to north 

(i) The area south-east of Wairakei, the Ttiiihcira field. 
(ii) The area north of Rotokawa, the Rotokawa field, 

(iii) The area south-east of Ohaki Springs, the Droadlaiuls field. 
(iv) The area south of Waiotapu, the Wlmicpaiua field. 
(v) The Waiotapu field. 

In the southern part of the geotherinal region which is covered by 
this map the total area bounded by. a 5 Um contour is about 42.5 knv. 
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The area of the Wairakei lovv is 7.8 km-,, and a station of about 150 
megawatts capacity is run from this field. Simple extrapolation sug
gests that 800 megawatts bf povver is available from the area east of 
the Paeroa Block, obtainable by drilling to ,2000 ft (60(0 m), though 
exploitation of this iri all cases may- not be possible for engineering 
reasons. 

iNsriit: • GOOf t»n 

i O 3 0 4 0 SO 
p8f01% pircoH. 

Fic. 7 - Groimd •resisdi'ity variation with' temperature "and porosit.y. Chloride content 
is assumed constant and tn (cementation Eactor} is taken as '2.2. 

The disposition bf the resistivity lovys along the eastern" margin 
of the volcanics-filled trough, the regularity in size, and, to some 
degree, in spacing, must be indicative of the disposition of the heat 
source and of the mechanism by which this Jheat reaches the surface, 
if there is a eontinuqus strip heat source at depth there, should be 
a higher than normal temperature gradient at depth. Hole,227, drilled 
on. the flank of a resis tivity high, has an increase in teniperature at 
the bottom, A nearby electrical sounding also shows decreasing re
sistivities at depths <x.v 10,000 ft (fx< 3000 m). Plans for future investi
gations, include, an attempt at deep soundings by means of fixed 
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cables, up to 25 miles (40 km) long, suspended from lines of poles, 
as well as the extension of the fixed spread profiling northwards of 
Waiiotapu. -

Conclusions 

The electrical resistivity method appears to be the most appro
priate method of delineating geothermal waiers in the New Zealand 
Volcanic Region. The early concept of structural control of heat loss 
(within reasonable drilling distance from the surface) appears invalid 
except in isolated instances. The prospecting methods used to delin
eate structure have failed to prove profitable in discovering heat 
sources. 
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Discussion 

C. J. BANWELL: Does not the measurement of ground noise level in thermal 
areas represent a possibly ver\- useful survey method for detecting active hy
drothermal system? 

T. E. HATHERTON: The seismic noise in the New Zealand Thermal Region 
ranges from that of surficial origin to that of the Earthquake Swarm Type. 
Whilst it might be, and indeed would be, desirable to know the noise dis
tribution in the thermal ai^ea. such a project.would practically be very difficult 
to carry out. 

R. CATALDI: Temperature surveys for geothermal prospecting purposes were 
systematically carried out in the Monte Amiata region (Italy) all over imper
meable formations where no hydrothermal surface manifestations occur. In 
this region, the seasonal thermal excursions get out at a depth of about 10 m. 
Accordingly temperature measurements have been cart-ied out wilhin 15-30 m 
of depth. I would ask at what depth do you measure temperatures when the 
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prospecting wells are sited in localized iiripermeable formations where there 
are no surface evidences of hot manifestations? 

T. HATHERTOM -and G. J. BANWELL: N O bores, have been located ih .\'ew. 
Zealand on the results* ot temperature measurements alort'e. Our lemperature 
work has been concerned with; 1) 1 metre temperature probe measurements 
which quickly define thermal boundaries (see reprint <Sliallo\v Temperature 
Surveying in 'Wairakhi-Taitpd /Irca> — T!IO.MP,SON, N . Z . Jour. Geol. & Geophys;). 
I) Measuremertf of teiiiperature at depth intervals of 10 feet ( s 3 m) in holes 
drilled to a depth of .100. feet (s^ 33 m) (see, D.S.I.R'. Bulletin No. 155 •« Waidtapii 
G'eotherittal Eield »). 

The bores at Broadlands and Rotokawa to which I deferred vyere located 
on electrical resistivit)' work. Both are in aireas ..bf less "than .10 Ohm-metres 
as mapped by our survey using: the Wenner configuration vv:ith.electrode sep
aration of 1800 feet (ssi 600- ni) which gives a penetration of 1000-1500 feet 
[m 330-500 m). However at Ngawha some temperature holes have Been drilled 
arid measured and it was found t)iat pure conductive gradients were riot en
countered until depths of. greater than 100 feet ('33 ni). 

G. W. GRIND.I,EY: t)r Hatherton has illustrated an extremely effective rnethod 
of detecting shallow reservoirs of heat by electrical resistivit3' surveys. I \\ouId 
like to mention that "gebtHermal prospecting in; this .region (Wairakei) is far 
removed from throwing arrows at a dartbpard. We have always been well 
aware.of the importance of., thermal detection methods such as shallbw'drilling: 
and metre probe surveys as a guide to the location of sHallo\\' hot aquifers. 
The other principle rnethod of investigation; has been by locat ing the .faults, 
and fissure zones that transect and feed thes'e .Aquifers. Our v\'ells have nor
mally been located along such faults ' (as found by geological and photogeolog
ical studies) tb give optimum production. I would like to know whether there 
is ajiy electrica! method of detecting these faults, particularly those feeding 
the shallovv aquifers from greater depth.• This could be of particular interest 
in connection with the deep drilling programme soon to be conducted in this . 
region. 

T. HATHERTON; I was referring Xo geophysical dairts. Geblogists hav'e euphe-, 
misms.for this word. 

Whilst in some conditions electrical methods can be used to detect faults, 
the dominance df'vvater temperature and chloride content in the New Zealand 
geothermal areas precludes the inference of fault's from ele'c£i;ical rrieasur-
ennents: In Fig. 6 it can be seen that the individual low resistivity areas are 
more circular in natui;e than would ,be expected from a fault controlled source. 
However these circular « lows ?> tie on a line which may be a structural feature 
at depth. 
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Fission-track age and trace element geochemistry of some Minden 
Rhyolite obsidians 

NEIL F. RIJTHERFORD 

Department of Geology, University of Auckland, New Zealand* 

ABSTRACT 

Fission-track age determinations on obsidians from Mt. "Y'oung on Great Barrier Island, Hahei 
near 'Whitianga, Bowento-»-n, and Mt. Maunganui give ages of 8-32, 7-80, 2-29, and 4-34 million 
years respectively. An approximate age of 7-8 million yeâ rs has been estimated for Paku Island at 
Tairua. / 

X-ray, fluorescence analyses of trace elements of obsidian from the above localities and from the 
Alderman Islands sho-w some distinct differences from rhyolites of the Taupo "Volcanic Zone, namely 
a relative enrichment in the light rare earths, especially La, Ce, and Nd. Ce is strongly enriched; 
Rb is more, and Sr less abundant. The differences may be indicative of a different genesis. 

I INTRODUCTION 

The Minden Rhyolites (Thompson 1966) are a group 
of upper Miocene-Pliocene dome and flow rhyolites and 
welded pumice breccias which outcrop on Great Barrier 
Island, on the eastern side of Coromandel Peninsula, 
and on a few islands offshore from Coromandel (Fig. 1) . 

Petrological and geochemical work published on the 
group is lirnited. Sollas & McKay (1906) give a number 
of thin section descriptions of rocks from Paku Island, 
and Fraser/& Adams (1907), Bell & Fraser (1912), and 
Henderson! & Bartrum (1913) describe some regional 
aspects of I the rhyolites. Harvey (1967) describes the 
geology and petrology of the rhyolites from the "Whiti
anga area, Joluistoii (1970) the rhyolites from the 
Maunganui area, and Rutherford (1970) rhyolites from 
Paku Island, 'Whiritoa, Minden, and Bowentown. 

The Minden Rhyolites overlie extensive andesib'c 
eruptives (Beesons Island Volcanics) which have K-Ar 
ages ranging from about 16 m.y. to 7 m.y. In some areas 
the rhyolites are locally intruded and overlain by small 
andesite' (Omahia andesite) and dacite (Waitawheta 
dacite)/domes and flows with K-Ar ages ranging from 
about 4-0-3-75 m.y. (Stipp 1968; Richards et al. 1966; 
Adams 1975). 

Hayward (1974; pers. comm.) indicates that, on 
limited palynological evidence from Great Barrier Island, 
Whitianga, and Table Mountain areas, the early Minden 
Rhyolite eruptives are probably of Tongaporutuan-. 
Waipipian age (Upper Miocene-Lower Pliocene). 

The age determinations on -the andesites from Coro
mandel suggest that volcanism began about 16 m.y. ago 
throughout the region, then ceased in the north, but 
continued in the south up to about 7 rn.y. ago. 

Renewed andesitic and dacitic volcanism began about 
4 m.y. ago in the Paeroa-Thames area and continued 
until about 2-54 m.y. ago (K-Ar age, Stipp 1968) in 
the Te Puke area. Fission-track age determinations on an 
ignimbrite '"owharoite" and "tridymite rhyolite" from 
Waikino give ages of 2-89 ± 0-38 and 1-5 ± 0-23 
m.y. respectively (Kohn 1973). The ignimbrite and 

rhyolite are considered by Rabone (1975) on strati
graphic grounds to be younger than the Minden Rhyo
lites of that area. 

On geomorphic and stratigraphic evidence, the Minden 
Rhyolites appear to show younging southward which 
parallels the younging to the south noted for the ande
sitic volcanism. 

The age relations outlined suggest that the age of the 
rhyolites should lie between about 7-10 m.y. and 3-4 
m.y. with the youngest ages to the south. 

FISSION-TRACK AGE DETERMINATIONS 

Obsidian samples from rhyolite domes and flows on 
Great Barrier Island (Mt. 'Voung), Hahei near "Whiti
anga, Paku Island at Tairua, Bowentown, and Mt. 
Maunganui were selected for dating by the fission-track 
method. 

The procedures essentially follow the standard methods 
used by other workers, e.g., Fleischer et al. (1964; 
1963), Naeser (1967; 1969), and Seward (1974) and 
the reader is referred to these and Rutherford (1976) 
for details of the method. 

The age equation used in the calculations was: 

P« 
A = 6-168 — . ^ X 10-' 

pl 
which is a reduction of the general equation below by 
substitution of the constant values, but disregarding the 
total decay constant for *"[/, (XD) , which for relatively 
young rocks is not a significant factor. 

1 r p,\oaxpip "I 
A = — I n l l -f- I 

XD L pi XP J 

where 

XD = total decay constant for ' "U ( = 1-54 X 10"'° 
y r - ) 
<r = thermal neutron X-section for ""U fission (— 
5-82 X 10"=' cm') 

/Received 18 April 1977, revised 1 November 1977 
(•Present address: Union Corporation (Australia) Pty Ltd, 55 Macquarie Street, Sydney. Australia. 
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development of a perlitic fracture. After etching it was 
not found possible to use the obsidian for accurate dating 
and an age was estimated by counting a few small areas 
of a number of obsidian pieces which were most free of 
perlitic cracks and devitrification to determine the 
approximate ratio of spontaneous to induced fission 
tracks from which an age could be calculated. However, 
as the obsidian was not of an acceptable standard— 
there was evidence of track facing or annealing (spon
taneous track size smaller than induced track size), and 
the area counted not large—the age is considered un
reliable. The age is consistent with that determined for 
the 'Whitianga sample and the inferred age based on 
stratigraphy. 

The samples were irradiated by the Isotope Division 
of the Australian Atomic Energy Commission in their 
thermal neutron facility at Lucas Heights, New South 
"Wales. The total thermal neutron dose received by the 
samples was estimated using National Bureau of 
Standards (N.B.S.). Washington, fission-track glass 
(1 p.p.m. uranium) standards. In order to check the 
N.B.S. glass standards dose estimate, a sample of Bor-
chers Ash w-as included with the obsidians sent for 
irradiation. The age calculated for the Borchers Ash 
sample using the dose determined from the glass 
standards was 1-94 ± 0-23m.y. which is consistent 
with that found by other workers (e.g., Boellstorff & 
Te Punga 1977, p. 48) . 

The glass standards were placed at the top and boitom 
of the irradiation can containing the samples to check 
for possible flux gradient. None was noted and the dose 
estimate was calculated from the mean of the counts 
determined from the glasses at the top and bottom of 
the can. The dose was calibrated against pre-irradiated 
glasses supplied by the N.B.S. using their Au-foil 
determined dosage. Tracks were counted directly from 
the glass standards after etching for 12 seconds in 48% 
hydrofluoric acid. 

After etching, all samples were cleaned in nitric 
acid (this enhances track rendition by "cleaning out" 
etch pits), washed in dilute ammonia, and finally washed 
in distilled water. Counting of tracks was done under 
reflected light at 450 X magnification using a grid 
eyepiece (for area determination) in conjunction with a 
point count stage (to move sample). 

Track densities were not recalculated to a basis of 
tracks per cm' but tracks per equal area which is 

1—Locality map. with ages of the dated samples— -:~3,g''̂ Y f j ; ^ ;^-.;^ orspontane^us"'to Tnd"uced""uacks 

PENINSULA 

Hahei, 
Whitianga 

(7.8) 

Paku Is, 
Tairua 
(7-8) 

Te P u k e — • 

(in million years) in parentheses 

(4 — thermal neutron dose (n cm"') 
Ip = isotopic ratio " " U / ^ U ( = 7-26 X 10"') 
\ r = fission decay constant for =nj ( = 6-85 X 10"" 
yr-) I 
Pl = spontaneous or natural " 'U fission-track density 
pi = induced " 'U fission-track density (per unit area). 
Pieces of ^obsidian from each locality were examined 

and those which showed least evidence of devitrification 
were selected; those pieces with a cloudy appearance, 
abundant microlites, perlitic cracks, etc. were rejected. 

This was not possible for Paku Island obsidian, where 
all material examined was cloudy and showed strong 

is used in the age equation and, thus, it is necessary only 
to determine track density for spontaneous and induced 
tracks over some arbitrary but known area, for example, 
in this case track density per number of grid squares. 

Sample localities, track densities, and ages determined 
are given in Table 1. 

, DISCUSSION OF AGES 

As with most volcanic glasses, in particular older 
glasses, there is the possibility of track loss through 
annealing. There is a notice-jble reduction in spon
taneous track size compared with the induced track size, 
especially in the older samples dated here. Thus, there 
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density. 
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TABLE 1—Fission-track age data for Minden Rhyolite obsidians. Xj- — 6-85 X 10""yr"'; ^ = 
15-755 X 10" nem"'. Induced track density is total measured density minus spontaneous track 
density. 

Sajaple 
nmnber 

Locality 
(Grid reference) 

Spon 

Counted 

133 

164 

227 

217 

taneous 

Per 

tracks 

unit area 

52 

46 

71 

217 

Induced tracks 

Counted 

2244 

1064 

955 

2753 

Per unit 

2192 

loia 

884 

2536 

area 

Age 
(B.y. B.P.) 

2.29 ± 0.21 

4.34 ± 0.38 

7.80 ± 0.60 

8.32 ± 0.62 

A.U. 17466 

A.U. 17472 

A.U. 10261 

A.U. 475 

Bowentovn 
(N53/473859) 

Mount Maunganui 
(N58/647658) 

Hahei, Khitianga 
tN44/283632) 

Mount Young, 
Great Barrier Island 

A.U. 17413 ) 
A.U. 17401 j 

Paku Island, 
Tairua 
(N4'4/35S42S) 

Estimate 7 to 8 B.y. 

TABLE 2—Trace element contents and some potassium to trace element ratios for Minden Rhyolite 
I obsidians. 

Ba 

Rb 

Sr 

y 

Zr 

Kb 

La 

Ce 

Nd 

Pb 

Zn 

Ga 

CI 

s 

t/Hb 

r/Ba 

Bb/Sr 

Great Barrier Hahei, 
Island Whitianga 

842 

220 

19 

70 

215 

19 

45 

117 

45 

32 

70 

21 

1168 

186 

-
-

11.05 

955 

172 

79 

60 

185 

18 

40 

103 

38 

29 

55 

39 

i 1550 

221 

' 154.4 

27.8 

2.18 

Paku 
Island 

89S 

195 

57 

30 

144 

16 

35 

59 

17 

19 

34 

20 

1025 

ZS2 

148.9 

32.45 

3.42 

Alderman 
Islands 

1S4S 

2S9 

106 

57 

139 

11 

32 

65 

17 

20 

39 

20 

520 

1616 

-
-

2.44 

Bowentown 

1012 

167 

96 

49 

161 

24 

36 

71 

22 

52 

47 

30 

1015 

Mount 
Maunganui 

loss 

187 

66 

-<32 

136 

10 

29 

59 

11 

21 

28 

24 

1505 

445 *• 202 

144.1 

23.78 

1.74 

168.6 

29.89 

2.83 

Average, Taupo 
Volcanic Zone* 

870 

ISO 

125 

25 

180 

10 

30 

40 

IS 

20 

45 

20 

-
-
. 
-

-

•from Ewart tt al. (1968) and Rutherford (1976). 
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could. have been some spontaneous track loss. This, in 
effect, means that the a g « given in Table 1 should be 
regarded as minimum ages. 

The Hahei atid Great Barrier Islarid ages 'and the 
inferred age for Paku Island are consistent with the age 
brackets" imposed by the K-Ar age's, on the andesites arid 
dacites and also with the inferred palynological ages. 

The Bowentown age is similar ito that determined by 
KoHn (1973) for the ignimbrite and "rhyolite" at Wai
kino (2-89 ± 0-38 and 1-5 ± 0-2.3 m.y,) and to the 
K-Ar ages on andesites from the Te Puke area (2-95 

FIG. 2—Summary of trace 
element data from Table 
2. 'Values in parte per 
million. 
g—Great Barrier Island: w— 
Hihei. 'Whilianga; p—Paku 
Inland: a—Alderman Islands; 
b—^Bo^enlown;. m—Mount 
Maunganui. 

arid 2-54 m,y;; Stipp 1968). Geomorphicany the donies 
at Bowentown are the most, youthful of the Minden 
Rhyolites. The young age for these domes suggests that 
they should be separated from the considerably older 
rhyolites to the north and placed In a new group along 
•with-thc ignimbrites and rhyolites of the 'Waikino area. 

The Mount Maunganui age is similar to that of the 
younger andesite .ind dacite eruptives of the Thames-
Paerba area arid to the inferred niain period o'f alteration 
in the Tui Mine area, Te Aroha (Adams 1975). The 
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dome at Mount Maunganui is much eroded and on geo
morphic grounds would be considered somewhat older 
than those at Bowentown. Fission-track ages support this. 

TRACE ELEMENT ANALYSES 

Trace element analyses were performed by X-ray 
fluorescence on pressed powder plates of obsidians from 
the domes fission-track dated and from the Alderman 
Islands. The results are given in Table 2 and summarised 
in Fig. 2. Details of the analytical methods can be 
found in Rutherforcl (1976). 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Several authors, for example, Ewart & Stipp (1968), 
Ewart et al. (1968i), and Rutherford (1976), have pro
posed from trace element characteristics of the rhyolitic 
and dacitic volcanics of the Taupo Volcanic Zone and 
the Mesozoic greywackes of the North Island of New 
Zealand, that the acid volcanics of that area have been 
derived by various degrees of fusion from the grey
wackes. The notion of the acid volcanics being derived 
from more basic andesitic or basaltic parent magmas 
has not been favoured on geochemical and geophysical 
grounds. For example, there is no geophysical evidence 
for large quantities of basic magma within the Taupo 
Volcanic Zone from which the acid magmas could have 
fractionated or for chemical continuity between the acid 
and more basic rocks of the volcanic zone. Similarly, in 
ancient, much eroded, acid volcanic terrains elsewhere 
in the world, there is no evidence of extensive basic 
affiliates from which the acid volcanics could have been 
derived, which suggests that basic melts were not neces
sary for the production of acid magma. 

In the Coromandel area there is a relatively extensive 
development of andesitic volcanics with lesser quantities 
of rhyolitic volcanics. As in the Taupo Volcanic Zone, 
the basement rocks are Mesozoic greywackes. 

Unfortunately, there are no trace element data avail
able for the andesitic volcanics to allow comparison 
between a fractionation model (from more basic vol
canics) and a crustal fusion model for the origin of the 
rhyolites. There are| plutonic intrusions in the north of 
Coromandel, e.g., giranodiorite plutonics at Paritu and 
Cuvier Island. I 

Comparison of the trace element data presented in this 
study with average values of the acid volcanics from the 
Taupo Volcanic Zone show that the Coromandel rhyo
lites are more enriched in the light rare earth elements 
La, Ce, and Nd; Ce in particular is strongly enriched 
( 1 - 5 - 3 X ) . The elements Ba, Rb, and Y are also rela
tively enriched and Sr is depleted, when compared with 
average Taupo Volcanic rocks. 

If the Minden Rhyolites have been derived from 
crustal fusion of basement greywackes as has been pro
posed for the acid rocks of the Taupo Volcanic Zone, 
then they must rejaresent early formed fractions to 
account for the enrichment of Ba, Rb, Y, and the light 
rare earths relative to their Taupo Zone equivalents. 

The relative depletion of Sr would also tend to support 
this proposal. In general, under conditions of partial 
melting, Sr tends to become more abundant as melting 
proceeds, and Ba, Rb, Y, and the light rare earths become 
more dilute because they tend to associate with the early 
mel,t fractions, i.e., compatible and incompatible elements. 

Because little is known of the trace element character
istics of the andesites and dacites which are associated 
with the Minden Rhyolites in Coromandel, it is not 
possible to assess, on the basis of trace elements, the 
possibility that the rhyolites represent part of a typical 
calc-alkalic suite and are not products of crustal fusion. 

The andesites and dacites in Coromandel are pro
portionately far more abundant than in the Taupo Zone 
and the presence of plutonics in Coromandel suggests 
that the rhyolites and the more basic rocks may be 
associated with plutonism in the area. 
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Hydrothermal metamorphism of the Whangakea Basalt, New Zealand 
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ABSTRACT 

The Cretaceous Whangakea Basalt has undergone two episodes of alteration. The earlier one 
pervasively affected part of the formation and produced greenschist mineral facies assemblages 
of the type quartz-albite-chlorite-epidote-actinolite-sphene. The later episode gave rise to zeolites, 
including stilbite, analcime, thomsonite, epistilbite, heulandite-clinoptilolite, and laumontite, none 
of which coexist stably wth quartz. Products of the zeolitic alteration are widespread, but occur 
predominantly in and adjacent to veins. Calcite crystallised at a late stage in this episode. 
Greenschist alteration probably occurred at temperatures in excess of 320° C, whereas zeolite 
alteration is believed to have taken place below 165-I80°c. 

The Whangakea Basalt, together with an associated gabbro-peridotite body, constitute an 
ophiolite complex. The localised development of the greenschist alteration, the presence of relic 
magmatic phases, the lack of preferred orientation of the secondary minerals, and their common 
pseudomorphous habit suggest that this alteration resulted from hydrothermal metamorphism. 
Zeolitic alteration may have occurred late in this metamorphism, or may have occurred while the 
basaltic rocks were buried beneath some 3000 m of Tertiary strata. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Te Rake and Waipahirere masses comprise the 
more easterly of the several inliers of Cretaceous 
Whangakea Basalt that form the rugged headlands of 
northernmost New Zealand (Fig. 1). They are sur
rounded mainly by Tertiary and Quaternary sedimentary 
material and are locally intruded by middle Tertiary 
microdiorite bodies, I have previously described the 
geology of the masses and the adjacent strata (Leitch 
1970). Both the Te Rake and Waipahirere masses are 
formed of pillowed and unpillowed basaltic flows 
intruded by sills and dykes of dolerite. Minor inter
calations of autoclastic breccia and rare radiolarian chert 
occur within the dominantiv extrusive piles. 

This paper is concerned with the nature, origin, and 
significance of the alteration of the Whangakea Basalt 
in the two masses. Phases have been identified optically 
and by X-ray diffraction. Plagioclase compositions were 
determined with the universal stage using the curves of 
Slemmons (1962), and by refractive index measure
ments. Except where otherwise noted, zeolite identifica
tions have been confirmed by X-ray difltraction. 
Refractive indices are believed accurate to ± 0-003 
(— 0-002 for zeolites), and optic axial angles to ± 2°. 
Specimen numbers are those of the petrology collection. 
Department of Geology, University of Auckland. 

IGNEOUS PETROGRAPHY 

All of the rocks are altered, those of the Waipahirere 
mass almost pervasively, and those of the Te Rake mass 
mainly in and adjacent to veins that seam all outcrops. 
The following descriptions are based largely on material 
from the latter mass; texturally comparable rocks, 
believed to have had initially similar compositions, form 
the Waipahirere mass. 

BASALT: Textures vary from perhyaline with only 
scattered phenocrysts of plagioclase and augite set in a 
dark glassy groundmass, to intersertal where glass, now 
usually replaced by secondary phases, occurs in inter
stices between subophitically intergrown augite and 
plagioclase. Some pillows have a variolitic texture 
resulting from a radial arrangement of slender 
labradorite laths scattered between which are small 
augite granules set in glass. Comb-like and aborescent 
clinopyroxene intergrowths with interstitial glass occur 
in pillow selvedges. 

In most rocks plagioclase averaging about Anoo is 
the most abundant magmatic phase. Phenocrysts show 
normal zoning from cores as calcic as An73 to rims of 
An5o. The phenocrj'sts of one specimen (9087) are 
spongy cores of oligodase (Anoo), with clear rims of 
labradorite, set in a hyaline groundmass containing 
euhedral augite phenocrysts and small dear labradorite 
laths. Another (9088) consists of calcic oligodase and 
augite phenocrysts surrounded by an intergranular 
groundmass of plagioclase laths, augite granules, and 
opaque oxide. 

Colourless clinopyroxene occurs in all little-altered 
basalts, typically in subhedral grains smaller than the 
associated plagioclase. Optical data (2V.50-53°, 
;8 1 - 684-1 • 696) indicate it is a normal augite. Specimen 
9092 contains scattered microphenocrysts of bronzite 
(2V. 98°, ̂  < 1-70). 

Small needles and equant grains of opaque oxide 
occur in most basalts and rare brown amphibole is 
found in the core of a variolitic pillow (9091). 

DOLERITE: The dolerites, holocrystalline rocks with a 
hypidiomorphic-granular texture, contain the same 
simple primary mineral assemblage as the basalts: 
plagioclase, augite, and opaque oxide. Plagioclase is the 
most abundant phase, constituting about 60% of the 
rocks. The bulk of this feldspar is labradorite, with 

Received 17 February 1977, revised 31 October 1977 
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FIG. 1—Northernmost New Zealand showing location of Te Rake and Waipahirere masses. 

most crystals normally zoned from cores occasionally as 
calcic as Anjo to margins as sodic as An20. Subhedral 
augite (2V. 48-52°, /? 1-691-1-697) is colourless or 
sometimes very pale pink. Opaque oxide occurs in 
amounts of up to 5%, in some rocks as well-formed 
crystals and in others in large skeletal units. Apatite is 
a minor but widespread phase. Bronzite (2V, 115°, 
P < l - 7 2 ) , forms slender pale-orange to colourless 
pleochroic rods and constitutes 2% of specimen 9100. 

Neither magmatic quartz nor olivine were found in 
the dolerites or basalts. 

ALTERATION 

Two distinct episodes of alteration of the Whangakea 
Basalt are recognised. The earlier episode affected only 
rocks of the Waipahirere mass, especially those along 
the northern coast of North Cape headland. It resulted 
in the crystallisation of typical greenschist mineral facies 
assemblages, and most rocks affected show few relic 
magmalic phases. Augite persists occasionally, and 
calcic plagioclase rarely. The textures of the rocks have, 
however, been little modified, except in zones of 
tectonic brecciation and shearing, or along major vein 
systems where epidosites have formed. The rocks lack 
schistosity or cleavage, and no preferred orientation of 
secondar}' phases has been discerned. 

The second episode affected rocks of both masses. 
Alteration was confined largely to ramifying vein 
systems that criss-cross the rocks, although there was 
also some replacement of earlier phases found in the 
body of the rocks. The main products of this alteration 
are zeolites and calcite. 

Overprinting of the zeolitic alteration on the green
schist event is clearly demonstrated by the replacement 
of greenschist phases, especially quartz and albite, by 
zeolites, and by zeolite veins cutting earlier greenschist 
facies veins. 

Greenschist facies al terat ion 

Typically, the products of this alteration are green 
rocks, composed mainly of chlorite, epidote, and 
actinolite. Pillow lavas frequently show a zonal arrange
ment of these phases, .with chlorite concentrated in the 
cores of the pillows and epidote in the selvedges and 
inter-pillow interstices. In other pillows actinolite is 
concentrated in the outer zones. 

The greenschist facies mineralogy is described below: 

QUART2, typically in clear unstrained grains, occurs in 
nearly all rocks, although it has been replaced to varying 
degrees by zeolites during later alteration. It occupies 
amygdules and veins as welt as being disseminated 
through the fabric of the rocks. 
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ALBITE has widely, though not completely, replaced 
calcium-bearing plagioclase. It has not been identified 
in iveins or amygdules. 

CHLORITE is present in most specimens, occupying 
amygdules and veins as well as replacing much of the 
bulk of the original rocks. This phase is optically 
negative and shows anomalous interference colours. 
nj,« ranges from 1-605 to 1-612, suggesting a variation 
in' Fe (Fe+Mg) of between about 0-28 and 0-35. 

EPIDOTE occurs in all rocks. It is most common in 
veins, but also occupies amygdules and interpillow 
interstices, and occurs scattered throughout the rocks. 
Optical and X-ray measurements indicate it is iron-
rich (Ps:^Ps»). 

ACTINOLITE is found only in the main fabric of the 
rocks, where it has replaced ferromagnesium phases and 
glass. It is commonly intergrown with chlorite. Refrac
tive indices (a 1-619-1-626, y 1-646-1650) indicate a 
magnesium-rich actinolite. 

SPHENE is found in all rocks, generally in dark irregular 
aggregates. 

PYRITE is a widespread, although minor, phase in veins 
' and amygdules. It is occasionally accompanied by small 

amounts of chalcopyrite, the latter showing marginal 
replacement by digenite and chalcocite. 

HEMATITE occurs mainly in narrow veins, frequently 
associated with pyrite. 

The most common mineral assemblages, quartz-
albite-chlorite-actinolitc-epidote-sphene and quartz-
albite-chlorite-epidote-sphene, are typical products of 
the greenschist facies alteration of basic igneous rocks. 
Alteration has mainly involved hydration of the parent 
rocks. The development of widespread mono-, bi-, and 
polymineralic veins and segregations was also undoubt
edly aided by abundant hydrous fluids. Although calcite 

, is present in some rocks, it occurs only in veins formed 
during or after zeolitic alteration, and the greenschist 
episode fluids probably contained little CO™. 

All of the greenschist phases are stable over a wide 
pressure interval. Only the temperature of alteration 
can be estimated. Replacement of calcium-bearing 
plagioclase by albite rather than analcime suggests 
temperatures exceeded 200°c (Liou 1971a). Epidote 
normally occurs in geothermal systems at temperatures 
in excess of 230°C (Mufller & White 1969; Browne 
& Ellis 1970; Tomasson & Kristmannsdottir 1972), 
although epidote in basaltic rocks from the hydro-
thermal system at Reykajavik is believed to have formed 
at temperatures as low as 135°c (Sigvaldason 1963). 
Keith et al (1968) recorded the assemblage quartz-
tremolite-epidote at about 320°c in the Salton Sea 
geothermal system, and Browne (1969) found an 
amphibole he tentatively suggested was tremolite in the 
Broadlands field at about 275°C. The absence of 
prehnite and pumpellyite may be indicative of tempera
tures in excess of 350°C, according to the analysis of 
Nitsch (1971). A tentative minimum temperature of 
320-350°c is thus suggested for the greenschist facies 
alteration. 

Zeolitic alteration 

The formation of zeolites and calcite are grouped 
together as products of zeolitic alteration, although the 
status of the latter phase is unclear. Calcite veins 
frequently cut zeolite-bearing ones, and textural relation
ships in calcite-zeolite veins and segregations often 
suggest that calcite is replacing zeolite. Thus, the 
crj-stallisation of calcite may have resulted from a third 
separate alteration episode, or may have occurred at a 
late stage during zeolitic alteration, attendant upon an 
increase in the mole proportions of CO2 in the vein 
fluid. 

Phases formed during this alteration episode are 
described below: 

STILBITE is the most abundant zeolite and occurs both 
in veins and amygdules and in the fabric of the rocks. 
Refractive indices varj', suggesting some compositional 
variation (a 1-479-1-486, y 1-487-1-497). Associated 
minerals are analcime, epistilbite, thomsonite, natrolite, 
and calcite. 

ANALCIME is a common phase in amygdules and veins, 
and replaces earlier minerals, especially calcic 
plagioclase. It frequently shows low birefringence and 
repeated lamellar twinning. Refractive index is rela
tively constant (n 1-486-1-488). Associated minerals 
are stilbite, thomsonite, gonnardite, and calcite. 

THO.MSONITE is a minor, but widespread, phase. It has 
been found together with stilbite, analcime, gonnardite, 
and calcite. 

GONNARDITE has been tentatively identified in specimen 
9098 as a low-birefringent fibrous zeolite (a 1-499. 
y 1-503) associated with analcime .ind thomsonite. 
Insuflicient material was available for X-ray diffraction 
study. 

PEPISTILBITE has been identified only from the Waipahi
rere mass, where an inclusion-charged zeolite replacing 
quartz in amygdules yields X-ray diffraction patterns 
appropriate to this phase. Optical properties generally 
support the identification, although the bifringence {a 
1-492, y 1-495) is lower than typical of epistilbite 
(Deer et al 1963, p. 377). Epistilbite is associated with 
heulandite-clinoptilolite and stilbite. 

HEULANDITE-CLINOPTILOLITE. A zeolite yielding a 
diffraction pattern similar to that tabulated by Mumpton 
(1960) for clinoptilolite occurs occasionally in both the 
Te Rake and Waipahirere masses. Refractive indices 
(a 1-490, /3 1-491, y 1-495) are higher than those for 
typical clinoptilolite, and the mineral is probably an 
intermediate member of the heulandite-<linoptilolite 
series (Boles 1972). It is found associated with 
analcime, epistilbite, and calcite. 

NA-TROLITE, found at only one locality, is intergrown 
with stilbite. 

LAUMOr*TiTE cements brecciated igneous material in 
both masses; it is not associated with other zeolites. 
Refractive indices show a small range (a 1-506-1-510, 
/3 1-517-1-518, y 1-519-1-521). 

GREEN PHYLLOSILICATES. Moderately birefringent green 
and green-brown phyllosilicates are associated with other 
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zeolitic phases, and have partially replaced ferro
magnesium silicates. They have not been conclusively 
identified, but probably include oxidised chlorite and 
celadonite. 

CALCITE is probably the most widespread and common 
.secondary mineral in the Whangakea Basalt, It is found 
in amygdules and veins and in the fabric of the rocks 
replacing almost all other phases. Refractive indices 
indicate a composition close to pure CaCOs. 

Physical conditions of the zeolitic alteration are 
diflScult to establish. Experimental data for the reaction 
analcime + quartz=albite are not applicable, for quartz 
is not a stable phase in analcime-bearing assemblages, 
and in silica-deficient environments analcime may exist 
stably to e o C c (Liou 1971a). Widespread stilbite 
indicates that temperatures of 165-180°c were generally 
not attained, for in this range stilbite dehydrates to 
laumontite plus quartz and water (Liou 197 lb ) . 
Laumontite in the Whangakea Basalt is not associated 
with quartz, and the crystallisation of this phase or 
stilbite was probably conditioned by the activity of silica 
in the fluid phase present during alteration. Although 
these fluids appear to have been undersaturated in silica, 
as indicated by the instabilitj- of quartz, the presence of 
thomsonite, formation of which is favoured by a silica-
deficient environment, and stilbite, epistilbite, and 
heulandite-clinoptilolite, which commonly occur asso
ciated with quartz (Coombs el al 1959), suggests 
variations in silica activity. Neither epistilbite nor 
heulandite-clinoptilolite have been found associated with 
thomsonite in the Whangakea Basalt. 

Few data are available to set a minimum temperature 
for zeolitic alteration. The zeolite distributions found 
by Walker (1960a; b) , in which intensity of zeolitisa-
tion decreases towards the top of thick lava piles, 
indicate that some elevation of temperature is necessary 
for the widespread development of these minerals in 
basaltic rocks. The distribution of laumontite in thick 
stratified sequences and geothermal drill holes suggests 
this phase forms only at temperatures above those at 
the Earth's surface or corresponding to shallow burial 
(Hay 1966). 

Evidence outlined in the next section suggests that 
zeolitic alteration may have occurred subsequent to the 
Early Miocene. The lithostatic load on now-exposed 
Whangakea Basalt at this time is unlikely to have 
exceeded 0-8 kb, assuming an average density of 
2-7 g/cm' for the overlying strata. 

DISCUSSION 

The restricted extent of the greenschist metamorphism, 
the absence of a tectonic fabric, and the commonly 
pseudomorphous habit of secondare' minerals, suggest the 
greenschist facies assemblages were produced by hydro-
thermal metamorphism in a region of highly variable 
heat flux. Secondary mineral assemblages very similar 
to those in the Whangakea Basalt have been reported 
from geothermal fields in Califomia (Keith el al 1968) 
and Iceland (Sigvaldason 1963). Identical assemblages 
to those produced by the greenschist alteration have 
been recorded in rocks from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge 

and spreading ridges in the Indian Ocean (Bonatti et 
al. 1971; Aumento el al. 1971; Cann 1969; Melscn & 
van Andel 1966). The latter are considered the result 
of hydrothermal alteration under a high geothermal 
gradient (Spooner & Fyfe 1973; Cann 1974). 

Immediately east of the Waipahirere mass a grabbro-
peridotite body shows a sequence from serpentinised 
peridotite, through layered gabbro and peridotite, to 
gabbro and, in its uppermost levels, sheeted dykes 
(Leitch 1970), This body closely resembles the well-
documented Tethyan ophiolites and, although it is now 
in fault with Whangakea Basalt, these latter rocks 
would complete an ophiolite sequence (Bennett 1976). 
Bennett suggested that alteration of the ultramafic-mafic 
complex might have resulted from ocean-floor meta
morphism, and drew attention to the possibility that 
this alteration continued up into the Whangakea Basalt. 
This interpretation accords with the prevalent opinion 
on the origin of ophioUtes and is supported by the 
similarity of the greenschist facies assemblages to those 
in ocean-floor basalts and in the Lower Pillow Lavas of 
the Troodos Massif (Gass & Smewing 1973). However, 
interpretation of the Whangakea Basalt and associated 
mafic and ultramafic rocks as the products of early island 
arc magmatic activity is not precluded by the presence 
of hydrothermal metamorphism. Indeed, such alteration 
would proceed in any pervious igneous pile erupted in 
a marine environment, provided a heat flux suflicient 
to initiate and maintain convective circulation existed. 

Zeolite assemblages similar to those in the Whanga
kea Basalt occur in basic rocks dredged from the 
ocean floor (Miyashiro el al. 1971; Aumento et al. 
1971). It is tempting to seek the origin of the zeolitic 
alteration in the same hydrothermal system, with these 
phases forming first in the upper levels of the accreting 
igneous pile, and migrating deeper as the heat flux 
decreased. However, both analcime and laumontite 
occur in Miocene rocks close to the Te Rake mass, 
laumontite in laumontite-calcite-pyrite veins in a small 
microdiorite body, and analcime replacing clastic 
plagioclase in Lower Miocene rocks close to the edge 
of a similar microdiorite dyke. The zeolites may thus 
be the products of local phenomena arising from the 
cooling of the microdiorite intrusions, or alternatively 
may be the result of burial of the Whangakea Basalt 
beneath some 3000 m of sedimentary rocks in the 
Miocene (Leitch 1970). 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The Whangakea Basalt has been affected by two 
episodes of alteration, the earlier producing mineral 
assemblages of the greenschist facies and the latter 
mainly zeolites and calcite. 

2. Greenschist alteration occurred in a water-
saturated environment at a minimum temperature of 
320-350°c. 

3. •'•Zeolitic alteration took place at a temperature 
below 165-180°c. The accompanying fluid was under-
saturated with silica, although variations occurred in 
fhe chemical potential of silica in the fluid. The mole 
proportion of CO2 in the fluid remained low until 
towards the end of alteration. 
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Experimental hot water-rock interactions and their 
significance to natural hydrothermal systems 

in New Zealand 

G. R. EWERS* 
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{Received 14 April 1976; accepted in revised form 15 July 1976)-

Abslract—A study has been made of the interaction of a New Zealand greywacke and hot water 
at temperatures up to 500°C. Comparisons are drawn between the trace element content of the reaction 
solutions and the composition of New Zealand thermal waters with particular reference to the Broad
lands geothermal field. 

The experiments have demonstrated that hot water can extract signiflcant quantities of As, Sb, 
Se and S at temperatures below Ihe maximum temperatures recorded for the major geothermal fields 
in New Zealand. 

The amount of Tl and Co leached up to 500°C was below the limits of detection and data could 
not be obtained for Au, Ag, Te and Bi. 
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INTRODUCriON 

ELLIS and MAHON (1964, 1967), ELLIS (1968) and 
MAHON (1967) investigated the compositions of solu
tions obtained from hot water-rock interactions. 
They described experiments in which volcanic and 
sedimentary rocks common to the Taupo Volcanic 
Zone in the North Island of New Zealand, were 
reacted with water at temperatures varying from 100 
to eOCC and pressures ranging from 500 to 1500 
bars. They demonstrated that appreciable quantities 
of constituents such as K,, Na, Li, Rb, Ca, Mg, Si02, 
Cl, F, B and NHj were readily taken inlo solution 
along with trace amounts of Fe, Mn, Cu and Pb. 
Their studies indicated that the compositions of 
waters in natural hydrothermal systems could be 
approached by the interaction of hot water and rock, 
without requiring a contribution from a magmatic 
fluid rich in these elements. CRAIG (1965) concluded 
from isotopic investigations that geothermal waters 
are generally meteoric and in this regard New Zea
land geothermal waters appear to be no exception 
(GiGGENBACM, 1971; GRINDLEY, 1965). 

in the present study, a series of hot water-rock 
leaching, experiments were undertaken to ascertain 
whether trace elements not previously investigated 
were readily available for solution at temperatures 
and pressures likely to be encountered in natural hyd
rothermal systems. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

(a) Procedure 
All reactions were conducted in sealed, high purity silica 

ampoules at temperatures up to 500°C. The rock fragments 
(0.4-O.7 mm. about 210 mg) were contained in a perforated 

* Present address: Bureau of Mineral Resources, P.O. 
Box 378. Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601, Australia. 

gold capsule crimped almost closed at each end. The 
charge was loaded into a silica tube (10 mm o.d., 7 mm 
i.d.) sealed at one end and a slight constriction was made 
about 4 cm from that end. After streaming high purity dry 
N2 through the tube for 15 min to expel as much air as 
possible, 1.4 ml of distilled waler (previously boiled to 
remove dissolved COj) were pipetted into the tube and 
the streaming of N2 was continued. After the contents of 
the tube had been frozen in a dry ice-alcohol bath, the 
tube was then sealed about 4 cm above the constriction 
to give an 8 cm long ampoule. 

The ampoule was loaded into a stainless steel pressure 
vessel which was suspended vertically inside a tube furnace. 
Water was added to the pressure vessel to balance the 
pressures generated within the ampoule. Pressure vessel 
temperatures were measured twice daily using chromel-
alumel thermocouples connected to.a potentiometer. Vari
ations were controlled svithin +3°C. 

The volume of liquid contained in each ampoule was 
sufficient to maintain a two-phase system up to the critical 
point of water (374°Q. Hence pressures could be accu
rately determined from tables of the vapour pressure of 
water. Above the critical point (to 500°C) pressures were 
calculated less accurately using the Law of Corresponding 
States (KAUZMANN, 1966). 

On the completion of an experiment, the furnace was 
tilted and the pressure vessel and its contents withdrawn 
in an inverted position. In the process the solution ran 
through the constriction, thus becoming isolated from the 
rock fragments, preventing any back reaction during cool
ing. The ampoule was removed and its contents frozen 
with a dry ice-alcohol bath prior to being broken open. 
The gold capsule and its contents were recovered and the 
solution retained for analysis if required. The gold capsule 
was forced open at each end and the rock fragments were 
Rushed on to a watch glass with distilled water. After 
several washings, the fragments were air dried and retained 
for analysis. 

(b) Analytical meihods 
Analyses were carried out using neutron activation 

analysis. A How chart outlining the procedure used to 
determine As, Sb, Tl, Bi, Se, Te and Co is given in Fig. 
I. The Bi and Tl methods were developed by HUGHES 
(1976), while the Se and Te methods were adapted from 
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of analytical scheme used for As, Sb, Se, Te, Bi, Tl and Co. 

those of MORRIS and KILLICK (1963). The methods used 
for As and Sb draw substantially from the work of FoucHt 
and SMALES (1967) and HAMAGUCHI et al. (1969). Au and 
Ag were determined by a procedure modified after that 
of Keays er al. (1974). Samples and standards were irra
diated for 6 days in a thermal neutron flux of 6 x 10'^ 
neutrons/cm^/sec and cooled for 3 days before processing. 
Bi and Tl were counted on a Beckman'Widebeta detector 
and the remaining elements were y-counted on a 45 cm' 
Canberra Industries Ge(Li) detector. Sulphur determina
tions were made with a Leco automatic sulphur titrator 
(model 532). 

Table 1. Analyses for U.S.G.S. standards, DTS-1 and 
BCR-1 

n.niEiT 

Ag (ppn) 

Ao (ppo) 

Au (ppb) 

Bi Cppm) 

Co (ppo) 

Sb (ppo) 

Se (ppm) 

Te (ppo) 

n (pim) 

DTS-1 

0.01.3, 0.059 

0.036, 0.026 

0 .75 , 0.73 

< 0.010, < 0.010 

159, 153 
IS"*. 1U7 

o.6i», 0.53 

< 0.005, <o.oo5 

< 0 .05 , < 0.05 

0.003, 0.002 

B C H - 1 

0.031, 0.032 

0 .55 , 0 .53 

0.66 

0.050, O.OIiS . 

1(1.8, 1(1.1 
W . S , 38.9 

0 .76 , ,0 .76 

0.082, O.OSit 

< 0 .05 , < 0.05 

0.285, 0.280 • 

The analytical methods have been assessed by analysing 
the U.S.G.S. standards BCR-I and DTS-I. The values 
obtained are quoted in Table 1 and are consistent with 
the published data in FLANAGAN (1969) and LAUL et al. 
(1970a, b,c). 

Analyses were made on the rock fragments before and 
after leaching rather than the leaching solutions for several 
reasons. It was considered that with the anticipated low 
trace element concentrations in the solutions, the presence 
of some fine suspended material might have contributed 
significantly to these values giving erroneous results. It was 
also not possible to irradiate liquids in the reactor HIFAR 
and the risks of losses through volatilization and contami
nation when evaporating the liquid on to powdered silica 
for irradiation were considered to be loo great. The rock 
fragments recovered from each experiment were divided 
into two approximately equal [>ortions for duplicate analy
ses. 

SELECTION OF ROCK TYPE 

For the following reasons, a greywacke was chosen 
as the most suitable starting material. First, Mesozoic 
greywackes and argillites are likely source rocks for 
metals found in New Zealand geothermal waters since 
they flank both sides of the Taupo Volcanic Zone 
and are thought to.underlie it extensively. Second, 
analyses for a selection of greywackes, argillites and 
acid volcanics (seemingly unaffected by hydrothermal 
fluids and collected from various localities in the 
North Island 6f New Zealand) indicated that those 
elements being considered were more abundant in the 
sediments (EWERS, 1975). Although the greywackes 
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Table 2. Analyses for unaltered greywacke, P 23556 

145 

AvesiOE 

STAinjAHD 
nsvMiroM 

X 
SSUOIASO 
DEVUTIOII 

As 
(pin) 

8.02 

10.54 

9.95 

9.85 

9.59 

1.09 

11.W 

Sb 
(ppb) 

320 

300 

2iS0 

330 

310 

22 

7.W 

Tl 
(ppb) 

395 

MO 

380 

l»20 

W5 

20 

l,.9» 

Bl 
(ppb) 

170 

190 

220 

130 

177 

66 

J7.3!3 

Sa 
(ppb) 

66 

.66 

71. 

72 

70 

k 

5.73 

T, 
(ppb) 

n.f . 

a.t. 

n.f . 

a.t. 

-

• 

-

(ppb) 

1.97 

2.1.6 

-
1.63 

2.02 

O.W 

20.83 

*8 
(ppb) 

< 2 0 

22 

-
<20 

< 2 0 

-

-

Co 
( , t= ) 

5.99 

7.26 

7.17 

6.10 

6.63 

0.68 

lo.S* 

s 
(ppm) 

1.90 

510 

1.80 

500 

WS' 

13 

2.6K 

•» 

n.f. = not found. 

and argillites in the North Island have been divided 
into three distinct lithological groups, depending 
upon their provenance (EWART and STIPP, 1968), the 

trace element concentrations were similar in the two 
types most intimately associated with the geothermal 
areas (i.e. greywackes of andesitic and granitic deriva
tion). 

The greywacke selected (P 23556) came from an out
crop about 70 km south of Lake Taupo and accord
ing to EWART and STIPP (1968) was derived from a 

granitic plutonic terraine. It was a coherent, fine
grained rock with a uniform texture and was com
posed of angular to sub-rounded quartz fragments, 
acidic plagioclase, alkali feldspar, muscovite, iron 
oxides, minor biotite and some secondary chlorite. 
Calcite veining was also quite common. In polished 
thin section, a number of small rounded pyrite grains 
were found to be randomly distributed throughout 
the rock. 

RESULTS 

To establish the elemental concentrations in 
P 23556 with more precision, the rock fragments used 
in the leaching experiments were analysed in quad
ruplicate and the results are presented in Table 2. 
Included in the table are average concentrations, stan
dard deviations and percentage standard deviations 
for each element. While the As, Sb, Tl, Se, S and 
Co analyses for each sample deviate little from the 
mean, the Bi and Au analyses have a wider spread 
and consequently much larger standard deviations. 
The Ag and Te contents are generally below the limits 
of detection. Since leaching was anticipated to be 
minor for low temperature experiments, the standard 
deviations for Bi and Au were considered to be too 
large and might have obscured whether leaching had 
in fact occurred. For these reasons only the elements 
As, Sb, Tl, Se, Co and S are dealt with further. 

Table 3. Experimental and analytical data for hydrothermally leached greywacke, P 23556 

• 
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iniiiBER 
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(houri) 

l aPSSt tVK 

t 'c) 
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(bu- i l a m (pp») 
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lupb) 

Avniue CQncnminm i i v m u c t a n u a v i a t 

ri 
(ppb) 

s< 
(ppb) 

0> 

(pp>) 

S3 

23 

«e 
95 

M 

2» 

»2 

I U 

27B 

72 

72 

72 

72 

72 

W7 

152 

153 

151 

151 
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3*2 

3»7 

34D 

10« 

19S 

2B8 

387 

484 

770 

8.5 

5.5 

e.5 

e.5 

154 
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162 . 

160 • 

2.5 

I t • 

74 
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• 100 

• 0.5 

• 0.5 

- 0.5 

• 0.5 
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2 

• 2 

• 2 

0.5 

. 0.5 

• 1 

• 80 
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sisoia 

-
• 
-
• 

StlOHI 

SlIOHI 

aioKT 

a iGKt 

-

-
SlIDHT 

srsoio 
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3.43 
3.27 
9.'35 
8.12 
9.35 
9.ea 
8.38 
7.40 
7.92 
9.99 
7.00 
7.12 
7.05 
7.16 

8.02 
(.70 
8.81 

6.83 

10.31 
9.00 

8.32 
9.99 

M2 
6.78 
4.38 

6.21 
3.15 
2.41 

l io 
115 
170 
185 
190 
200 
160 
180 
180 
205 
115 
115 
110 
140 
90 
95 

90 
105 

230 

260 
185 

190 

IM 
130 

115 
85 

too 
120 

430 
460 
450 
390 
420 
440 
410 
415 
470 
460 
400 
MO 
395 
450 
395 
405 

410 
400 
435 

390 

350 
395 
390 
395 

400 
345 
360 
390 

53 
56 
66 
62 
71 

73 
74 
61 

60 
69 
51 
61 

58 
71 
69 
63 

64 
59 
61 

68 

71 

59 

fiO 
58 
56 
52 
30 
40 

6.17 
6.86 

n.t l . 

n.8. 

n .d . 

n.d. 
7.28 
6.97 

6.59 
S.eo 
7.68 
9.13 

7.63 
7.61 

7.08 

6.31 
S.28 
6.88 

6.63 
6.34 

6.20 
6 J 9 
6.83 
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Table 4. Experimental data and sulphur analyses for hydrothermally 
leached, greywacke, P 23556 

Rmi 
mnoER 

I D E 
(hours) 

K>IFraATOII£ 
(^C) 

FBESSURE 
( b a r e ) OCOUB 

S 
(ppn) 

15 

16 

17 

1.8 

1.8 

la 

11.2 

295 

510 

5.5 - 0.5 

8 2 l l 

830 t 100 

-

SUOHT 

SMOKO 

370 
1.60 

• 250 

110 
210 

Table 3 summarizes the run data and analytical 
results for As, Sb, Tl, Se and Co after leaching for 
periods of up to 449 hr and temperatures in the range 
10(M84°C. Since only small quantities of the rock 
fragments could be leached at one time, there was 
insufficient sample to analyse for these elements and 
S simultaneously. Consequently, a number of exper
iments were repeated for the S detenninations, the 
results of which are given in Table 4. 

Having ascertained in the first run that hot water 
at a temperature of 467°C was capable of leaching 
al least some of the elements (i.e. As, Sb and Se) 
within 53 hr, a series of runs was conducted at con
stant temperatures to establish the minimum time for 
optimum leaching. The first series of runs (nos. 2-5) 
was carried out at about 150°C with times varying 
from 23 to 449 hr and indicated that Sb was the only 
element to be significantly leached. For each run, the 
concentration of Sb in the rock fragments was consis
tently depleted by about 130 ppb (approximately 
40%). The results of a second series of experiments 
at about 350°C (run nos. 6-9), where the duration 
of each run varied from 24 to 278 hr, have been pre
sented diagrammatically in Fig. 2. Although As, Sb 
and possibly Se (percentage leaching generally < 10%) 
were the only elements leached at this temperature, 
it would appear that they were substantially taken 
into solution in less than 24 hr. 

In the remaining experiments (run nos. 10-14) the 
duration of each run was kept constant at 72 hr while 

the temperatures were increased from 100 to 500°C 
in ](XfC intervals. The results of these experiments 
have been summarized in Fig. 3. Also included in 
this diagram are the results for S determinations on 
the leached rock fragments from a series of 48 hr ex
periments (run nos. 15-17). The data indicates that 
while As, Sb, Se and S are appreciably leached at 
temperatures up to 500°C, there is no perceptible de
pletion in the Tl or Co contents ofthe rock fragments. 

Examination of polished thin sections of rock frag
ments that had been leached showed there were no 
signs of alteration at temperatures up to 200°C. How
ever, above 200°C, it was evident that the fragments 
were more heavily stained with iron oxides, due prob
ably to slight oxidation of the matrix and the break
down of pyrile. On breaking open the ampoules used 
in experiments above 200°C, the smell of HjS was 
noticeable. 

It was noted that the solutions recovered after 
leaching in tlie higher temperature experiments 
(>200°C) developed a gelatinous while precipitate on 
standing. This was later identified as amorphous 
silica. Since the silica ampoules showed signs of hav
ing been etched (especially at high temperatures), it 
was concluded that this was the main source of silica 
with some also being derived from the quartz in the 
greywacke. From data on the solubility of amorphous 
silica and quartz in water (KENNEDY, 1950), concen
trations of up to 2000 ppm could be anticipated in 
the reaction solutions at 300°C. 
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Fig. 2. Variation with time in the percentage of constituents, leached from greywacke, P 23556. 
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Fig. 3. Variation with temperature in the percentage of constituents leached from greywacke, P 23556. 

Although no pH measurements were made on the 
reaction solutions, measurements by MAHON (1967) 
for solutions recovered after leaching greywackes with 
hot water indicate that they should be near neutral 
to slightly acid. ' 

DISCUSSION 

(a) General considerations 

While the experimental data demonstrate that 
appreciable quantities of some elements were readily 
leached from the greywacke, the exact amounts are 
not of great significance. The ratios of rock to water 
in natural hydrothermal systems would be much 
higher than the 0.14 ratio used in the present exper
iments. ELLIS and MAHON (1964) have concluded from 
porosity measurements that ratios of ten to twelve 
appear reasonable for recent volcanic areas and these 
may be higher in sedimentary or metamorphic rocks. 
It follows that elemental concentrations in geothermal 
waters could be at least a factor of 70 higher than 
in the experimental solutions providing concen
trations are not held at lower levels by solubility 
product relationships involving any of the elements. 
There is also the possibility that since the trace ele
ments considered are not all extracted with the same 
ease (e.g. As and Sb in Fig. 3), then the trace element 
content of geothermal waters would probably show 
variations over the lifetime of the hydrothermal sys
tem. Although estimates have been made of the 
duration of hydrothermal activity in some New Zea
land geothermal fields (GRINDLEY, 1965), there are no 
reliable estimates for the tota! volume of water which 
has passed through a given system or its rate of turn
over. It could be expected that as the water in the 
system is recharged and recirculated, those rocks 
already leached would tend to release progressively 
lower amounts of the trace elements for solution. On 
the other hand, trace element concentrations could 
oe maintained if fracturing (through fault movement) 
exposed fresh rocks for leaching, while pre-existing 
channelways were closed by mineral deposition. 

It should also be emphasized that the reaction 
times for the experiments were very short in compari
son to those available in natural systems. While signi
ficant concentrations of As, Sb, Se and S were 
released to the solutions in 72 hr at 300°C (Fig. 3), 
it is doubtful whether chemical equilibrium was estab
lished. With much longer reaction times and the 
opportunity for greater hydrothermal alteration an 
increased portion of those elements bound up in sili
cate and sulphide structures would probably be liber
ated. 

(b) Individual constituents 

Arsenic. It is evident from Fig. 3 that appreciable 
quantities of As were leached from the greywacke at 
temperatures greater than 250°C and that at about 
480°C more than 70% or 7 ppm of the As was liber
ated to the solution. It is also apparent that the As 
was taken into solution rapidly (Fig. 2). These results 
supplement the data obtained by ELLIS and MAHON 

. (1964), who observed that hot water contained trace 
amounts of As (< 1 ppm) after leaching acid volcanics 
for up to 480 hr at 300-350°C. 

The results indicate that the source of As found 
in geothermal waters need not be magmatic as ONISHI 
and SANDELL (1955) have proposed. If the assump
tions are made that (1) the As contents of natural 
waters are not depressed by either solubility product 
relationships or adsorption on to the surface of 
minerals (such as clays) and (2) the rock to water 
ratio is ten, then concentrations of 25-30 ppm As in 
the fluid phase could be anticipated for solutions at 
300°C in contact with a greywacke (such as P 23556) 
containing 10 ppm As. Applying the same boundary 
conditions, ELLIS and MAHON (1964) have concluded 
that concentrations of at least 6-8 ppm As could be 
expected in thermal waters percolating through ande
sites or rhyolitic pumice. Since the drillhole waters 
in many New Zealand geothermal fields attain maxi
mum temperatures approaching 300°C at depth and 
generally contain less than 6 ppm As (ELLIS and 
MAHON, 1964), the volcanics and sediments of the 

I 
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Taupo Volcanic Zone may act as source materials. 
The fact that appreciable quantities of As were not 

readily available for solution at <200°C may indicate 
that it is mainly contained within mineral lattices 
rather than being held adsorbed on to mineral sur
faces within the greywacke. The leaching profiles 
for As and S (Fig. 3) indicate that the As is possibly 
being liberated from pyrite' as it breaks down to 
release S. 

Antimony. The form of the Sb leaching profile 
differs significantly from that of As (Fig. 3). At 100°C, 
about 20% of the Sb was in solution and at 200°C, 
40% had been leached. In contrast, the As content 

' of the greywacke had been depleted by less than 10% 
at 200°C. In addition to this, the percentage of Sb 
leached between 350 and 500°C remained reasonably 
constant, while the depletion of As over the same tem-
pierature interval almost doubled. 

The explanation of these differences may lie in the 
availability of each element for extraction by water. 
Although it is likely that pyrite in the greywacke 
would contain Sb, it is also possible that some Sb 
may be present either in other submicroscopic sul
phide phases (e.g. stibnite, tetrahedrite) or adsorbed 
on to crystal surfaces and the walls of microfissures. 
Low temperature leaching experiments of short 
duration would probably produce negligible hydro-
thermal alteration and liberate very little Sb from the 
pyrite. However, these reaction times and tempera
tures may be sufficient to readily dissolve more solu
ble Sb-bearing sulphides and/or any adsorbed Sb. 
Ellis and Mahon have concluded from their exper-

- imental studies that a proportion of constituents such 
as chloride, boric acid and ammonia is held adsorbed 
on surfaces in rocks and is readily available for solu
tion by water. The importance of adsorption pheno
mena has also been verified by GoNi and GuiLLEMrN 
(1968) for a wide range of trace elements. 

Calculations of the likely Sb contents of thermal 
waters, using the experimental leaching data and 
applying the same assumptions made for As, suggest 
that at 300°C the solutions in contact with the grey
wacke P 23556 would contain up to 2 ppm Sb. Higher 
Sb concentrations in solution could be anticipated, 
as some greywackes and acid volcanics analysed con
tained greater Sb concentrations than P 23556. How
ever, since the rate at which Sb would be liberated 
from a rock depends on the way in which the Sb 
is held and the rate of reaction between the rock and 
the solution, no quantitative estimates can be made. 
It would appear though from the above calculation 
that with the Sb concentrations of the Broadlands 
waters no more than 2 ppm (WEISSBERG, 1969; 
BROWNE, 1971) and the Sb contents of New Zealand 
thermal waters generally less than 0.3 ppm (RITCHIE, 
1961), the elements may originate from the sediments 
and acid volcanics of the Taupo Volcanic Zone 
through leaching. 

Selenium. Only traces of Se were leached from the 
rock fragments up to 300°C. In view of the ability 

Se has to substitute for S in sulphides, there is a 
strong possibility that it is mainly contained in pyrite 
and that as the pyrite dissociates, Se is liberated to 
the solution. 

Extrap)olating the experimental data as before, it 
can be calculated that in a natural hydrothermal sys
tem at least 100 ppb Se could be released to a solution 
at 300°C in contact with this greywacke. 'Unfortuna
tely, there are no data for the Se concentrations in 
thermal waters from which comparisons can be made. 
However, if Se is to be derived by leaching, the argil
lites and greywackes are more likely source rocks 
than the acid volcanics which generally contain less 
than' 10 ppb Se (EWERS, 1975). 

Sulphur. Insufficient S determinations were made 
on the leached samples to enable many conclusions 
to be drawn. Analyses for the New Zealand grey
wackes and argillites indicate that S concentrations 
are typically in the range 500-2500 ppm. GI(X;ENBACM 
(in preparation) has shown that this sulphur is a mix
ture of sulphide and sulphate, though it is present 
mainly as pyrite. The eflicient extraction of S from 
P 23556 by hot water as leaching temperatures were 
increased (see Fig. 3), illustrates the potential for these 
sediments to act as source material. 

ELLIS and MAHON (1964) have stated that sulphides 
in contact with hot water containing oxygen would 
hydrolyse to H2S and then the latter would partly 
oxidize to sulphate. Although the present experiments 
were carried out in a nilrogen atmosphere and the 
distilled water was boiled, it is probable that some 
air trapped between rock fragments and along micro
fractures produced appreciable quantities of sulphate. 
This may explain why HjS was not detected at 150°C 
even though almost 20% of the S in the greywacke 
had been leached. 

Of further significance is the fact that the grey
wacke is a suitable source rock for As and Sb as 
well as S. Since it is known that As and Sb form 
very stable thio complexes (WEISSBERG et a i , 1966; 
BROOKINS, 1972; NORTON, 1964), the availability of 
S in a reduced form could play an important role 
in their transport. 

Thallium. The fact that large amounts of Tl were 
not readily liberated on leaching suggests that Tl is 
incorporated into silicate lattices (substituting for K 
in K-feldspars and K-micas). With prolonged leaching 
(such as in natural hydrothermal systems) these sili
cates would alter and small quantities of Tl would 
be released for solution. However, under the exper
imental conditions, reaction times were too short for 
silicate alteration to take place. If Tl were in the pyr
ite or adsorbed on to crystal surfaces, some leaching 
should have occurred below 500°C as was the case 
for As, Sb, Se and S. 

Although the data suggest that Tl was not leached 
to a significant extent from the greywacke up to 
5(X)°C, it would be inappropriate to assume that some 
other source must therefore be invoked. Analyses for 
Broadlands drillhole waters indicate that Tl concen-
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(rations are less than 10 ppb (WEISSBERG, 1969 J 
BROWNE, 1971). For these concentrations' to be 
obtained by the interactioti of greywacke P 23556 
with hot water (assuming a rock tp> water ratio of 
ten) less than 1% leaching woiild be required, 
pbvioiisly, at such low levels of leaching, the preci
sion- of the analytical technique and yariations in the 
Tl content of the starting materials would triake it 
diffi'cuit to .establish whether leaching had occurred. 

Cobalt. The absence of signifit;ant Go lea:ching was. 
perhaps.surprising in view of the probable high Go 
content of the pyrite in the greywacke. It might be 
expected that as the pyrite breaks down, Co would 
be released tb the solution. The, fact that this was 
not the case suggrats that most of the Go is either 
incorporated in the lattices of the new hydrothermal 
minerals (e:g. iron oxides) or retained in the unaltered 
Fe-bearing silicates (such as biotite) aitd is not readily 
available for solution. 

.Gold, silver, bismuth and teJIurium. Eor reasons 
already stated, leaching data was not obtained, for 
these elements. However, for a rock to water ratio 
of ten, only minor leaching would be necessary to 
produce the low concentrations of these elements 
•found in the Broadlands waters [Au 0.1-1 ppb, Ag 
2 ppb and Bi 0.3 ppb, according to BROWNE (1969)]-
WEISSBERG (1969) has shown that waters k6m the 
Broadlands drillhole, BR 2 contain only "0.04 ppb Au 
and 0.6 ppb Ag, even though discharge precipitates 
with 55 ppm Au and 200 ppm Ag are forrning from 
them. Data collected by GOTTFRIED et ai. (1972) have 
indicated that the therrnal wateirs of Yellowstone 
National Park generally contain 0.004-0.04 ppb Au, 
though the sinters deposited from them contain up 
to 5 ppm Au. They have concluded that above aver
age Au concentrations in the country rocks are not 
required for them tp serve as a possible source for 
the Au. 
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